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Many thanks for your awesome service. You are the best :)

Designed by a signmaker
This logo is on all our products that were suggested to us, designed or even produced by advertising 
technicians, car wrappers and digital printers around the world. These products are the direct result of 
constructive criticism and innovative ideas from the people who are directly affected by the correspon-
ding problem. So we make sure to develop FOR you and not AROUND you.You can be sure that our 
products carry the essence of what our colleagues are all about. Is there something that annoys you 
constantly? Do you have an innovative idea? Then email or call us today. 

We look forward to you and your problems :)

What payment types do we accept?

• Paying in advance: 
After you send us your order, we will send you a confi rmation with complete order details, including shipping or other costs. After we receive your payment we will ship the goods as soon as possible.

• Prepay with cash on delivery:
After you send us your order, we will send you a confi rmation with complete order details, including shipping or other costs.
Please be so kind and consider the COD fees on orders for your country.

• Prepay with Visa, AMEX, Maestro/Eurocard/Mastercard:
Ordering is as easy as making a phone call when paying by credit card. (Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 17:00 CET) Or pay by credit card online, 24/7/365. (Anytime!)

• Prepay with PayPal:
Pay save and easy with your PayPal account.

How does my delivery come to me?
Basically, unless you specify your own preferred carrier, we ship your order in the best and most costeffi cient manner. Most often, within the EU, we ship via UPS unless your package exceeds the 
UPS size limit 2,70m (Up to 1,50m length we must add a handling fee) . From a length 2,70m and 70kg we will ship the goods via forwarder. For shipment in three parts we add a handling fee per 
delivery which you will also fi nd in the order confi rmation. If you get broken or damaged packages please be so kind and don´t accept this delivery. Please inspect all deliveries for completeness and 
correctness prior to accepting all deliveries. Unfortunately, complaints after acceptance of your shipment are excluded. We deliver exclusively based on our general terms of business, which we can 
provide to you upon your written or verbal request.

Customer service:
Do you have ideas or suggestions? Or do you have technical questions regarding the use of our tools? Then we of course would enjoy hearing from you personally: Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 17:00, call 
us at 49 (0) 2292 / 921 928. Do you have a product idea? Or would you like to become a DBS (designed by sign-maker) developer?
Great! We’d love to hear from you! Call us or send an email to sales@yellotools.com 

Don´t miss our actual Newsletter - Stay always up to date: News, Tips, Sales and so on... Sign on at www.yellotools.com

Some more facts:
Occasionally slight variances from the product as pictured in this catalog pictures may occur. All published prices in this catalog are exclusive of GST, VAT, (possible duties) and shipping costs, where
 applicable.The prices listed in this catalog supercede any prior price-lists, catalogs and online published prices. All length and/or size data published in this catalog is accurate to within a variance 
of +/- 2%. This depends on the temperature  

est. 2004



2014 was certainly the year of our “Design by Signmaker” (DbS) products!  So many brilliant ideas and thoughts from our valued customers 
have grown this catalog by more than 50 new products and tools—specially designed to fi t the unique needs of Signmakers.  It is really a crazy, 
colorful world we live in.  Unfortunately, the world can feel unsteady at times.  It is inspiring to see the creativity and ingenuity of the global 
Signmaking community creating calmness and unity in the midst of all the hustle.

Whether in North or South America, Dubai, Europe, Australia, Japan, Russia, Israel or South Africa, our Signmaking customers are united in 
their passion for the industry!  Wherever Yellotools travels, we fi nd the same kindness and curiosity.  Signmaking is a world without prejudices 
or fear of communication. Many thanks for your impartiality and hospitality - no matter where we’ve met you!  You are simply unbelievable!

We wish you well reading and exploring this brand new issue. Please always consider this:
Hard work can take you somewhere – LEAN work can take you anywhere. :)
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XXL5 METER

BIS ZU / UP TO

XXL3 METER

BIS ZU / UP TO

SafetyRuler Platin
No. 1 Tool in every signshop: 
The Safety-Cutting-Ruler!

2-in-1. It’s a safety ruler and linear cutter 
in one! Side one offers our “Classic” 
cutting protection; Side two features a 
built-in CutCoaster track. Truly two tools 
in one!

• Optimum comfort while cutting
• Very straight cut, universally usable
• Highly safe and easy cutting 
• For use with the SR-Platinum-Edition

Cuts foam board, aluminum composite, etc. up to 1cm deep.

                      Now also available:
                            4-wayTitanBlades!

Cut without effort? No problem: CutCoaster!

CutCoaster

Ruler a. Coaster also available as set - safe some money

• anodized aluminium

• 2-in-1 SafetyRuler + Cutter Mouse

• protection fl ange

• non-slip rubber-coated base

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SafetyRuler Platin YT09SRP...

SR Platin Combo YT09SRPC...

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CutCoaster YT09SRPCC01

SpareBlades CC 5er YT09SBCC05   

TitanBlades CC 5er YT15CCTB04
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XXLXXLXXL
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XXL

Only for use with the SafetyRuler Platin.

Cuts textiles and fabrics simple and clean

CutCoaster Wheel
All the advantages of the „regular“ CutCoaster 
combined with the ease of a round blade. 
With our new CutCoaster Wheel it doesn´t 
matter which cutting direction you select.
If you want to push or pull your cut, no 
problem either way. Textiles and fabrics are 
way easier to cut with a round blade. 
And it´s done in seconds.

Thanks for the idea to Marc Elo, junkyardathletic.com

SafetyRuler X-Black
Your demand: a SafetyRuler with an extreme hard Surface but 
without that roundish Stainless-steel wire inside. The seriously 
progress in anodizing Aluminum allows us to offer this technology 
right now. The latest way to harden Aluminum gives the 
SafetyRuler X-Black almost the same hardeness than the 
stainless-steel wire. 
Result: The perfect cutting properties of the Classic-Ruler
combined with the hardness of our Black-edition. 

The top choice of signmakers in Europe - with ultimate protection!

Our SafetyRulers are occupationally safe and purely ergonomic, 
allowing for a simple, safe and quick job!

• Anodized aluminium
• Extra-high protection fl ange
• Non-slip rubber coated base
• Exact scaling for accurate measuring

SafetyRuler Classic

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CutCoaster Wheel YT14SRCCW01   

SpareBlades CCW 3er YT14SBCCW01     

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SafetyRuler X-Black YT13SRXB...

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SafetyRuler Classic YT04SR...
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Problem: Lösung / Solution: Ergebnis / Result:

Beispiel Fensterscheibe / Example Car Window

Schneiderichtung links

Cutting Direction left

Schneiderichtung rechts

Cutting Direction right

YelloGuide Griff / YelloGuide Handle

Messerklinge / Blade

Folie / Vinyl

Scheibe oder Schild /
Glas or Substrate

Führungsstift / Guidesupport

z.B. Dichtungsgummi / e.G.Rubberseal

YelloGuide Griff / YelloGuide Handle

Messerklinge / Blade

Folie / Vinyl

Scheibe oder Schild /
Glas or Substrate

Führungsstift / Guidesupport

Innenschnitt / Inner Cut

1

2

3

6

5

4

1
Aussenschnitt / Outer Cut

1

3

6

5

4

Full set: Inner, Outer, 3mm, 5mm Left AND Right

You need to have a perfect cut all along an inside- or outside
kontour with a distance of either 3mm or 5mm?

No problem at all for our brandnew YelloGuide Flexi.If along an inside 
Rubberseal or a top-mounted Glaswindow - no matter if 3mm or 5mm 
distance to the respective borderline or if you want to use your right or 
left hand - our new superstar combines 8 different tools in one. 
You will love it.

YelloGuide Flexi

1. YelloGuide Handle  2. Rubberseal  3. Blade 
4. Guidesupport  5. Vinyl  6. Glas or Substrate 

Inner edge cut Outer edge cut

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloGuide Flexi YT13YGF01   

TitanBlades Trapez 10x YT13TBT10     
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Due to the solid guide bracket, 
you always get a perfect cut

Precise CNC-cut washers (.5mm) makes sure, that you can 
switch between 3 gapsizes (.5mm, 1.0mm and 1.5mm)

Many thanks for this awseso-
me idea to Steffen Haag.

Our popular gap cutter, YelloGuideFlexi, is also one of those success stories no one really 
believed in...! Even better that we could fi nd such a nice solution for this problem. 

Steffen Haag (Fotosatz Haag, Germany) asked for a litte bit different version of this kind of 
knife. He wanted to cut a gap from about 0.5mm to max. 1.5mm, around a mounted graphic 
on a sign. Our genius puzzle freak, Stephan Engel (Angel), did not sleep until he found the 
ultimate solution. 
Together with Steffen, he designed and produced the AngelCutter.
Many thanks to both of you :)

Here is what Steffen said about the prototype:
“I was looking for a tool, with which I could trim my freshly applied material with less than a 
millimeter around the edge of the sign - like with the YelloGuideFlexi, but withless distance. 
The new Angelcutter glides perfectly around the trim, and due to the two blades, I can use it 
in all directions without changing the blade!”

Angel-Cutter

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Angel-Cutter YT15AC001
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EasyLink

EasyCross

Our „EasyLink“ is not just able to connect two 
(or more) of your SafetyRuler „Platinum edition“ -
it glides perfect in it´s track. Because of that, you are 
able to use this amazing tool in plenty of areas in 
„Signmakers-daily-life“. 
The super-solid Connecting of Rulers is just one 
option of many! EasyLink, the „Super-Sleigh“ - guider, glider, connector

Another great example is the EasyCross. 
Using the EasyLink concept, it connects 
your Platinum editions in 45° or 90° - 
on demand. In the course of this catalog, you will 
meet a lot of stunning purposes of this genius 
valued assistant. Have fun discovering.

Turns two SafetyRuler Platin editions in 90°- or 45° angle 

SafetyRuler BigJob
This heavy-duty (3,2 kg) ruler is solidly built for supreme cutting power 

and a real BIG helper for all signmakers with really BIG JOBS! 
With a maximum cutting length of 155cm, SafetyRuler BigJob covers 

many applications of the everyday life. Plus the heavy-duty cutting coaster 
on BIGJOB goes to great depths, too. And with its advanced ergonomic design, 

cutting is still super easy and comfortable, which is just as important as safety. 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyLink YT11EL01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyCross YT11ECR01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SafetyRuler BigJob YT10SRB01   
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SafetyRuler Fineliner
A precision linear cutter with variable-depth 
cutting and an optional sliding hand protector for 
freehand cutting! FineLiner is perfect for precise 
marking, as well as precision cutting with 
X-acto-type knives. Plus it comes with an 
adjustable cutter head for fast and accurate 
angled cutting and trimming. 

Our pretty thin Guideline with it´s super-
sharp and long lasting Titan-Nitrid-Blade and 
with the longer Cutting-Guide-Nozzle for a 
safe and easy cutting, is now also available 
in a „LEAN“ version. Equiped with a strong 
holding magnet.

Sizes: 3.1“ x 1.7“ x 0.1“

Could have been our idea:
Put a small, powerful and rubber-coated mini 
magnet on the backside of our TinnyCut,
to have it handy right, where you need it.

Nice idea from Lisa M. Judd, Bren Inc, 
USA - thank you, Lisa :)

TinnyCut 

TinnyCut Mag 

Extra slim bladehousing

Always in reach at plotter, 
printer or vehicle.

Keep the perfect distance:
Our super strong Mini-Mag

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SafetyRuler Fineliner YT10SRF01   

SpareBlades Fineliner 10x YT10SRF10     

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TinnyCut YT11TC001    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TinnyCut mit Magnet YT13TCM01    
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3.2.1.

 Tipps & Tricks: 

PrintJoggle BasicSet -  S.68 HeavyHolder - S.71PrintJoggle BasicSet -  S.PrintJoggle BasicSet -  S.68PrintJoggle BasicSet -  S.

TimberMaxx 76cm - S.44BodyGuard Knife - S.8

 │www.yellotools.com   

This knife has changed an entire industry!

First of all, it‘s a pretty cool regular vinyl cutter Just cut a little strip out of the liner...

The Tefl onpad safes cars and signsubstrates from scratches while 
cutting.

Cuts liner WITHOUT hurting the vinyl on top

...and here‘s how it works: First of all, it´s a cool cutter for simple 
cuts through vinyl or paper. But then it reveals its real genius: 

Thanks to the design of the tefl on-coated lower „foot“ of the knife, 
you can easily cut JUST the liner of the vinyl itself. Sounds like 
a dream, right? But it works just brilliantly! 

Our application tip No.3 (shown below) - just cut yourself a little 
strip out of the liner (2-3cm / 1 inch). Now you can align your graphic 
with ease, press it on and apply it from the center, outward. 
Honestly: We LOVE our BodyGuardKnife and you won´t want to 
let anyone borrow yours! 

BodyGuardKnife

The perfect combination for a LEAN Workfl ow :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BodyGuard Knife YT11BGK001     

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01       

10x BGK SteelBlades YT11BGK002       

Tefl onShoes 5x YT11BGKTS01      

YelloPouch YT15YP001YelloPouch S. 137
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3.2.1.

10 SpareBlades are stored inside the aluminum handle. 
Many thanks to Julian Bowdler with AVS, Australia :)

BodyGuardKnife ProTeflon

This is the ultimate improvement to our cutting highlight, the “BodyGuardKnife”. With previous 
version, you have to replace the self-adhesive Tefl onShoe from time to time. This shoe 
prevents the guiding “foot” from sticking to the exposed self-adhesive vinyl. Our all-new PRO 
TEFLON Version now is fi tted with a high-end Tefl on coating - like you can fi nd on premium 
fry pans.  No more replacing strips of Tefl on. This is a must-have for all those who use our 
cutter every day. 
Our Aussie friend, Julian Bowdler (AVS), was also looking for a spare blade holder integ-
rated into the handle.  Even this has been realized with the new PRO TEFLON version! Of 
course, you can upgrade your existing BodyGuardKnife with just a replacement part (PRO 
TEFLON SPARE).  
This really makes sense, since not only does the cutter offer improved adherence with the et-
ched coating of premium Tefl on, but it also improves the gliding properties throughout the cut 
of the open liner paper. Back-slittingcan now be done with way less friction and with an easier, 
faster cut. The difference will make you smile :)

Please be aware:  Some of our competitors sell a sprayed-on, cheap glide-lacquer as Tefl on-
coating! The surface gets pretty rough and this sort of coating wears out quickly.  Only a true 
burnt-in, etched Tefl on coating ensures that you get the “real deal”!

Perfect gliding properties without changing of self-adhesive 
protection shues due to a premium, burnt-in tefl oncoating
MADE IN GERMANY

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BodyGuard ProTefl on YT15BGKPT01     

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01       

10x BGK SteelBlades YT11BGK002       

ProTefl on Shoe YT15PTS01     
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BodyGuardKnife Duo HD 

BodyGuardKnife Teflon

ProTeflon Shoe

For application of larger vinyls, or for your work table, a lot of you asked 
for a bigger version ot the BodyGuardKnife. Here it is: Our already improved 
HD version now allows you the option to push OR pull to cut. We love „all-in-ones“!
You´ve asked for an improved blade/handle work angle to get better working ergonomics. 
This, we realized pretty easily, and we now offer the improved version at NO ADDITIONAL 
CHARGE. Many thanks for your thoughts!

Of course - all of you, who bought one of our BodyGuardKnifes already, can upgrade your old
one to the TEFLON version as well.

Due to the fact, that we´ve kept the same dimensions than the standard knife, you can simple 
change the cutting bracket while changing the next blades with ease.

Since we´ve kept those dimensions, now we can offer all kinds
of different variations of the knife.

Like this: The BodyGuardKnife Tefl on.
It´s the standard version of the knife but with the all-new 
tefl on coated cutting bracket.

Whatever you want to combine - it works :)

NEW: 2-in-1  Push AND pull cutting directions now in an improved 
work angle possible 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BodyGuardKnife Tefl on YT15BGKT01    

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01       

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

ProTefl on Shoe YT15PTS001     

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01       

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BodyGuardKnife Duo HD YT12BGKDUOHD

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01    
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BodyGuardKnife TWIN

BodyGuardKnife TWIN Teflon

Even this combination is 
possible:

Ralph Mittman´s Double-Bodyguard
Knife with two tefl on coated cutting
brackets.

Like we said: Almost 
everything is possible :)

Since we´ve kept those dimensions, now we can offer all kinds
of different variations of the knife.

Like this: The BodyGuardKnife Tefl on.
It´s the standard version of the knife but with the all-new 
tefl on coated cutting bracket.

Whatever you want to combine - it works :) 2-in-1: One complete stripcut with just one move! We love it.
Many thanks to Ralph Mittman.

Simply ideal at huge graphics. Fast and easy :)

Our customer, Ralph Mittman, with printpost.com, must be a natural LEAN-Thinker. He is 
using our popular BodyGuardKnife almost every day to cut an entire strip out of the liner as 
shown above.  
This makes applying digital prints on signs, windows and all upright surfaces a piece of cake. 
But, until now, he‘s had to make 2 movements to get 1 big strip out of the material.  That was a 
big No-Go for Mr. Mittman, so he simply “married” two glide “feet” to one handle.  Now, he was 
able to make center cuts in just one motion.  A perfect “2-in-1” solution, we LOVE it!  Great job, 
Ralph!

Of course, upon request, you can also have the TWIN with two PRO TEFLON SPARES :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BodyGuardKnife Twin YT15BGKT01    

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01      

Tefl onShoes 5x YT11BGKTS01      

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes
BodyGuardKnife Twin Tefl on YT15BGKTT10    

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01      
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

    Our perfect „Arm-Extension“ LongReach Duo    Medias too wide, arms too short, annoying climbings...?

The Tefl onpad safes cars from scratches while cutting

LongReach Duo 

There isn‘t much explanation needed for this one:

Media and, of course, workbenches are getting bigger and bigger. 
The all-day cutting becomes more of an annoying gymnastic exercise. 

That´s what drove our friend Göran Johannson to call us for a solution. 
Done: The LongReach cutters. 

Available in 60cm (23 inch) and 90cm (35 inch). 

Now also with the unique push AND pull cutting 
directions in one cutter. 
All LongReaches come with the replaceable 
Tefl onShoe on the lower cutting guide. 

Cutting is, once again, a non-issue!

NEW: 2-in-1  push AND pull cutting directions possible

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LongReach Duo 60 YT12LRD60

LongReach Duo 90 YT12LRD90

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01   
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LongReach Duo „Pro Teflon“

LongReach Duo Flexi

Because Göran is the inventor of the legendary ROLLSROLLER, he got his 
version with magnets to „park“ the LongReach right at the crossbeam of the 
applicator. Pretty LEAN, isn´t it?

Of course, even this part of the „BodyGuardKnife-Familiy“ is available with the 
all-new tefl oncoated cutting brackets. For pricing, please see www.yellotools.com.

For all RollsRoller also available with cool magnetic mount

LongReach Duo Mag 

Most customers were ok with choosing a fi xed size for their LongReach Knife, 
since their tables already have a certain size anyway. But every now and then 
we had requests for an extendable version of this genius cutting knife. We listened  :)

Now available: Our “long runner” LongReach Knife with a telescopic handle. 
You can switch the handle in four different positions, from 75cm (30”) to 105cm (41”). 
No one can say we don´t listen to you :)

The advantages of the tefl on coated cutting bracket, as shown on page 9 are also now
moved into the popular LongReach DUO :)
From now one, you can decide which kind of LongReach you might prefer.
We always do our best to fullfi ll your demands...!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LongReach Duo Mag 60 YT12LRDM60

LongReach Duo Mag 90 YT12LRDM90

10x BGK TitanBlades YT12BGTB01    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LongReachDuo Flexi YT15LRDF01

LongReachDuo Flexi Tefl on YT15LRDF02    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LRDuo 60 ProTefl on YT15LRDPR60

LRDuo 90 ProTefl on YT15LRDPR90

extendable from 75cm to 105cm
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YelloWheel
Say goodbye to frayed edges and 
rapidly dulling blades. This is the 
perfect knife for cleanly cut fabrics, 
banners, fl ags and paper. The 
rotary blade cuts neatly and stays 
sharper longer.

Perfect to cut fabrics and textiles

LongReach RollKnife
Even the second rollknife idea arosed from Mastermind and Yellotools 
customer, Marc Elo (Junkyard Athletic, USA). He asked for a combination 
between a supreme rolling knife and our popular LongReach Family. 
No problem, Mr. Elo :) 

Of course, this LongReach RollKnife is also available in the telescopic “Flexi” version.

YelloWheel Pro 

While cutting fabrics and exceptionally thin layers, sometimes it´s perfect to have a rolling 
blade. Here we´ve also found a really good addition in a premium Japanese, rolling blade. 
The safety bracket pushes back automatically, when force is applied to the blade. 
You can adjust the rolling tension of the blade in three settings.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloWheel YT09YW001    

SpareBlade Wheel 3er YT09SBW01    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloWheel Pro YT15YWP01   

SpareBlade Wheel 3er YT09SBW01    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LongReach RollKnife YT15LRFK01   

SpareBlade Wheel 3er YT09SBW01    
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Folie

LackWoody-
knife

FingerTip KnifePen

This amazing Knife was introduced to us by the inventor himself. We saw it, we tried it and 
we knew: This is perfect for Signmaking! It may looks a little bit odd, but it fi ts perfectly in your 
fi ngertip. It´s just awesome for fi ne detail work. After a few seconds you will ask yourself why 
no one came up with something like that before.

As an upgrade, you can now also use the FingerTip KinfePen as a handheld plotterblade
due to a rotating swivelblade in the tip of the knife. Please see page 22

Like you were cutting with your 
fi ngertip - simply awesome!

Precise and effortless air
release at bubbles.

YelloTwin Cut

Need a straight OR a curved 3mm vinyl strip? No problem at all, due to the all-new 
YelloTwinCut. The two replaceable blades run perfectly parallel in a 3mm distance.
Ideal for cutting trim lines or repair strips. (ooops!)

„Free-hand“ or with a straightedge: Perfect 3mm cuts

If you hate cheap retractable-blade knives as much as we do, you‘ll love WoodyKnife. The 
stylish wooden inlay not only looks high-quality, it is high-quality. But WoodyKnife does more 
than simple „utility“ knives. It cuts AND scrapes thanks to its patented 2-in-1 blades. But the 
best part is the special POM plastic blade. With this blade, you can cut vinyl without hurting 
the underlying surface. Please see the illustration (right). Not intended to cut vinyls that are 
already fl at ON the surface. It‘s meant for vinyls in a groove as shown.

WoodyKnife

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FingerTip KnifePen YT13FTK01

SpareBlade Weeder 30° 10x YT09SBW30    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloTwin Cut YT13YTC001     

TitanBlades Trapez 10x YT13TBT10     

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WoodyKnife YT09WK001

SteelBlades 5x YT09WKSP05    

PlasticBlades 5x YT09WKPB05    
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9mm 30°

9mm 59°

18mm 59°

9mm 30°

18mm 59°

Titan Blades Safe cutting ON a car? That´s how it´s done:

„Do you sell Knifeless Tape?“ That´s what we hear almost every day on the phone. „What do 
you need it for“, is what we kindly answer. „Well, I thought, I don´t have to learn how to cut vinyl on 
a car with this!“, is the most common answer. Sorry bro, but this is not the use of it. Don´t get us 
wrong, Knifeless Tape is great for some applications. But if you want to be a serious CarWrapper, 
you have to have a perfect technique AND an awesomely sharp blade. Like our TitanBlades. This is 
one of the sharpest blades money can buy. An extremely thin Titanium-Nitrate coating allows you to 
„dive“ 3/4 of the way (maximum) into the vinyl, allowing you to easily tear the remaining vinyl off.

YelloCut HD

The new YelloCut HD has been specifi cally designed for optimal use with our high 
performance „TitanBlades“ for fi ne tuning. The super sharp leading edge of the 
blade ensures a smooth, accurate cut line. 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TitanBlades 9mm 30° 10pcs. YT11TB930

TitanBlades 9mm 59° 10pcs. YT11TB959

TitanBlades 18mm 59° 10pcs. YT11TB018

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut HD YT11YCHD01

SpareBlade 9mm 59° 10x YT09SB09

TitanBlades 9mm 30° 10x YT11TB930

TitanBlades 9mm 59° 10x YT11TB959
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YelloCut ProWrap

Thanks to its lightweight, ergonomic design, the YelloCut ProWrap feels great in the 
hand. As with the YelloCut HD, the super sharp leading edge of the blade ensures a 
smooth, accurate cut line. 

The new, perfect slim Design of our improved YelloCut M stand out due to it´s rigid 
casted housing and an improved bladestop mechanic. It works great with all our 
9mm spareblades.

YelloCut M 9mm

YelloCut PSM 9mm

The YelloCut PSM / L are perfect for all signmakers. 
These cutters are equipped with a comfortable, non-slip rubber grip for safe cutting. 
The secure „auto-stop“ keeps blades locked into place. The handle features a device to 
break off blades, as well as an integrated pencil-sharpener. Sorry, it can´t brew coffee, yet...

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut ProWrap YT11YCPW01

SpareBlade 9mm 59° 10x YT09SB09

TitanBlades 9mm 30° 10x YT11TB930

TitanBlades 9mm 59° 10x YT11TB959

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut PSM YT11YCPSM01

SpareBlade 9mm 59° 10x YT09SB09

TitanBlades 9mm 30° 10x YT11TB930

TitanBlades 9mm 59° 10x YT11TB959

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut M YT15YCM09

SpareBlade 9mm 59° 10x YT09SB09

TitanBlades 9mm 30° 10x YT11TB930

TitanBlades 9mm 59° 10x YT11TB959
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With an 18mm high performance blade, our “Large” cutter handles most 
sign cutting tasks with ease. 

The 25mm high performance blade in our “X-tra Large” cutter has the heft 
and lateral strength for cutting thick substrates and more.

The YelloCut PSM / L are perfect for all signmakers. 
These cutters are equipped with a comfortable, non-slip rubber grip for safe cutting. The secure 
„auto-stop“ keeps blades locked into place. The handle features a device to break off blades, as 
well as an integrated pencil-sharpener. Sorry, it can´t brew coffee, yet...

YelloCut L 18mm

YelloCut PSL 18mm

YelloCut XL 25mm

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut L YT15YCL18

SpareBlade 18mm 59° 10x YT09SB18

TitanBlades 18mm 59° 10x YT11TB018

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut XL YT09YCXL25

SpareBlades 25mm 59° 10x YT09SB25   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut PSL YT11YCPSL01

SpareBlades18mm 59° 10x YT09SB18

TitanBlades 18mm 59° 10x YT11TB018
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BladeBreaker Pro
After 4 years, we found it´s time to improve our good old BladeBreaker a little bit. Here comes the result: The „Pro“! It now has a new, more 
ergonomic shape. The clip is bigger for use on thicker belts as well. The rubber protection makes it a great outdoor tool, ready for even 
more abuse. But the most innovative change is the removeable magnetic plate at the bottom of the container area. 
The magnet holds the broken blades securely, ending the annoying jingling and allowing the blades to simply pour 

The super affordable BladeBreaker II. 
Think of it as the BladeBreaker for the masses. 

The handy little BladeBreaker II is made from 
strong plastic, so it’s really safe and long-lasting!

Snap´s and store your bladeparts - light weight and handy.

BladeBreaker II

Transparent body
Rubber-coated

Belt clip on backside

Built-in steel plate

Removeable magnet

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BladeBreaker Pro YT12BBP01

BB Mag Bracket YT15BBMB01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BladeBreaker II YT09BLB02
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BallPen Weeder

Special precision knife with fl ip function.

• 2 in 1 - a weeding knife and a ballpoint pen in one tool
• The „soft-grip rubber coating“ for perfect grip and great ergonomics

The YelloSwitch Knife is an elegant pen-knife with a solid grip and 
retractable blade. It is pretty ergonomic and perfect for all fi ne-detailed 
cut jobs. A different kind of cutting.

Perfectly ergonomic, retractable blade and solid grip

YelloSwitch Knife

YelloCut EasyFlip

Safety fi rst! This precise mini-cutter features 2mm blade that fl ips into the handle 
on demand. It also provides a comfortable grip for safe, accurate cutting.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCut EasyFlip YT11YCEF01

SpareBlade YCEF 5x YT11YCEF002

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Ballpen Weeder YT09BPW001

SpareBlade Weeder 30° 10x YT09SBW30

SpareBlade Weeder 59° 10x YT09SBW59

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloSwitch Knife YT13YSK01   

SpareBlades YSK YT13YSSB03     
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SingleWeederSingleWeeder

• 2 in 1- a bubble popper and precision knife in one tool
• The pinpoint disappears by a trick inside the case
• An end cap, which reduce the risk of injury, of course are included.

• Perfect curves and circles „free hand“ with our SwivelKnife
• The 360° rotating „swifel-blade“ is like having a cutting plotter 
  at your fi ngertips! 

• You can pay more for „graphic arts“ knives, but for weeding vinyl, nothing 
beats our SingleWeeder.

• Feels great in the hand and makes a fi ne cutting action.

JanusWeeder

SwivelKnife

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

JanusWeeder YT13JW001   

JanusWeeder Needle 1x YT10JW003YT13     

SpareBlade Weeder 30° 10x YT09SBW30     

SpareBlade Weeder 59° 10x YT09SBW59     

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SwivelKnife YT09SK001

SpareBlade SK 3x YT09SK002

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SingleWeeder YT09SW001

SpareBlade Weeder 30° 10x YT09SBW30

SpareBlade Weeder 59° 10x YT09SBW59
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Janus SwivelKnife

FingerTipKnife Swivel

Flipper KnifePen

A “must-have” for any professional signmaker :)
This extremely slim double-knife carries a swiveling Drag-knife (sort of like a hand-guided 
plotterblade), a fi xed blade or an optional fi ne needle, to release air out of little bubbles in 
your vinyl. This is truley a craft tool for pros.

Due to the big sucess of our FingerTip KnifePen, we proudly present the promised 
Upgrade FingerTipKnife Swifel.
As at a standard vinylplotter, the beared dragknife cuts precise out of the moving of your wrist
as if by magic. Like this, now you can cut all shapes and letters with ease.
Perfect for the jobsite (if one of those dam´n „O“ got lost again :)) 

We found this unique knife system and we liked it so much that we tried everything to offer 
it to you as well :) The standard craft blade slips into the handle when the little button is 
pressed and slid. There are two blade positions to choose from - or simply stow the 
blade safely and easily inside the handle. Perfect for any toolpouch or your servicecar.  
Also available: A fi ne-needle version as a bubble popper. 
Needle and blade are, of course, interchangable.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Janus SwivelKnife YT15JSK01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Flipper KnifePen YT15FKP01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloSwifel Plug YT14YSP01    
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EasyOrbit Rondo

EasyOrbit Long

Cuts perfect circles from 10mm to 150mm 
in diameter – it’s fast and easy thanks to 
EasyOrbit from Yellotools. Cover rivets, 
nails and screws professionally or dot the „i“ 
in seconds without loading vinyl in the plotter. 
Includes three free Spareblades.

Like the EasyOrbit, but with some cool 
new features, like an extended arm to 
cut circles from 3 to 50cm (1.18“ 
to 19.7“) Plus, it comes with a clear 
center-protection patch, which eliminates 
damage to the vinyl or the substrate

If it comes to really precise circles
in a larger quantity, this guy is the 
best. It cuts clean circles with perfect 
visual control. You can cut circles from 
2.4 to 15cm (1“ to 6“). Of course with 
no need for a center needle.

Thanks for the idea from Jörg Gerold, gerold-service.de

3 to 50cm (1.18“ to 19.7“) total diameter
The protection patch prevents damage to the vinyl

0.39“ - 5.91“Built-in Scaleing

EasyOrbit

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyOrbit YT09EO001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyOrbit Long YT13EOL01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyOrbit Rondo YT13EOR01

SpareBlade 3x YT13SBEOR03    
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LaserScissors

YelloShear Basic

Laser Scissors are great for when you 
don’t have your SafetyRuler handy, but still 
need to cut a clean, straight line quickly 
and easily. Just draw your marks, and 
Laser Scissors’ bright laser “paints” 
a perfectly straight line on vinyl, paper or 
whatever you’re cutting.

Industrial purpose proof japanese 
scissors with big and ergonomical 
Soft-Grip handle.
Provides great tork and working 
properties.
Rust-free and long-lasting

Patented blade locking fastening.

The professional laser guided scissors

CutGrip

Fits on most graphic and utility knifes. The grip offers a more 
ergonomic way of working, especially on bigger sign or car-wrap jobs.
Perfect for left AND right handed users.

Perfect control of the cut-move- Colors may vary.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LaserScissors YT10LS001           

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloSheer Basic YT15YSB01        

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CutGrip YT11CGB001    
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What in the world can be improved about a pair of scissors so much that it 
can make it‘s way into a Yellotools catalog?? This question drove us, since 
we got a lot of requests for a „Pro-Version“. So, what is an awesome sheer? 
We tried almost a hundered different types and brands to get the answer. 
We‘ve found THE one with the „WOW-factor“:) You‘ll agree that they‘re worth every 
penny, the very second you try them out!  We are so convinced about these Shears, 
that we offer you a two-week „Money-back guarantee“ upon purchase - we know that 
you will love them as much as we do :) Of course, there is a version for lefties available, 
as well as an optional real-leather holster.

(„I love the new Scissors I got from yellotools. From the fi rst moment I picked them up, I could feel the quality. 
They are so smooth and glide through anything you‘re cutting. I have been looking for a good pair of scissors for a long time. 
Yellotools has the best I have ever used. Thanks for providing quality tools!“ (Lawren Petersen from Sierra Signs Mesa Arizona)

YelloShear Pro

Blades made of high-carbon Molybdenum Vanadium 
stainless steel for extra-long edge life and high cutting 
effi ciency.

1.)  Full-length „blade-to-grip“ design for optimal cut-
ting balance

2.)  Novel duplex interlock screw for lasting blade 
tension

3.)  Ergonomically styled, padded grip made of „Elas-
tomer“ soft plastic for maximum ease of handling.

The same as a supreme race car, our new
PRO-scissor deserves a garage, don´t you agree? :)

That´s why we have one of the leading german leather-
pouch manufacturers designed one for us.

We love belt clips rather than the fi xed, cut-in belt inserts,
so we´ve added a real good on to it.
Have your „race car“ handy, whenever you need it.

100% real leather MADE IN GERMANY are the keywords,
which makes that pouch a long term fun thing.

YelloShear Pouch

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloShear Pro YT15YBP01        

YelloShear Pro L YT15YBPL01

Yello Shear Pouch YT15YSP01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

A perfect clean cut even right 
next to the silicon edge...!

IvoCut

IvoCut X-treme

Ivo had a problem: Freehand trimming 
around windows is a pain. Cutting into 
a silicone or rubber seal – or the vinyl itself 
– is bad news. Furthermore, it‘s practically 
unavoidable, especially in the corners, due 
to all the varied shapes and thicknesses of 
window sealant. But not anymore. 
Introducing IVOCUT, the fi rst  window 
graphic trimmer for signmakers with hand-
grip, different radii, anti slippery pads and 
special scales.  An “unavoidable problem” 
is now a problem solved!

You want to have your IvoCut hovering
around as if by magic?

No problem at all for our X-treme Mat.

With this incredible anti-slip mat you will 
have perfect cutting results even on 
pretty slick surfaces.

    Ivo‘s great idea is now a great new solution!    Free-Hand cuts on glas often end in a mess

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

IvoCut YT09IC01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

IvoCut  X-treme YT09IC01
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DbS: Jutta Köbel-Käding with Köbel Werbetechnik

V-Cut Set
Signmaking sometimes is more or less 
also a piece of pioneering...sort of :) 
For all those innovative and creative 
Displaybuilders and „POS-McGuyvers“ 
of you, we‘ve improved the ridgid 
V-shape Cutter V-Cut with 
a lot different spacers. 
With these, you are able not to 
cut just one thickness of soft material (such as Re-Board). The different thicknesses of 
1mm-14mm are possible. If you need to have a special spacer - just give us a call...we are 
manufacturers.

2-K-Cut

At a tradeshow in Germany, we were asked, by Mrs. Jutta Köbel-Käding with Köbel 
Werbetechnik, to build a special Draw-and-Cut device for her. 

She wanted a50cm (about 20”) stainless steelruler with a right angle on one side.  

Thanks to our CNC-Waterjetcutter, this wasn´t a big deal at all. 
The 2K-Cut (just guess, what the “Double K” stands for:)) is also 
available with our famous X-treme Mat - it holds the 
ruler on all fl at surfaces, as if by magic.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

V-Cut Set  YT13VCS01   

TitanBlades Trapez 10x YT13TBT10     

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

2-K-Cut YT15TCKC01   
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1,0m

1,3m

1,5m
1,7m

2,2m
2,0m

Problem: Lösung / Solution:



5mm

Hammer-Facts: 
• Top cutting characteristics, self-healing
• Huge, seamless (86.6“x 65ft.), fl atness
• used on both sides, 5mm thick 
• Made in Germany 
• blade saving and clear
• perfect radius cuts

CuttingMat
Over 30.000 m² of CuttingMat „Crystal“ sold. That‘s a clear sign: This super fl at 
material, with it´s amazing „cutting/healing characteristics“ is simply PERFECT for 
signmakers and digital printers! 

The special construction ensures that you don´t mess your tabletop with tiny plastic par-
ticles after repeatedly cross-cutting over the same spot of your mat. The mat is made of 
a special layered shore (hardness) that provides ideal blade penetration. The result is 
superb cutting control and much longer cutting mat life. 

It can also be fl ipped over to double it‘s lifespan. You will also love the available sizes.  
Widths include 1m (39.4“.), 1.3m (51.2“) , 1.5m (59.1“), 1.7m (66.9“), 2.0m (78.7“) and 
2.2m (86.6“). All sizes are available in lengths up to 20 meters (65ft.). So, there will be 
no more „Signmaker´s tears“! 

Call us right now for your FREE CUTTINGMAT SAMPLE

Thanks for the nice picture from creativ connection Werbetechnik, Neuss

    Is your tabletop also looking like this...?     than it´s High-time for a „Renovation“!
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XXL20 METER

BIS ZU / UP TO

XXL20 METER

BIS ZU / UP TOXXL

XXLXXLXXL20 METERXXLXXLBIS ZU / UP TOXXL

[Ab 79,
90€/qm

]

[Ab 59,
90€/qm

]

CuttingMat Antistatic

CuttingMat Crystal

To give you a perfect „weapon“ against Signmaking Enemy No.1 - 
static load, we´ve added the amazing Antistatic resin to our 
CuttingMat Crystal. The result? Quite likely the world‘s fi rst Anti-
static CuttingMat for Signmakers! Available in the following sizes:

Maximum Length: 20 Meter (65ft.) (customized length available)
Width options: 1.0m, 1.3m, 1.5m / (39.4“, 51.2“, 59.1“)

Our original clear, super-sized cutting mats are now one of Europe’s 
most popular brands of cutting mat for the sign, screen and digital-printing 
industries. Of course, you can fl ip the mat and use both sides!

Maximum Length: 20 Meters (65ft.) Custom length available
Width options: 1.0m, 1.3m, 1.5m, 1.7m, 2.0m, 2.2m
(39.4“, 51.2“, 59.1“, 66.9“, 78.7“, 86.6“)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CM Antistatic 1,0m YT10CMA10

CM Antistatic 1,3m YT10CMA13

CM Antistatic 1,5m YT10CMA15

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CM Crystal 1,0m YT06CMK10

CM Crystal 1,3m YT06CMK13

CM Crystal 1,5m YT06CMK15

CM Crystal 1,7m YT06CMK17

CM Crystal 2,0m YT06CMK20

CM Crystal 2,2m YT06CMK22
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Connector CornerConnector Corner

4er Set : 1,83m x 1,22m 

Base:

60,8cm x 91,3cm

Problem: Lösung / Solution:

Connector TwinConnector Twin

Connector CrossConnector Cross

CuttingMat X-Shift Infinity

For those who are not satisfi ed with 2.2 x 20 Meters, we have the 
„Neverending story“ - an interlocked and endless mat system made 
of the proven old-school green Layer material.

The patented system guarantees perfect 
fl atness and with its intelligent connectors, 
accidental separation is almost impossible. 
Here‘s how it works: You choose the number 
of base elements (Size 60,8cm x 91,3cm or 
23.9“ x 35.9“) plus the appropriate number of 
corners, twin-joints and cross-joints and all at 
once you have your own custom CuttingMat....
And, of course, the cutting characteristics 
meet the Yellotools quality you`ve come to 
expect!

    An intelligent Connecting-System!     Slipping Single-Mats sucks!

Scaling to the mat: 34“ x22“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

X-Shift Infi nity Base YT12CMXSIB01

Connector „Corner“ YT12CMXSIC01

Connector „Twin“ YT12CMXSIT01

Connector „Cross“ YT12CMXSIC02

Connector „Set“ YT12CMXSSET

Infi nity Set 2pcs. YT12CMXSS02

Infi nity Set 4pcs. YT12CMXSS04
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But which one is THE perfect one? To answer this question 
properly, we´ve interviewed dozens of Wrap-Schools, Experts, 
and Vinyl-Manufacturers. But as you asked 10 „Experts“, you´ll 
get 10 different „right answers“! So, the answer must be: There is 
not THE ONE answer! It really is a personal, individual kind of 
working which is looking for its perfect squeegee. It´s all about your 
technique and your „Comfort-Zone“! To be as fl exible as possible 
for you, we´ve decided to produce our squeegees with own 
injection molding machines in-house. On the next pages, you can 
fi nd some closer descriptions about the different shapes and 
materials. Like we said - we are the MANUFACTURER of those 
parts. If you miss a certain shore or if you have any ideas - please 
don´t hesitate to call or mail us right away.

We produce our squeegees according to the highest standards of quality. We pay very close attention to the ingredients and proceedures utilized.

Seriously: Are you aware about, what you put in your mouth day by day? 
Unfortunately a lot of our competitors are using cheap tar oil as a plasticizer 
for their squeegees. This is highly cancer-causing. We know about your most 
favourite „parking-spot“ for squeegees. That´s why we just use ONLY material 
which is certifi ed by the food industry. 

Do you know this situation?

Squeegee...
...Signmakers best friend!
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That´s what the majority required: A trapezoid shape, with two different angled corners, a bigger „Grip-Area“ for the fi ngertips, an accessory hole and the genius 
„Center-Finder“, to make balancing a piece of cake. The result: The  4“- ProWrap.

ProWrap

Rounded Corners

Center-
Finder

Hole for EasyCord
Infos page 138 

ProBasic
Like the name says: The 4“-Basic. But it would not be a „Yello Tool“ if it hasn‘t some gadgets like the enhanced Grip-Hollow or the Center-Finder. 
And, of course - available in ANY shore you can ever imagine!!!

Square edge                    
Rounded Corners

Center-
Finder

3.7 Zoll

2.
7 

Zo
ll

Hole for
EasyCord
Infos page 138 

4 Zoll

5 Zoll

2.
7 

Zo
ll

3,
1 

Zo
ll

MagicMaster 
Okay...we didn‘t think there was THAT big of a gap between a 4” (100mm) squeegee and a 6” (150mm) squeegee.  Yet, we got a lot of requests for an “inbet-
ween” size, like a 5” (128mm). We´ve invested in that mold for you and we are happy to announce that the 5” MagicMaster can nowbe produced in all of our 
different shores (stiffness) and materials. Of course, like all our squeegees, they are made in Germany, from food-grade plastics.
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YelloMaxx
Signs and prints are getting bigger and time-pressure is increasing, too. 
Now it´s time that also your Squeegees are „growing“ appropriately. 
The 6“ YelloMaxx is nice to handle and - due to its intelligent structure - 
divides the hand pressure pretty even to its outside-wings.

Square edge                                

Rounded Corners

Can´t decide? A classic 4“ or should I try a 6? Why don´t you try both at the 
same time? That´s KAIZEN - 2 tools in one shape. And the best: it comes 
with all the Yellotools-Squeegee-goodies.
The 4“/6“- ProWrap Duo.

ProWrap Duo

Rounded Corners

Center-
Finder

Center-
Finder

Hole for EasyCord
Infos page138 

6 Zoll

2.
7 

Zo
ll

6.2 Zoll

2.
8 

Zo
ll
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AllStar
This „All-arounder“ was asked many times by users which hate the small 
standard-squeegees. They complained, that they couldn´t hold the tool deep in 
their hand-palm. This caused many joint pains while doing a bigger signjob. The 
extra-wide wing of the AllStar makes sure that you can do this with him. This 
gives you more torque and more comfort while working. Special and new is also 
the so-called „30°-Edge“ of the Squeegee. With this special radius, you can 
realise a wrinkle-free application, even if there is a lot „material“ to push. You 
can also „roll“ vinyl into grooves and edges with this gadget. That makes the 
AllStar also great for carwrappers as well. Because we mold the AllStar with 
our own machines, it is available in many shores. You will love it!

Applying with the „Hot-Iron-technique“ - simply awesome!

Super-high grip pad for perfect ergonomy

Rounded Corners

30° Edge

Slip-off 
protection

Center-
Finder

YelloMini
Our YelloMini is absolute perfect for the fi ne-tuning in details and 
hard-to-reach-placesof cars, trucks and bikes. 

Square edge           

4 Zoll

3,
5 

Zo
ll

0.3 Zoll
0.7 Zoll

2,6 Zoll
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To have own Injection-Molding machines in your shop is simply awesome.
That´s why we can bring all those amazing new Plastic-Innovations right to 
the signmaking industry. Such as the worlds fi rst Anti-Static Squeegee.
Due to another cool microbe, we reduce the surface-restistance of the plastic
to precise ZERO Ohm. That´s why there is no static-loading possible while 
squeeging. No Load - No dust! It´s THAT simple!

Ok - THAT is crazy: Scientist found a way to produce antibacterial plastic!!!
They used the wood of a certain pine-tree, which even survives a woodfi re to 
create a plastic compound around it. All germs on this kind of plastic gets killed 
within 8 hours. THAT, we had to bring into a squeegee. Done: The 
world fi rst and only anti-bacterial Squeegee. Use it next time you apply for a job 
in a clean-room atmosphere or think about it, next time you put a squeegee in 
your mouth while working...!

Bio-Plastic

Antistatic

Antibakteriell

We support everything, which guarantees a „greener future“ for our kids.
That´s why we are already looking for nature-friendly Plastic-Substitudes. Our 
BioNature Squeegees for example are made of high content of pure and natural 
wood! That´s why they are legally called „Bio-Plastic“ This isn´t just good for our 
natural ressources - it also gives the right signal to your customers.

If you want more than a „Bio-Plastic“, just pick our all-new „Green-Eco Squee-
gee“. Due to a pretty new invented microbe, which we add to the Bio-Wood-
Plastic-Mix, this gets the worlds fi rst bio-degradable. Tested and certifi ed by a 
well-known German Testing institute. At www.yellotools.com we show you how 
you can also make some money with this as well...!
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ProWrap Blue ProWrap Orange

ProWrap Antistatic ProWrap Black

ProWrap Gold ProWrap Peekaboo

ProWrap Clean (Antibakteriell) ProWrap Teflon

ProWrap Green ProWrap Pink

ProWrap Bio I ProWrap Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PTG04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWB04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWBIO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWANTI01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWG04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PWP04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PWCA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWO04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWBIO02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWBK04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWP04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PWT04
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ProBasic Blue ProBasic Orange

ProBasic Antistatic ProBasic Black

ProBasic Gold ProBasic Peekaboo

ProBasic Clean (Antibakteriell) ProBasic Teflon

ProBasic Green ProBasic Pink

ProBasic Bio I ProBasic Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBG01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PBB04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBB01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PBG04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PBP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBCA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PBO04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBB02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBB03

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10PBP02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PBT01
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MagicMaster Blue MagicMaster Orange

MagicMaster Antistatic MagicMaster Black

MagicMaster Gold MagicMaster Peekaboo

MagicMaster Clean (Antibakteriell) MagicMaster Teflon

MagicMaster Green MagicMaster Pink

MagicMaster Bio I MagicMaster Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMGR05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMB05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMBIO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMA05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMG05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMP05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMC05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMO05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMBIO02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMBK05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMPK05

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT15MMS05
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YelloMaxx Blue YelloMaxx Orange

YelloMaxx Antistatic YelloMaxx Black

YelloMaxx Gold YelloMaxx Peekaboo

YelloMaxx Clean (Antibakteriell) YelloMaxx Teflon

YelloMaxx Green YelloMaxx Pink

YelloMaxx Bio I YelloMaxx Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness:82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMG02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10YMB06

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMBIO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10YMANTI01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMG04

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13YMP02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13YMCA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10YMO06

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMBIO02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMB02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMT01
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ProWrap Duo Blue ProWrap Duo Orange

ProWrap Duo Antistatic ProWrap Duo Black

ProWrap Duo Gold ProWrap Duo Peekaboo

ProWrap Duo Clean (Antibakteriell) ProWrap Duo Teflon

ProWrap Duo Green ProWrap Duo Pink

ProWrap Duo Bio I ProWrap Duo Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDG02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDB01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDBIO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDG01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PWDP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13PWDCA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDBIO02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDB02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDT01
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AllStar Blue AllStar Orange

AllStar Antistatic AllStar Black

AllStar Gold AllStar Peekaboo

AllStar Clean (Antibakteriell) AllStar Teflon

AllStar Green AllStar Pink

AllStar Bio I AllStar Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASG02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASB01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASBIO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASANTI01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASG01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13ASP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT13ASCA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12ASO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASBIO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11ASB02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12ASP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12AST01
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YelloMini Blue YelloMini Orange

YelloMini Antistatic YelloMini Black

YelloMini Gold YelloMini Peekaboo

YelloMini Clean (Antibakteriell) YelloMini Teflon

YelloMini Green YelloMini Pink

YelloMini Bio I YelloMini Bio II

Stiffness: 40° Shore Stiffness: 72° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Stiffness: 70° Shore Stiffness: 88° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 89° Shore

Stiffness: 72° Shore Stiffness: 93° Shore

Stiffness: 62° Shore Stiffness: 82° Shore

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10YMG02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11YMB01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT14YMBIO1

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12PWDA01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10YMG01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT12YMPI01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT14YMCLEAN01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT10YMO01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT14YMBIO2

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11YMB02

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11YMP01

Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YT11YMT01
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*Endlich 
ein Rakel, den 

mir die Jungs nicht 
ständig klauen!

YelloMini „Hang-Loose“ 90° YelloMini „Hang-Loose“ 45°

„Hang Loose“ (typical saying in Hawaii - stands for: 
„Keep cool!“) - 

that´s what we told the customer from Maui. 
He called in desperate and asked for a tool, which what he could 
push his vinyls in hard to reach areas of cars like headlight frames, 
fender joints and so on. 

We sent him the angled Mini-Squeegees - 
he LOVES this solution...!

„…now, they are out of control at Yellotools…!”    No, we are not (but almost) :) !

A lot of the Ladies within our customers complaint, that the “guys”steel their squeegees on and on! 
This came to a complete stop right now! 17 Tools in pink “just for girls” make sure, 
that the boys make a “wide arc” around these tools! 
Finally a squeegee the boys won´t steel anymore!!!*

● 5x SpeedClips Pink
● 1x ProWrap Pink
● 1x ProWrap Peekaboo
● 3x YelloBlade Pink
● 3x WrapFinger

● 1x YelloWings Felt 5er Pack
● 1x YelloWings Micro 5er Pack
● 1x YelloMini Pink
● 1x YelloCut HD

The Set YelloPurse includes:

All this tools are also 
separately available.

YelloPurse

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloPurse YT12YPP001

ProWrap Pink YT13PWP04

ProWrap Duo Pink YT13PWDP01

ProBasic Pink YT12PBP01

YelloMaxx Pink YT13YMP02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloMini Pink YT12YMPI01

AllStar Pink YT13ASP01

YelloBlade Pink YT10YB004

SpeedClip L Pink YT04SCP001L

SpeedClip XL Pink YT12SCP001XL

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Hang-Loose 45° YT12HL045

Hang-Loose 90° YT12HL090
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 Tipps & Tricks

TimberMaxx
„The sky is the limit“ ... in other words, the realization of a length 
of a squeegee has no limits anymore!

A customer called and asked for a light, but super-solid signmaking-squeegee in 
oversize. 
A steady laminated wood base provides a torsional stiffness by a very humble tar 
weight. The TimberMaxx Series is perfect for window applications / tintings and for 
all even surfaces! Of course, the Felt-Edge is changeable.

We hear you :)
Our XXL-Squeegees, TIMBERMAXX, were a big hit for you AND us, right from 
the start.Many of you wanted to have the full usability of the squeegee edge, all the 
way into the corners. 
Makes total sense - DONE :) 

From now on, all of our TIMBERMAXX squeegees are 
equiped accordingly, at NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE. 
Our little „thank you” for the construtitve critism.

The XXL-Squeegee  

Our BodyGuardKnife TWIN and our 
TimberMaxx are a perfect combination
                           page 11
                          You will LOVE it :)
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TimberMaxx  66cm

TimberMaxx  47cm 

TimberMaxx  76cm 

TimberMaxx  100cm TimberMaxx  100cm 

TimberMaxx  47cm 

Testimonial 
„We had an outside temperature of about 0°C and a Graphicsize 
of about 5m length...! To mount the graphics anyway, we´ve used 
your XXL-squeegee TIMBERMAXX and your EasyApply Fluid. Due 
to these mates, we could fi nish in time for the grand opening of our 
customers shop. Many, many thanks for your support an of course, for 
your giant squeegee:) LURZ Werbetechnik GmbH, Germany.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TimberMaxx 47 YT13TMX047

TimberMaxx 66 YT13TMX066

TimberMaxx 76 YT13TMX076

TimberMaxx 100 YT13TMX100
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47cm (18.5“)

66cm (26“)

76cm (30“)

100cm (40“)

TimberBag

TimberMaxx Lip

There is not that much to say about this genius idea :)
Professional signmaker-to-be, Philipp Winkler (Signmaking apprentice, Leipzig-Germany) 
fi xed what bugged him.  He was missing a “3rd hand” when on ladders and scaffolds, 
mounting big graphics on shopwindows or walls, while using his favourite Yello”Tool”, 
the TIMBERMAXX. Shorthanded, he designed a carry-on bag for this giant squeeggee. 
The prototype was hand sewed by his grandma :)
Many thanks to granny and many thanks to Philipp - keep on going like this and a 
great carrier is waiting for you.

We always try to „complete“ a product group - which means, we not just focus on the „main-
stream“. We are also really curious, what else you do with our products besides „the norm“:)
That´s how we fi gured out, that you were looking for a version of our popular TIMBERMAXX with 
a fl exible lip as squeegee blade. This makes the TimberMaxx also great for uneven surfaces such 
as already mounted tradeshow panels, light rough surfaces or slight concave or convex objects.
The lips are available either with micro fi bre (M) or velvet pads (V). The lips are mounted in the 
handle but the self-adhesive clips are interchangeable. For pricing about the spare pads please 
see our website at www.yellotools.com

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TimberBag YT15TMB001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TimberMaxx Lip 47 YT15TML47

TimberMaxx Lip 66 YT15TML66

TimberMaxx Lip 76 YT15TML76

TimberMaxx Lip 100 YT15TML100
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YelloWings Family
The great thing about focusing on just one subject is the fl exibilty you get. 
So, for us, there is just one focus: Signmaking! The result is an ever growing know-how and appropriate machine shop, 
which can fullfi ll almost any Toolwish you might have...! 

For example, we also produce all our „Wings“ (to cover Squeegee edges) ourselves and we can react pretty fl exibly to your 
needs. Tony Hancock (Big River Print Wear) asked us for a Wing made of elastic-polymer.  
Done, dear Tony: the YelloWing Poly :) 

Also new, aresome more „Secret Tips“ from Signmakers all over the world. Give them a try and fi nd your favorite 100% 
scratch-proof version for your media.

Maybe you have a „secret-weapon fabric“ and want us to 
produce your personalized Wing? Just send an mail to 
yellowing@yellotools.com.
Also now available: The all-new Wings-Samplebox.  7 of 
our most popular ProWrap Gold Squeegees, each with a 
different Wing. Have fun sampling  :)

The genius Idea of CarWrap 
Expert ROBIN BOES 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloWings Felt YT10YWF05

YelloWings Micro YT10YWM05

YelloWings Tefl on YT14YWT05

YelloWings Velvet YT15YWV01

YelloWings Odessa YT15YWO01

YelloWings Monaco YT15YWM01

YelloWings Poly YT15YWP01

YelloWings for ProWrap
That´s what the majority required: A trapezoid shape, 
with two different angled corners, a bigger „Grip-Area“ for 
the fi ngertips, an accessory hole and the genius „Center-
Finder“, to make balancing a piece of cake. The result: 
The  4“- ProWrap.

In the column to the right, you can fi nd all the 
available, self-adhesive coatings (wings) for this
kind of squeegee shape. (5 pieces per pack)
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Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloWings Duo Felt 5er YT14YWDF05   

YelloWings Duo Micro 5er YT14YWDM05   
YelloWings Duo Tefl on 5er YT14YWDT05   
YelloWing Duo Velvet 5er YT15YWDV01   
YelloWing Duo Odessa 5er YT15YWDO01   
YelloWing Duo Monaco 5er YT15YWDM01  
YelloWing Duo Poly 5er YT15YWDP01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

AllStarWings Felt 5er YT12ASWF05   

AllStarWings Micro 5er YT12ASWM01   

AllStarWings Tefl on 5er YT12ASWT05   

AllStarWing Velvet 5er YT15ASWV01   

AllStarWing Odessa 5er YT15ASWO01   

AllStarWing Monaco 5er YT15ASWM01  

AllStarWing Poly 5er YT15ASWP01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FeltPad Black 10cm 5er YT10FES10

FeltPad White 10cm 5er YT10FEW10

MicroPad 10cm 5er YT13MP010

Tefl onPad 10cm 5er YT14TP010

VelvetPad 10cm 5er YT15VP004  

OdessaPad 10cm 5er YT15OP004  

MonacoPad 10cm 5er YT15MP004  

PolyPad 10cm 5er YT15PP004  

YelloWings Duo

AllStar Wings

ProBasic Pads

Can´t decide? A classic 4“ or should I try 
a 6? Why don´t you try both at the same 
time? That´s KAIZEN - 2 tools in one 
shape. And the best: it comes with all 
the Yellotools-Squeegee-goodies.
The 4“/6“- ProWrap Duo.

In the column to the right, you can fi nd 
all the available, self-adhesive coatings 
(wings) for this kind of squeegee shape.
(5 pieces per pack)

This „All-arounder“ gives you more 
torque and more comfort while working. 
Special and new is also the so-called 
„30°-Edge“ of the Squeegee. With 
this special radius, you can realise a 
wrinkle-free application.

In the column to the right, you can fi nd 
all the available, self-adhesive coatings 
(wings) for this kind of squeegee shape.
(5 pieces per pack)

Like the name says: The 4“-Basic. But 
it would not be a „Yello Tool“ if it hasn‘t 
some gadgets like the enhanced Grip-
Hollow or the Center-Finder. 
And, of course - available in ANY shore 
you can ever imagine!!!

In the column to the right, you can fi nd 
all the available, self-adhesive coatings 
(wings) for this kind of squeegee shape.
(5 pieces per pack)
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Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FeltPad Black 12,5cm 5er YT10FES125

FeltPad White 12,5cm 5er YT10FEW125
MicroPad 12,5cm 5er YT13MP0125
Tefl onPad 12,5cm 5er YT14TP0125

VelvetPad 12,5cm 5er YT15VP005  

OdessaPad 12,5cm 5er YT15OP005  

MonacoPad 12,5cm 5er YT15MP005  

PolyPad 12,5cm 5er YT15PP005  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FeltPad Black 15cm 5er YT10FES15

FeltPad White 15cm 5er YT10FEW15

MicroPad 15cm 5er YT13MP015

Tefl onPad 15cm 5er YT14TP015

VelvetPad 15cm 5er YT15VP006  

OdessaPad 15cm 5er YT15OP006  

MonacoPad 15cm 5er YT15MP006  

PolyPad 15cm 5er YT15PP006  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FeltPad Black 30cm 5er YT10FES30   

FeltPad White 30cm 5er YT10FEW30   

MicroPad 30cm 5er YT13MP030   

Tefl onPad 30cm 5er YT14TP030   

VelvetPad 30cm 5er YT15VP012   

OdessaPad 30cm 5er YT15OP012    

MonacoPad 30cm 5er YT15MP012

PolyPad 30cm 5er YT15PP012   

MagicMaster Pads

YelloMaxx Pads

YelloBig Pads

5” MagicMaster can nowbe produced in 
all of our different shores (stiffness) and 
materials. Of course, like all our squee-
gees, they are made in Germany, from 
food-grade plastics.

In the column to the left, you can fi nd 
all the available, self-adhesive coatings 
(pads) for this kind of squeegee shape.
(5 pieces per pack)

The 6“ YelloMaxx is nice to 
handle and - due to its intelligent 
structure - 
divides the hand pressure pretty 
even to its outside-wings. 

In the column to the left, you can 
fi nd all the available, self-adhesi-
ve coatings (pads) for this kind of 
squeegee shape.
(5 pieces per pack)

Even our „Big one“ can be loaded with all materials as well...!

In the column to the left, you can fi nd all the available, self-adhesive 
coatings (pads) for this kind of squeegee shape. (5 pieces per pack)
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YelloEdge ProWrap

YelloEdge ProWrap Duo

YelloEdge Allstar

YelloEdge Pad 4“

YelloEdge Pad 5“

YelloEdge Pad 6“

YelloEdge Pad 12“

YelloEdge
Dust corn scratches - our enemy No.1! 
Fact: The thinner the squeegee coating - the less dust can get trapped in it and cause 
scratches on your vinyl...! Disadvantage: The coating wears off too quickly.
Here comes our new edge protection patch YELLO EDGE!
These patches makes sure, that you protect the coating from wearing off too fast but also 
provides the certain properties of the coating material at the same time. Genius.
This enlarges the lifespan of our wings and all other coatings of squeegees
Of course, we offer YelloEdge Wings and Patches for all our squeegee shapes.

Simply place the two open 
wings in front of you.

Just stick in right in the center...

Now, wrap the YelloEdge 
around the squeegee as shown

...wrap it (We have faith in you) :)

Start with applying the other 
wing from the center.

Done - to do all kinds of jobs...!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloEdge ProWrap YT15YEW001  

YelloEdge ProWrap Duo YT15YEW002  

YelloEdge AllStar YT15YEW003  

YelloEdgePad 4"  YT15YEP010  

YelloEdgePad 5" YT15YEP012  

YelloEdgePad 6" YT15YEP015  

YelloEdgePad 12" YT15YEP030  
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YelloWet Basic

YelloWet ProWrap

EasyApply-Fluid to go

YelloWet Maxx

YelloWet ProWrap Duo

YelloWet Allstar

EasyApply-Fluid to goEasyApply-Fluid to go

YelloWet
The wording „Wet application“ can easily lead to misunderstandings in our industry. We are actually not 
talking about getting soup water underneath a graphic to apply it liek that - we are now talking about moisten 
the blade of a squeegee to lower the friction and avoiding scratches, due to less trapped dustcorns in the 
hook of the fabric. And every now and than, this makes total sense, of course. With our all-new YelloWet 
Squeegees you can do this kind of work even better now. The two-layer wingcover of the tefl on squeegee 
provides the perfect grade of a liquid fi lm right where you push the vinyl down.
We use our brand-new velvet wing material plus the edge-protection material of our YelloEdge to get the 
perfect blend between soaking and outgasing the liquid. It stores the water enough to get it out step-by-step 
over a period of time. Pretty cool and it works awesome.
As we´ve tried different kinds of fl uids. we´ve fi gured out, that our EasyApply Fluid works great together with 
that new technology. It glides perfect and evaporate fast enough to have no residues left. Great combination.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloWet Basic YT15YWB01  

YelloWet ProWrap YT15YWPW1  

YelloWet Maxx YT15YWM01  

YelloWet ProWrap Duo YT15YWPWD1  

YelloWet Allstar YT15YWA01  

EasyApply-Fluid to go YT15EATGO01
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HM 055: 130mm x 70mm x 13mm

050 S: 100mm x 70mm x 13mm

5“: 125mm x 70mm x 10mm

HM 050: 130mm x 70mm x 13mm

6“: 150mm x 70mm x 10mm

Square: 100mm x 100mm x 10mm

FeltBloc
Our all-felt squeegees made of combed natural felt are perfect for applications on slightly 
rough or uneven surfaces such as foamboard, coroplast etc.
Due to the great demand, we´ve decided to invest in a cutting machine and now we 
offer even more different sizes than ever. 
Really LEAN is our new FeltBloc Square, since you can use all four sides the same way. 
You are looking for a certain sizes? Give us a call :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FeltBloc HM 050 YT10FB050HM

FeltBloc HM 055 YT10FB055HM

FeltBloc 050 S YT10FB050S

FeltBloc 6" YT15FB006  

FeltBloc 5"  YT15FB005  

FeltBloc Square YT15FBSQ01  
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10cm (4“)

12,5cm (5“)

15cm (6“)

30cm (12“)

YelloFelt Grip
100% pure natural felt squeegess are more popular than ever. 
Prooven by our sales...! But since we are LEAN thinker, we hate the fact (for you), 
that you can use only about 20% of the material. You literally toss the 
material in the center of the squeegee almost unused :( 
That´s a nig no-no for us.
So, we´ve created a reuseable middle grip, which you can open and close 
as you go. Now you can just clamp in two of our new, super small felt 
lips (25mm / 1“) and you have 8 (!!) instead of 4 edges you can use with 
even less material at all.
Simply turn the small lip around if worn out and you have a brandnew one :)
A nice plus: As we´ve played around with this super rigid middelgrip, 
we´ve realized, how sturdy it is and started producing even bigger ones. 
The result is staggering: Now you can have up to 30cm / 12“ of 
pure felt on your surfaces and it´s still pretty stiff overall. 

Advantage No. 3: At a full-wet application, your middlegrip 
stays dry. Usually the soaked squeegee felt like grandma´s 
socks after a hike to Mount Everest, correct?

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloFelt Grip 4" YT15YFG04  

YelloFelt Grip 5" YT15YFG05  

YelloFelt Grip 6" YT15YFG04  

YelloFelt Grip 12" YT15YFG04  

YelloFelt Lip 4" 1x YT15YFL04  

YelloFelt Lip 5" 1x YT15YFL05  

YelloFelt Lip 6" 1x YT15YFL06  

YelloFelt Lip 12" 1x YT15YFL12  
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YelloFlex 6“

YelloFlex 4“

YelloFlex 12“

SPECIAL tools for signmakers

4“
6“

12“

YelloFlex
• The ultra-fl at (2mm thick) YelloFlex has a soft rubber edge that’s 
 great for scratch-prone vinyls. 

Tip: Perfect for the wed application

YelloFlex Shape
Many callers asked for this exact shape of our Bestseller-Squeegee „YelloFlex“. 
The rubber-lip guarantees „scratchless work“ also on sensitive vinyls and the shape 
ensures, that you can reach even the most hidden parts of a car.If you are looking 
for more different shapes - we are here for you!

YelloGrip

More comfort when working!

Finally, a grip for your squeegee!
• Fits all squeegees 4“, 6“ und 12“
• High strength plastic for extra stability
• Ergonomic design is super-comfortable
• Lightweight - only 55g (4“)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloFlex 4“ YT06YF004

YelloFlex 6“ YT06YF006

YelloFlex 12“ YT06YF012

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloFlex Shape YT12YFS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloGrip 12“ YT06YG012

YelloGrip 6“ YT06YG060

YelloGrip 4“ YT06YG040
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YelloBig white

YelloBig black

YelloBig

YelloBig white

YelloBig black

YelloBig white

YelloBig black

YelloBig
• 12“ (30cm) super squeegee saves time and energy
• Comes with two different felts or without
• Perfect results - especially with our YelloGrip! 

With this „cool-tool“ now you can 
fi x little scratches and damages on 
squeegee wings within a second. 
The stepless adjustable blade 
cuts fractions of millimeters off the 
squeegee. Sometimes it´s sense-
full, to give things „a second try“...!

Adjustable knife„sharpening“ easy as pie

Squeegee Dragster

YelloRoller Eco
Renting tools to customers as a favour never turns 
out good, correct? 

But to never say „no“ to a customer, we 
added this low-cost Roller to our Tool-range. 

Turn the „Can-you-owe-me-question“ 
into another little business :)“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBig 12“ YT06YB012

YelloBig 12“ black YT06YB012S

YelloBig 12“ white YT06YB012W

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Squeegee Dragster YT12SD01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloRoller Eco YT09ECR001
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200mm • 150mm • 100mm • 70mm • 50mm

0°

45°

90°

0°

45°

90°

YelloRoller Flexi
„There is no end to improvement...!“ that´s a KAIZEN-command, we fi gured out fi rst. Even if something seems perfect, there IS always some space for 
improvement. Seen in our favorite application rollers. We were able to improve the rolls, we´ve add another set of shore plus we made two additional roll sizes. 
That´s what makes this „Fleet“ for you unbeatable. The high-performance rollers spare your tendons and muscles with a simple turn on the handle. If you still 
like to roll „the old-fashioned“ way 0°, 45“ or in the „muscle-protect“-mode 90° is totally up to you: Just turn the handle!!

Super-ergonomic due to unique 3-way adjustment

0° Angle: Complete Pressure comes from the forearm
90° Angle: More Pressure from the upper part of the body can 
support the work

Soft Roller 30° Shore Hard Roller 65° Shore

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloRoller Flexi 50 soft / hard YT12YRF50S (H)

YelloRoller Flexi 70 soft / hard YT12YRF70S (H)

YelloRoller Flexi 100 soft / hard YT12YRF10S (H)

YelloRoller Flexi 150 soft / hard YT12YRF15S (H)

YelloRoller Flexi 200 soft / hard YT12YRF20S (H)
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YelloRoller Flexi Extension 60

YelloRoller Flexi Extension 30

Duo soft

Duo hard

Duo softDuo soft

Duo hard

YelloRoller Flexi Extension 60

YelloRoller Flexi Extension 30

Not only cutting get´s more diffi cult (see p.28) since medias and tables are getting 
bigger and bigger- but your arms stay the same length. We can help rolling your 
graphics down with our new arm-extensions for our Flexi Rollers. 
Available in 2 sizes (30 cm and 60 cm / 11.81“ and 23.62“). Or call for 
custom sizes.

Colors may vary

YelloRoller Flexi Extension

YelloRoller Plain

YelloRoller Duo

The practical arm extension for our FlexiRoller
Thanks for the idea from js-folientechnik.de

Many satisfi ed customers of the FlexRulers asked for an additional but 
more inexpensive version of our rollers. Often they have jobs outside 
or on jobsites where it´s dirty and they wanted to keep their 
„good-ones“ at home and work with a „Plan B“. But they don´t 
want to abandon the high quality rolls and 
the perfect rolling characteristics. 

We also got this and our solution is an 
economical version with angled plastic 
handles. This set is perfect for the rough tasks 
outside and at jobs where the risk of getting dirty 
is high.

The genius idea of a „Double-Roller“ 
came from our friend and customer 
Ralf Berger - RALFBERGER.com
All muscles stay relaxed even at 
bigger signs and graphics. But the 
moving of the roller is still fl exible and 
pretty direct.
Hey Ralf, many thanks for this cool 
idea!

Wide roll 150mm, small 50mm / more on request

* YelloRoller Flexi not included

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YellRoller Flexi Ext. 30 YT13YRFE30   

YellRoller Flexi Ext. 60 YT13YRFE60   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloRoller Plain 50 soft  / hard YT12YRP05S (H)

YelloRoller Plain 70 soft / hard YT12YRP07S (H)

YelloRoller Plain 100 soft / hard YT12YRP10S (H)

YelloRoller Plain 150 soft / hard YT12YRP15S (H)

YelloRoller Plain 200 soft / hard YT12YRP20S (H)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloRoller Duo soft YT12YRDS01

YelloRoller Duo hard YT12YRDH01
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WallRoller „Hot“

*Price w/o HeatGun  ** Incl. HeatGun

Don´t miss tomorrows technologies!! 

The WallRoller „heat“ with quick-release-bracket for our WRAPGUN 
provides maximum torque for your arms at every wall-
application with thermoplast-vinyls. 

That makes this part of the job more 
convenient and even more fun!  

WallRoller „Basic“ 

„Dieses Ding hat uns der Himmel geschenk!“ 150 qm Folie in 2 Tagen 
verklebt! Ohne den Yellotools-Wallroller wäre das nicht zu schaffen gewesen!
(Zitat: Die Zwillinge, Sonsbeck)

Testimonial

Our WallRoller „Basic“ was designed for „Cold-rolling“ of 
sensitive-to-heat materials or to apply the brand-new foil on 
aluminium-base (...pretty cool stuff!). The solid welded steel 
frame provides also strong grip with 
larger applications.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WallRoller „Hot“* YT11WR001

WallRoller „Hot“ Set** YT13WRHS01

SpareRoll WallStreet YT12SRWS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WallRoller Basic YT11WR002

SpareRoll WallStreet YT12SRWS01
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WallRoller Handy

WallRoller Handy MonoWallRoller Handy Mono

WallRoller „Chrissi“

This optional version of our WallRoller 
comes right of a daily wallwrap business 
and is created by our friend an professional 
application expert Chrissi Wilde with „Die 
Zwillinge“

Chrissi - many thanks for your passion 
and this „light version“ of our application 
roller :)

Thanks for the idea from Christina Wilde, www.die-zwillinge.de

WallRoller „Handy“
Our WallRoller Series: Perfect for fl oor 
and wall applications - our testers used 
them also as Rivet-Rollers e.g. on a heli-
copter project! The 2-roller- technology at 
the the WallRoller „Handy“ allows maxi-
mum torque and ergonomic functioning. 

Many of professional installers worldwide 
asked for a Mono Roller Version, to have 
the right tool for precise work even at tricky 
and sensitive surface-parts. Done: The all-
new WallRoller „Handy“ Mono.

Application advice

The WallRoller „Handy“ Mono can be also used as a Rivet-Roller

SpareRoll Soft

Grooves and coarse 
Brickwalls.

SpareRoll Hard

Flat rivetheads and
vehicle body seams

SpareRoll Medium

Big rivetheads and 
Tile joint gaps

WallRoller „Handy“ Mono

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WallRoller Chrissi YT11WRC01

SpareRoll WallStreet YT12SRWS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WallRoller Handy 
ohne Rollen / without rolls

YT14WRH01

WallRoller Handy Mono 
ohne Rollen / without rolls

YT14WRHM01

SpareRoll Handy Soft YT12SRHS01

SpareRoll Handy Medium YT12SRHM01

SpareRoll Handy Hard YT12SRHH01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

    Working painful on your hands and knees? Do you really like that?    With a big smile - that´s how we want to see you making money:)

TimberMaxx Floor

Cameron Sutherland (AVS, Australia) can‘t stand to see 
you suffer :)

Huge Floorgraphics or Floortattoos are big money-makers 
in our industry....!

But applying them with old-fashioned „standard tools“ can 
be exhausting, even painful to your knees, back, etc.  

That‘s why Cam asked us to create one of our popular XXL-
squeegee‘s, the TimberMaxx, with a long, rigid handle to do 
this kind of job much more comfortably. 

The TimberMaxx Floor is available in two widths:  29.8“ 
(76cm) and 39.25“ (100cm). 

But since we manufacture this tool ourselves, all other sizes 
are available upon request.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TimberMaxx Floor 76 YT15TMF076

TimberMaxx Floor 100 YT15TMF100
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StreetRoller 
Basic

StreetRoller 
„Hot“ Set

Problem: Lösung / Solution:

 │sales@yellotools.com 

StreetRoller 

StreetRoller 
„Hot“ Set

StreetRoller StreetRoller 
Basic

StreetRoller
Don´t miss the future of signmaking! 

The smart use of fl oor graphics has 
brought upswing in many signshops 
so far. 
The new printable materials are 
pretty solid and easy to apply - 
especially with our ergonomic 
StreetRoller! 

They make sure, that you 
can apply all kinds of fl oor 
graphics fast and easy. 
Whether want to have a 
heatsource on it 
or not.

    Painful „fl oor exercises“ while applicating fl oor-graphics    Effortless application due to ergonomical construction

** Price without HeatGun

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

StreetRoller „Hot“** YT11SR001

StreetRoller „Hot“ Set YT13SRHS01

StreetRoller „Basic“ YT11SR002
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YelloDouble Pen
„Time is cash“ is the saying. Avoiding unneccessary motions says the 
LEAN-principles. So why poke twice in one bubble, if you can get it done 
with just one move? Pretty useful at bigger rivets or objects underneath 
the vinyl.

Needle-Distance 2,5 mm

This tool shouldn´t be missing in every toolbox at all. Get rid 
of bubbles underneath the vinyl in seconds. The bubble-
popper that looks, works and clicks – just like 
a pen! Plus the sharp tip is safely 
stored away with a click. 
Safety fi rst!

YelloPen

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloDouble Pen YT13YDP01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloPen YT09YP001

YelloPen Needle YT09YP002
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This Version of a bubble-popper ist eqiupped with a patented and solid 
„Quick-release fastener“ which secures the Needle in 
the handle on Demand - but also provides
a strong hold of the tip if needed.

As if at his twin brother FlipperKnife, you can easily stow
the exterior parts (in this case the needle) inside
the handle. Of course, the needle 
is replaceable. 

Our brand new „Star“ when it comes to getting rid of ugly Air Bubbles!!! 
This stylish „Snap-Pen“ reduces to almost half of it´s 
size if you fold it together, while the 
needle fl ips into the handle.

YelloPen EasyFlip

YelloPen Pro

FlipperPen

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloPen EasyFlip YT11YPEF001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloPen Pro YT12YPP01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FlipperPen YT13YDO01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

   Sanity restored by the - pivoting! - AppFix    Doing it like this is crazy!

Doing 2-men-jobs free and easy also quite alone - this is always our 
„Hobbyhorse“. That´s why we took the challenge and invented the 
„Easy-Applicator“ APPFIX FLEXI. It´s a heavy duty 360° - rotary 
construction which makes this an indispensable signmaking tool.
Because most arms are not long enough, this work is annoying.
You are almost „half-way“ and all of a sudden, the tape 
„crashes“ on the vinyl or the print - don´t you hate this, too?
There is an end to it: APPFIX FLEXI!

Rotating table

Vinyl-Tension

ball bearing
mounted rods

AppfixFlexi

How cool: Once right-handed... ...once left-handed. Super easy!

360° pivotable Built-in „Vinyl-Tension“

Table Bracket

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Appfi xFlexi 130 YT09APF130
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The perfect applicator with fl exible 
workbench brackets, non-slip 
pads and with the unique „vinyl-tension“ 
for maximum performance.

For Roll-Sizes 70, 100, 130,140 or 
160cm (Or even bigger...!)

Appfix Roll N’Cut

Pushbar

Counter (Appfi xCounter)

The counter unit is sold indivi-
dual as well, to retrofi t all your
Appfi x versions. For pricing, 
please see www.yellotools.
com

ball bearing mounted rods Ruler-fi xation

CutCoaster
SafetyRuler 
PlatinCutting bar

This great application-aid is not only available in different sizes. (up to 99 inches !!!) The rigid 
backpanel ensures a nice „stand-alone“ use, for example on job sites or various workspaces, 
but also as an attachment to a ladder as well!

Due to the „Yellotools-modular-system“ all parts can be also used by 
themselfs - like the SafetyRuler „Platin Edition“ or the cutting 
device „CutCoaster“...!Thanks for the great idea from Jörg Reuter, blackatwork.de

Appfix

More sizes are available on demand

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Appfi x 70 YT09AP070

Appfi x 100 YT09AP100

Appfi x 130 YT09AP130

Appfi x 160 YT09AP160

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Appfi x RnC   70 YT11APRC070

Appfi x RnC 140 YT11APRC140

Appfi x RnC 160 YT11APRC160
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Appfix Racer

To simplify your work processes, „de-complicating“
of expensive machines and to minimize your 
buying investments - this is our world :)

Who is NOT dreaming about having one of those amazing fl atbedlaminators
like the RollsRoller? But is your workload already strong enough for such an investment?
We´ve heard all these stories about signmakers investing in a creepy cheaper version
of the original since they wanted to safe some money :(

Our Tip always was and is: Use your brain - not your wallet.
Our TimberMaxx basically is doing the same than all those fl atbed laminators as well - it provides 
an fi rm pressure on an even surfaces. Our factory manager Peter Rötzel was on the hunt for an 
easier and retrofi ttable solution for everyone. He came up with the genius AppFix Racer!

He created a track-system, where you can easily slide a application bridge back and forth.
Just put your application tape, your laminat or even your ready-to-apply graphic in the rolls and
push them over your plott, your substrate or even your print.
As an option, there is a fi xed-installed XXL squeegee availbale, which you can easily change 
instead of the two blue rollls. In this case, you get an simple but very effi cient application table.

Say „good bye“ to static load and „lifted“ graphics while pulling the allpication tape above the 
surface :) You will LOVE it. We recomment our TimberMaxx and our BodyGuardKnife as a 
perfect combination to the system. Just check out our videos at www.yellotools.com.

Almost any table size is available . Give us a call - we will fi gure it out for you :)

Optional XXL-squeegee installed in the bridge available.

Ball-beared rollers

Modular system - fi ts almost any existing tables out there.

Price shown above is WITHOUT the table.
More details, sizes and prices at www.yellotools.com

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Appfi x Racer 1x2m YT15APR012
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Wallpaper Basic ToolSet
The development of inkjet-printable wallpapers was really a blessing for some of you
and fi lled your pockets with some cash :)
A lot people asked us for a basic tool set to do those kinds of installing on a profes-
sional base as well. Our friend and wallpaper expert Michael Interthal with Farben 
Interthal, Windeck (Germany) is in this business for decades and he took a closer 
look to these special wallpapers and put a nice basic-set together.
Please be aware: There are dozens of different techniques out there which all leads to 
a good result and the tool-market there is also huge - so, this set just satisfi es the basic 
needs. But it´s proofed, that you can have a easy and great result with it.
Michael Interthal is available for install classes and workshops, of course.
Just give us a call and we link you together.
Michael - many thanks for your awesome support.

Ball-beared rollers

Further informations about the different tools and a contact tou our external 
expert Michael Interthal you can fi nd at www.yellotools.com

Wapar

WaPar Sponge WaPar Roll 

SignToolBox

WaPar Bob WaPar SuperEdge

WaPar Buddy WaPar SoftgripRuler 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WallPaper Basic ToolSet YT15WPTS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WaPar GluePowder YTWPGP01

WapPar Glue Ready YTWPGR01

WaPar GlueGone YTWPGG01

Special papers needs a special glue - this is what we´ve fi gured out fi rst after our fi rst tests.
An experienced and trained paperhanger knows all the old tricks - that´s for sure. But you don´t want to learn a new job - you simply want to make some 
money as easy as possible and of course - complaint free...! That´s why you have to bet on the right glue. 
Together with the leading german manufacturer of wallpaper glue, we´ve found the right mix between the old-
fashioned commercial quality and the demands of the ink trapped in their new coats :)
We offer you two kinds of Digital wallpaper glue: For those of you, who know how to mix paperglue out of powder, 
we offer our new WaPar GluePowder, which you can mix on the jobsite. But for all those who wants to start easy

and hustle-free, we also carry a „ready-mix“ 
version, the WaPar Glue Ready. Open the lid 
and you good to go:) Your customer want to 
have his wallpaper to be removed again? No 
big deal with our Wallpaper-Remover WaPar 
GlueGone. This is, by the way, currently the only 
Remover on the market which  is hazard-identifi cation number free...!  
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Problem: Problem: Lösung / Solution:

APPLICATION
Solution:

PrintJoggle Basic Set

PrintJoggle Line 100

PrintJoggle Line 50

PrintJoggle Big

PrintJoggle
Problem: Aligning an overprinted graphic on a sign substrate...!

There is that Signmaterial in front of you, which you want to cover with a full, overprinted 
graphic.You place the print on the sign and since it‘s a bit bigger than the sign, you can‘t see 
any edges of the sign anymore, correct? 
How in the world, you could align the graphic to the signsubstrate right now? „Feel out“ the 
edges of the sign? Cutting marks in the print to see the sign edge here and there? Not really 
fast, reliable or professional, correct? Your collage Arndt Palzer faced the same issue at least 
one time too much and he came up with an amazing solution: The PrintJoggle. Just push the 
inner arms of the Joggle-angles tight to one corner of the signsubstrate and feed the print 
underneath the Plexiglas of the Joggle. The scale on the glas tells you exactly where the print 
meets the outside of the sign. Aligning of the print is now a question of seconds and super 
precise. 
Just give it a try - you will simply love it. It saves you tons of times, money and relax your 
nerves...!  Thank you, Arndt. Also your innovation infl uences the Signmaking business around 
the globe.

    Just make your corners visible again: PrintJoggle     The graphic „burried“ the Substrate - how can I align now?

Our PrintJoggle makes Sign-Corners visible again!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PrintJoggle Basic Set YT13PJSET01  

PrintJoggle Line 50 YT13PJL050

PrintJoggle Line 100 YT13PJL100

PrintJoggle Big YT13PJBB01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

email │sales@yellotools.com 

     Adjust it once and go from there :) It´s that simple.     Annoying multiple measuring with regular tape measures...!

Testimonial 
The new PlottJoggle really takes the annoying blade measurings
away from us. Simply set your wanted position on the Joggle and
you´re good to go. I´m really happy with my PlottJoggle - either if
I´m just drawing or aligning - it safes me tons of time.
P.S.: I´m real happy, that you guys made my tool. Many, many thanks .
Brainstorm Werbetechnik & Design, Hermann W. Mader

PlottJoggle
The genius alignment aid for Digital Prints, PRINT JOGGLE, also was a huge 
success right from the beginning. 
But our customer, Hermann W. Mader (Brainstorm Werbetechnik, Germany) 
reminded us, again, that the “great old-school Signmaking” is still more than 
alive, and he asked for such an alignment aid also for plotted vinyl. 

Thank you, Hermann - it´s done!

Three identical, shiftable acrylic-glass scales now make even this kind of work a 
breeze. Simply place two of the “Joggles” at the lower part of your sign 
and move the scales up to the desired position of your letters. Just slide your 
plot underneath the clear arms to the perfect aligned position. You can use 
PlottJoggle No. 3 to fi nd the perfect distance from left or right. 

Simply genius - geniusly simple :)
 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PlottJoggle YT15PJ001  

PlottJoggle 3er Set YT15PJ002
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EasyApply Fluid

High-Tec Vinyls require also High-Tec Tools!

Your daily calls and emails prove this fact!!! Many thanks for that! Times of 
„run-of-the-mill“ Dish-soap water-mixes for wet-applications are also over!!! 

Your demand was a technical fl uid, which doesn‘t leave any calcium-deposits, 
which evaporates fast, but gives you time enough to slide the graphic in 
place! 

You can choose from two different „open-times“ of the Fluid 
(Long and short and two different fl avors plus neutral fl avor). 

Now you can create your own individual Apply Fluid. 

The „open-time difference“ between the different fl uids is depending on 
various circumstances, of course. But as a „rule of thumb“, you can tell
that „Short“ is up to 3 times faster than the „Long“ version.
Means, you have about 3 times more time to align the graphic, if you 
need it.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyApply „Short“ Ocean 1L YT12EASO01

EasyApply „Short“ Vanilla 1L YT12EASV01

EasyApply „Short“ Neutral 1L YT12EASN01

EasyApply „Long“ Ocean 1L YT12EALO01

EasyApply „Long“ Vanilla 1L YT12EALV01

EasyApply „Long“ Neutral 1L YT12EALN01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyApply „Short“ Ocean 5L YT12EASO05

EasyApply „Short“ Vanilla 5L YT12EASV05

EasyApply „Short“ Neutral 5L YT12EASN05

EasyApply „Long“ Ocean 5L YT12EALO05

EasyApply „Long“ Vanilla 5L YT12EALV05

EasyApply „Long“ Neutral 5L YT12EALN05
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

PrintJoggle BasicSet

BodyGuard Knife

HeavyHolder

TimberMaxx 76cm

HeavyHolder

BodyGuard KnifeBodyGuard Knife

PrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSetPrintJoggle BasicSet

Einfach 
genial!

    Dirk Franzen´s weights are simply brilliant    Time-robbing masking tape calamities fi nally came to an end.

The HEAVY HOLDER idea of our customer Dirk Franzen is really perfect. 
Instead of using annoying masking tapes, he came up with fi ne-balanced weights to 
hold his prints in place while applicating. No scratches because of non-slip base

The „Hot-Tip“-Combination for a perfect Application-Workfl ow :)

This set consists of:

HeavyHolder

YelloApplication Set

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

HeavyHolder YT13HHS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloApplication Set YT14YAS004
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SignTweezer Straight XS = 8,5cm

SignTweezer Hook 64A = 13,5cm

SignTweezer Straight L = 13cm

SignTweezer Straight XS

SignTweezer Straight L

SignTweezer Hook 65A

A high quality „graphic arts“ tweezer 
that provides a fast „dip“ into the vinyl 
for quicker, easier and more accurate 
weeding than other tweezers - super 
sharp tip!

Upon request, we´ve made the most 
favourite Straight L a little bit smaller. 
The Straight XS comes with the same 
tip properties like the Straight L but with 
a more compact handle. Perfect for 
smaller hands.

• Rigid, sharp tips to bite into vinyl
• short-sickle shaped ending
• Balanced tension of the tips for easy use
• incl. protecting cap for secure storage 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTweezer Straight L YT05ST001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTweezer Straight XS YT05STXS1

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTweezer Hook 65A YT10STH65A
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SignTweezer Edge = 11,3cm

SignTweezer Hook 7 = 11,7cm

SignTweezer Hook 7

SignTweezer Edge

• 90° angled ending
• Rigid, sharp tips to bite into vinyl
• Balanced tension of the tips for easy use
• incl. protecting cap for secure storage

• Rigid, sharp tips to bite into vinyl
• sickle shaped ending
• Balanced tension of the tips for easy use
• incl. protecting cap for secure storage 

SignTweezer Bloc
This is the ultimate add-on to your signma-
king tweezers - the TweezerBloc.
It holds all our fi ve different Tweezers in
a safe and convenient way.
No more quests to fi nd „a needle in a 
haystack“, no more damaged Tweezertips 
since it fall down...!

Simply perfect handy and easy to grab.
You can mount it to the wall or simply use it 
as a desktop dispenser.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTweezer Bloc YT15STB001

SignTweezer Bloc Set YT15STBS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTweezer Edge 01 YT10STE01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTweezer Hook 7 YT10STH07
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

     Perfect visible contours due to EasyWeedPowder      Do you see the cutting lines?

Do you also hate to weed white plotts? 
Our customer Klaus Bös swore one time to 
much and developed the EasyWeedPowder. 
The all-organic powder makes the cut contours 
perfectly visible. 

The powder disapears as if by magic! 
The powder comes in replaceable one-way 
pads and handle! 

You won´t swear again - we swear :)!!!

„I wish to tell you that your products were pure awesomeness! 

From the Easy weed that I didn´t REALLY think I would need (got an order for 5m of white vinyl the day 
after I received your products ;) to the fantastic Yello minis that saved me when I went out on a limb 
with intricate small vinyl typography.“ I can promise you that I will shop from you guys again very soon! 
Please do keep coming up with more genius tools!!“

From a VERY happy customer. Kind regards - Bjørn Inge Nøkling, Norway

Testimonial

EasyWeed Powder

Ersatzpads für den EasyWeed Powder sind seperat erhältlich

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyWeed Powder YT12EWP01

EasyWeed SparePad 1x YT12EWP02
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The 2-in-1 tool for Signmakers.
This genius tiny tool can be used 
as a bubble pen and as 
a precision knife as well. 

More infos on page 12.

There were really no more requests for any other tool than this little buddy.
A thin but solid barbed hook mounted on a rigid arm - done deal.

It´s perfect to weed out Flex- and Flockvinyls.
Of course, it comes with a safety cap included.

• 2 in 1- a bubble popper and precision knife in one tool
• The pinpoint disappears by a trick inside the case
• An end cap, which reduce the risk of injury, of course are included.

JanusWeeder 

YelloHook

FingerTip KnifePen

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FingerTip KnifePen YT13FTK01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

JanusWeeder YT13JW001

JanusWeeder Needle 1x YT10JW003

SpareBlade Weeder 30° 10x YT09SBW30

SpareBlade Weeder 59° 10x YT09SBW59

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloHook YT15YH025
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:
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Added value 
A smooth and round corner edge is not just only nicer and more noble - it gives your artwork a personel touch and prevents injuries.
Stop complaining about the „Cheap guy next door“ who´s ruining your marging. Start improving your work for example with a nice fi nish 
like a rounded corner. Your customer will see the „upper class“ you work in and he will appreciate it a lot.

    Add more value to your signs in seconds...!     The „Awkward“ must become „Round“

EasyEdge
Our „Classic“ - thousandfold 
proven and in „Signmaker-Duty“ 
around the world for more than 9 
years already. Due to its reinforced 
springs, it´s possible to cut 3 
pieces of Dibond in one turn with 
ease. The solid chassis make 
this tool a benefi t for your shop 
for many years. All dies on the 
next page fi t into the EasyEdge. 
This desktop version is great for 
massproduction signs, business 
cards, doorsigns, magnetic signs 
and many more.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyEdge inkl. R6 YT04CR001

EasyEdge inkl. R10 YT04CR002
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D 21mmC 15 - 20 mm

Kantenbearbeitung & Bohren / Edge Trimming & Drilling

Magnetsigns really require rounded edges to last on a car...!

EasyEdge Flexi
Our in-house developed EasyEdge Flexi works of course 
the same way like the desktop version.
Due to the „Plier-Design“ it´s perfect for 
larger signs.

Instead of moving the large and heavy 
substrates, it´s way more convinient to just bring 
the plier to the edge, correct?

Thanks to the patented bell crank gearbox 
it´s a „walk in the park“ to cut up to 2 Dibond-sheets at 
one time. It´s that easy, even kids can do it with just one 
hand.

Since we now have our very own CNC milling center
in house, we fi nally could change the blade-adjustment
mechanic to make even this „ a piece of cake“ :)

Cutting of e.g. Dibond is getting a child´s game with ease

2 signs all at once - no big deal due to the patent gearbox

• The special-hardened stencils are extremly solid
•  Effortless cutting of foam or aluminum composite sheets as well as PVC, paper 

or magnetic signs.
•  The 20mm straight blade and the sidebrackets are only available for the desktop 

version EasyEdge
•  The BluePlastic Pads are exchangeable counterplates, where the blade can 

dive in to provide a perfect cut

Accessoires:
EasyEdge Flexi + EasyEdge

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyEdge Flexi inkl. R6 YT10EE001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyEdge Corner R3,5 YT04CR035

EasyEdge Corner R6 YT04CR006

EasyEdge Corner R10 YT04CR010

EasyEdge Corner D21 YT04CRD21

EasyEdge Corner C15 YT04CRC15

BluePastic Pads 5er T04BPP001

EasyEdge Bracket YT04AW001
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We´ve stopped counting the numbers of the question, if we would have something to cut the corners of e.g. aluminum, brass, copper with.
Unfortunately, our answer always was „No, we don´t“. After a couple of sleepless nights, our genius Stephan Engel found an awesome solution 
for this tricky task and no, we can fi nally say: „Yes, we have“! :)

We always have in mind to safe you money and investments, so Stephan was looking for a more versatil solution and he came up with a quick changing 
system, which can cut corners, punch holes and set eyeletts and grommets as well.
This now is done and it works pretty amazing.
PowerPunch Base is a universal punch system, where you can insert your special tool in, such as the corner cutter, the grommet press or the hole puncher.
Due to the high-end materials and Stephans engineering, you turn your arm power into MORE THAN 1.5 TONS of pressing power!

On the next page, we show you the products, which we will have available till JULY 2015

The PowerPunch Base is totally made in our shop here in Windeck, so it´s more than correct consider it „Made in Germany“ - If you could think about a 
tool you would like to have adapted to our modular system, please don´t hesitate to call us at any time :)

PowerPunch System
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Colors may vary

Colors may vary

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerPunch Base YT15PPB01

PowerPunch Corner4 YT15PPC04

PowerPunch Corner Set YT15PPCS04

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerPunch Base YT15PPB01

PowerPunch Hole 06 YT15PPH060

PowerPunch Hole 06 Set YT15PPHS06

PowerPunch Corner

PowerPunch Hole

The PowerPunch Corner cuts 4 different 
radii in just one plate. The heavy-duty 
CornerRounder cuts radii of 1/4” (6mm), 
1/2” (13mm), 3/4” (19mm) and 1” (25mm). 

Simply turn the insert plate and you are 
ready to use your amazing „4-in-1“ System 
for various materials like aluminum, brass,
copper, plastics and way much more....!

Clean and smooth corners due to a tool steel HD-knife

Various hole patterns possible due to intelligent bracket setting

Due to some patent reasons, we are not allowed 
to offer this in the USA. Sorry.

Due to some patent reasons, we are not allowed 
to offer this in the USA. Sorry.

The PowerPunch Hole Modul
cuts a hole of No.B (6mm or 0.23“)
into various materials such as 
2mm aluminum, cooper alu checker plate, 
up to 4mm Dibond, 1,5mm Brass and many 
more. 
The left-over can´t choke the tool and so
it´s pretty rigid and long-lasting.
Again: To change even this tool, it just takes 
seconds without the need of any other tool 
or key....!
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SignTrim
Finally.....the ultimate deburring set for dibond, forex, acrylic and much more .

The perfect deburring solution for Signmakers! For the use with a huge variety of materials, such 
as aluminum composite, foams, acrylics, steel or plastic. Specially shaped steel and ceramic 
blades guarantee a perfect fi nish for every sign. Unfortunately, even here we can´t tell you which 
tool might be the best for a certain material. It is again an individual thing, which version YOU 
might fi nd the best. All deburrers work amazingly at any „Signmaking Substrates“ - the challange 
is, to fi nd the perfect one for you! Of course you can see all application tipps in the following 
descriptions as a little support...!

The SignTrim Set „L“ stands for a set with blades for our left-handed customers.
All blades (except SignTrim CeraFix) are changeable.

Edge of a Dibond sheet before cutting without SignTrim

Perfect fi nish within seconds WITH our SignTrim

 No more sharp and rough edges!  

SignTrim Mini

The „Mini version“ is perfectly handy and because of the little clip, it´s also the ideal tool 
for the jobsite. But even if it´s small, the chip is more heavy than at its „bigger
brother“! But the edges will be perfectly clean! The blade is changeable and swivels.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTrim Mini YT11STM001

SignTrim Mini „Left“ YT11STM002

SignTrim MiniBlade YT11STMB01

SignTrim MiniBlade „Left“ YT11STMB02
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SignTrim Big

Length and diameter of the SignTrim „Big“ are perfectly balanced to lift a small 
and homogen sliver.The blades are changeable and swivels at the turn of your 
hand.The sign edges will be perfectly smooth within seconds! 

SignTrim CeraFlex

How can you trim steel with ceramic? Answer: Amazingly well! This swivel ceramic 
blade deburrs all above materials perfectly. Beginners almost can´t get hurt. 
Deburring with ceramic is nothing but fun! (Available spareblades see on the left side)

SignTrim CeraSwitch

There is really no end to improvement :)
We´ve faced this lately with our former product, “CeraFix”. It wasn´t possible, until now, to 
have the ceramic blade interchangable at all. Ok, the developers of this tool weren‘t really 
looking for a solution, since the blade lasts virtually forever when you‘re talking substrates. Ne-
vertheless, we had quite a few requests to have this blade interchangeable. No problem from 
now on. Like its predecessor, the CeraSwitch works great for inlaid work, small corners, inside 
gaps of letters, ornaments and much more. 
The deburred result is perfect and this knife lasts for years.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTrim Big YT11STB001

SignTrim Big „Left“ YT11STB002

SignTrim BigBlade YT11STBB01

SignTrim BigBlade „Left“ YT11STBB02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTrim CeraFlex YT11STCF01

SignTrim CeraBlade YT11STCB01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTrim CeraSwitch YT15CS001

CeramicBlade YT15CSCB01
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SignTrim Set
The perfect deburring solution for 
Signmakers! For use with a huge 
variety of materials, such as alumi-
num composite, foams, acrylics, 
steel or plastic. Specially shaped 
steel and ceramic blades guarantee 
a perfect fi nish for every sign.

The set includes:

1x SignTrim CeraFlex
1x SignTrim Mini
1x SignTrim CeraFix
1x SignTrim BIG
3x Ersatzklingen

FileBrush

SignFile

A lot signmakers bet on using a fi le to “melt” or cut vinyl right at the 
edge of a sign. This makes total sense, since with fi ling, you make sure to cut under an angle 
of about 45°, which guarantees a minimum inner distance between graphic and sign substrate 
edge.  A wet-application especially needs that gap to get all the fl uids away from underneath 
the vinyl. We´ve looked for the perfect fi le grid and married it to the patented Flippgrip tech-
nology. With that, you can easily stow your fi le in your pocket or your toolbox.  
Pretty cool :) 
Of course, there is also a cleaning brush available for the fi le.

„Where wood is chopped, splinters must fall“ :) 
And if you use a fi le, there is left-overs as well - especially at low density material such as 
aluminum, Foamboard or PVC....topped with that fi ne rasp of grinded vinyl...!
Our FileBrush is perfect designed to the gridpattern of our File to clean it from all
left-overs in seconds.
SignFile and FileBrush - a winning combination :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FileBrush YT15YFB250

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignFile YT15SF001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignTrim Set YT11STSET01

SignTrim Set „Left“ YT11STSET02
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

 │www.yellotools.com   email │sales@yellotools.com 

2-in-1
P-Glas Twin

          How can I cut just a little piece out of this fast and easy?      Pretty simple: Just use our P-Glas Twin and a SafetyRuler :)

„Do you have something to cut Plexiglass with?“ 
This was one of the most asked questions at the tradeshows. 

From now on, the answer is: „Yes, we do!“ :)

But we wouldn‘t be us if we didn‘t have something unique for you...! If you cut 
(or, more accurately, score and break) acrylic or plexiglas, often you will fi nd an ugly burr 
at the edge of the sheet. 
To easily get rid of this, simply turn the knife around and use the built in V-shaped, ceramic 
blade to deburr the front and back edge of the substrate in one move. 
Works great with sheets between 1 - 10mm thickness. 

Even if this blade may last forever, it is replaceable, of course.Function No.2: Deburrs the edges with the built-in c-blade.

Function No.1: Scores the substrate safely to break it to size

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

P-Glas Twin YT15PGT01

P-Glas CeramicBlade YT15PGTC01  

P-Glas SteelBlade YT15PGTS01   
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EasyDrill Mini + EasyDrill Maxi

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyDrill Mini YT15EDMI06

EasyDrill Maxi YT15EDMA06

Does this sounds familiar to you: Your sign 
is trimmed, fi nished, cleaned and the graphic is 
applied. The only thing left is a little borehole to 
mount the sign to the wall and „BÄMM“...the drill 
sliped away and destroyed work of hours :(

You can say good-bye to this problem as well, 
due to our all-new boring jig EasyDrill MINI and 
MAXI. 

The female insert is made with hardened tool 
steel and holds your drill right where it suppo-
se to be and not even a millimeter else...! The 
various drillsettings are designed to suit your daily 
signmaker´s tasks.

EasyDrill Mini stands for the smaller and lighter 
version, which you can easily carry to your jobsite 
or anywhere else at your shop.

EasyDrill Maxi is the more heavy duty version, 
which also can be mounted to your heavy vertical 
drilling machine.

Due to some patent reasons, we are not allowed to offer this in the USA. Sorry.
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P-Glas Drill

Every now and then, it takes a jigsaw to cut acry-
lic sheets to size or shape. Please choose your 
jigsaw blades carefullyto ensure that you get a 
perfect result. The toot pattern greatly infl uences 
the work comfort. The gearing of our P-GlasJigs 
was designed to cut all kinds of acrylic or plexi-
glass.
Thicknesses from 1.5mm to 10mm can be cut 
safely and easily. The blades are good for machi-
nes from Bosch, AEG, ELU, Metabo, Holz-Her, 
Flex, Makita and Festo.

Drilling into acrylic or plexiglas can easily turn 
into a story with no “happy end” at all...!

Too agressive of an angle and the drill bit literally 
munches into the soft surface and destroys the 
sheet. Not good :(

Our special acrylic drillbits are treated with a 
special polish, which protects the material from 
that “blow out“. 

This ensures that you get a perfect result in either 
casted or exthruded materials.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

P-Glas Jig per piece YT15PGJIG01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

P-Glas Drill 4mm YTPGD004  

P-Glas Drill 6mm YTPGD006  

P-Glas Drill 8mm YTPGD008  

P-Glas Drill 10mm YTPGD010  

P-GlasSet ( 4 drills ) YTPGS001  
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

 Perfect straight cuts since the blades are guided in those channelsNasty zig-zag shaped cuts due to „dancing“ blades in the channels

EasyCoro Cut HD

Inexpensive Coroplast substrates are really popular in the sign industry.  

Unfortunately, cutting lengthwise can be easy to mess up, and the result is a nasty zig-zag 
shaped cut :(  

A regular blade gets trapped in the channels and starts “dancing” in it.  A perfect solution is 
the CoroCut-Blades.
They literally “drive” perfectly INTO those channels and provide a perfectly straight cut in 
seconds, or you can even just score them in half to bend the sign to form to a column.  

Either if you want to trim 3mm, 4mm or 10mm Coroplast substrates - there is always
a perfect knife for you available.

Due to the interchangable blades, you can change the cutting direction from push to pull
however you may like it.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyCoroCut HD 3mm YT15ECCHD03  

EasyCoroCut HD 4mm YT15ECCHD04  

EasyCoroCut HD 10mm YT15ECCHD10  
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EasyCoro Cut 

EasyCoro Cut LongReach Flexi

EasyCoro Cut LongReach

3mm

4mm

10mm

Of course, the well-tried handheld versions 
are available as well.

Even here you can not only change the blades 
while opening the upper part of the handle - you 
also can turn them to get either a pushed cut or 
even a pulled one.

Since we have the all-new 
technology of a telescopic handle availabe - we love to use it, of course :)

That´s why also the EasyCoro Cut LongReach is now available as the
fl exible „extendable“ version (from 75cm / 30“ to 105cm / 41“)

A match made in heaven is those blades 
with our approved “LongReach” cutter.  
Now you can cut or score even larger sheets without 
“work-out acrobatics”.  

And, of course you can change between “push” or “pull” cutting directions.

extendable from 75cm to 105cm

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyCoroCut 3mm YT15ECC03  

EasyCoroCut 4mm YT15ECC04  

EasyCoroCut 10mm YT15ECC10  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

ECC LongReachFlexi  3mm YT15ECLRF03  

ECC LongReachFlexi  4mm YT15ECLRF04  

ECC LongReachFlexi  10mm YT15ECLRF10  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

ECC LongReach60 3mm YT15ECLR603  

ECC LongReach60 4mm YT15ECLR904  

ECC LongReach60 10mm YT15ECLR910  

ECC LongReach90  3mm YT15ECLR903  

ECC LongReach90 4mm YT15ECLR904  

ECC LongReach90  10mm YT15ECLR910  
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    Not any more with our superior quality YelloBlade   Vinyl removal is the most hated job in signmaking

Our super popular vinyl removing tool called YelloBlade, is a 
must-have for all Signmakers. It is the perfect solution for 
lifting edges of foil and removal of stickers, labels or logos.

• Premium plastic formulation  won´t scratch
• Varied edges 
• Made in Germany

YelloBlade

For the purists :)
The two available Wooden handled versions, with integrated stainless 
steel brackets, help to stiffen the already rigid glassfi ber-hardened 
„Remover-squeegee“. But the YELLOBLADE alsoworks great on it´s 
own. To protect you from any blisters, we now carry the new 
BLADEGRIP-Strip. The premium rubber profi le (with no metall core) 
of course, is reuseable. As a little „thank you“ for thousands of 
YelloBlades already sold, we‘re including 
one FREE BladeGrip with any 10-pack 
of YelloBlades. Because that´s the 
way we DO IT :)

YelloBlade Grip

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBlade Orange YT09YB001

YelloBlade Pink YT10YB004

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBlade Grip 1x YT15YBG01

YelloBlade Grip Set YT15YBG02
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YelloBlade MiniYelloBlade Mini

Entschriften / Removing Vinyl

YelloBlade Handle

YelloBlade Handle Mini

Because so many of you called for a more ergonomic working 
with this tool, our professional cabinet maker Peter designed this 
beautiful handle.

•  Plastic-endstop bracket and stainless steel blade 
holder

•  „Magnetic device“ for easy „parking“ on cars 
or our YelloBelts!

• Durable craftsman quality
• Easy changing of the YelloBlade

Upon the really great demand here comes the add-on to our 
Topseller YELLOBLADE. You required a smaller version for 
more detailed work. Here we go! The Mini is made from the 
same high performance material as his bigger brother 
and also doesn‘t leave any marks or scratches.
The handle provides a really solid 
grip and a perfect ergonomic.

YelloBlade Egg
Jim Redmer (Wensco Sign Supply) is a raving 
fan of our YELLOBLADE vinyl remover. 

(Who is not?:):)). He also uses our practical 
YELLOBLADE HANDLE, since he loves 
the convenience of the little magnet built in, 
to „park“ it on cars. Nevertheless, he was looking 
for a „palm-of-the-hand“ version for use on signs or 
at the jobsite. 
We found the idea great and so we invented 
for Jim the „egg of Redmer“ :)Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBlade Egg YT15YBE001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBlade Handle YT11YBH001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBlade Handle Mini YT12YBH03

YelloBlade „Mini“ YT12YB002
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RapidRemover
This tool doesn‘t need that much words! Everyone who once saw it „in action“ 
almost can´t believe how great it works. The most annoying and time-
consuming work of our industry now can be done with fun in just minutes. 
Honestly - even older digital prints from over 20ft length can be removed with 
ease in just minutes. The concept is again pretty simple: Due to the synchron 
movements and the intelligent tube system, we combine the solid grid of 
the material with the strong leverage of the ratchet. It works just AWESOME!!

    THE revolution for removing vinyls

Solid stainless-steel clutch

Even the removing of the old vinyl after cleaning is a piece of cake

Unlimited extensions available

Unfortunately not available in the US.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Rapid Remover Extension YT13RRE040   

RapidRemover 60 YT13RR060  

RapidRemover 100 YT13RR100  
RapidRemover Ratsche 1/2“ YT13RRR01   
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The world-class range of Solvent and Dye Sub machines in Mimaki’s impressive 
Sign and Graphics line-up gives you the power to create stunning signage, banners 
and graphics that really deliver your message.

The results are limited only by your imagination.

Let’s create ... TOGETHER

PlateLine Remover
We took the challenge of smooth-removing of 
emblems from cars and trucks and came up with 
the PLATELINE REMOVER. No more dental fl oss or 
cheap nylon cord. (injured fi nger tips, wax on cars, ongoing torn 
cords aso.). 

The extreme tearproof cord is 
perfect for non-residue removing
without hurting the paint. 
The quick-release 
grip makes sure,
than you can adjust 
the „saw-cord“
in seconds.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PlateLine Remover YT12PLR01

PlateLine Spare 10m YT12PLSS01   
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Clean-to-go

Starter

1l bottle

5l Can 

YelloFrog
Our „1000 uses!“ cleaner. Think of it as a „Green“ cleaner without the useless green 
dye. It‘s the perfect all-around cleaner for vehicles, your shop or even your home.                       
Plus it‘s super- effective and environmentally-friendly. PH-neutral and 100% biodegradable

An economical and eco-safe cleaner: Yello Frog!

Cleaners for Signmakers 
Nothing is more frustrating than an avoidable customer complaint, but nothing more pleasant is new business without spending big bucks for advertising! 
With our range of cleaners, you are on the „safe side“ either way! A perfect pre-treatment is „meat and potatoes“ in our job - either at the „old-school-vinyl plott“, 
the digital printed sign or even at a vehicle-fullwrap. All our cleaners are perfectly adjusted to get your job done with perfection.And if the vinyls once have to 
be removed - you can earn the one or two additional Euro! If you have any questions regarding our cleaners or if you miss a product here - just give us a call.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloFrog Starter 250ml YT09YCF03

YelloFrog 1l bottle YT09YCF01

YelloFrogClean-to-go YT09YCF02

YelloFrog Can 5l YT09YCF05
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Clean-to-go

Starter

Aerosol

1l bottle

3l Can 

Clean-to-go

Starter

1l bottle

3l Can

YelloJack
Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) in a 100% concentration. It is not stretched or 
denatured with additives. So you get optimal cleaning in record time, 
with vehicles and more. Great degreaser too! 100% isopropyl alcohol.

YelloFluid - SurfaceCleaner
Perfect for pre-treating vehicles before applying vinyl graphics. 
Unsurpassed in removing particles and invisible streaks, for superior adhesion 
and longer graphic life. Customer beta-testing called it „the best on the market.“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloJack Starter 250ml YT09YCJ04

YelloJack   Aerosol 400ml YT09YCJ06

YelloJack 1l Bottle YT09YCJ01

YelloJack Clean-to-go YT09YCJ02

YelloJack Can 3l YT09YCJ05

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloFluid Starter 250ml YT09YCFL03

YelloFluid 1l Bottle YT09YCFL01

YelloFluid Clean-to-go YT09YCFL02

YelloFluid Can 3l YT09YCJ06
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YelloOrange Aerosol

Yello O-Foam

Yello Orange Pocket

YelloOrange Aerosol

Yello O-Foam

Yello Orange Pocket

Yello O-Foam

Yello Orange Pocket

EasyClean Set

THIS is the „Must-have“ for any single Signmaker. 
Our special-cleaner combines a just perfect mix from active agent and solvent to get a 
super-clean and residue-free surface without any effort. Using the power of all-natural 
oils from oranges, YelloOrange is a unique formulation that does – and doesn’t – do 
what typical orange-cleaners do. It cleans faster, cleanly and will not damage vehicle- 
or powder- coated fi nishes. It’s clearcoat safe! Hundreds of Signmakers worldwide bet 
on YelloOrange. 

• Residue-free and easily removing of adhesive residue
• Also suitable for painted and powder coated surfaces
• No spread and smear of adhesive residue
• NEW! Now available on foam base (Yello O-Foam)

YelloOrange - made for signmakers!

The foam also „sits“ perfectly on vertical surfaces

Fast and punctual apply because of the spray head

Easily remove adhesive residues after short exposure time

Easily remove with our YelloBlade Page 52

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloOrange Pocket 35ml YT12YCP35

YelloOrange Aerosol  400ml YT09YCO01

EasyClean Set YT13EC001

Yello O-Foam 400ml YT12YOF01
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Problem:

Lösung / Solution:

YelloTarex
The “Powerhouse” for removing hard-to-clean
road tar from fenders, bumpers and rocker panels.
Get rid of tar, bitumen and inorganic dirt.

It comes in 2 different packings.

NanoEx

Nano-coating is an amazing technology, eliminating the 
need for environmentally-harmful cleaners and improving 
visibility for greater safety. 

But the inventors never thought about the need to stick vi-
nyl on the window. So we went to the scientist who created 
the molecular surface technology, and together we created 
the world‘s fi rst nano remover.The two pictures right show 
you a little „Nano-Test“...!

Applicable to glass or car paints. 

   Water „runs down“ - Lettering is possible now. 

   Water „pearls“ - Lettering is NOT possible.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

NanoEx 250ml YT10YCNE01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloTarex Pocket 35ml YT12YCPT35

YelloTarex Aerosol  400ml YT09YCT01
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Surface tension is too low and must be 
enlarged (with NanoEx)

Surface tension is optimal and 
ready to apply.

YelloQuickstick

With our well balanced surface-tension pens, you get a perfect idea of the tension 
of your surface. This way you will have proof, if you are ready to go or if you have 
to re-clean again.

   Ink runs off    Ink covering

PrintEx Pen

“S*** happens“ - this is how you call little ink dots and splashes on prints and 
banners. Our fi berglass-brush PrintEx Pen erases those little mistakes with 
ease. Even entire letters can be erased with this amazing pen.

Little ink dots and splashes on prints erasing with ease.
Suitable for banners and textiles.

EasyPump
Suit to our EasyApplyFluid - and many more cleaners and liquids, we recommend 
the new pressure-spraybottle „EasyPump“ - Made in Germany! With 1,0 liter 
capacity, you are ready for even bigger graphics. Equipped with special sealings, 
it stands also most alcohol cleaners as well. The spray-pattern is perfect-pitched 
for Signmaker‘s needs. A pro-tool for pro-craftmen!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloQuickstick YT11YQS001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PrintEx Pen YT11PEP001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyPump YT12EP01
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YelloWipe Air

With big air cushions in the fi ber, it absorbs twice as 
much water and is twice as tear-resistant as typical 
shop towel rolls. So you’ll use fewer towels! 1000 
sheets per roll.

YelloFleece Pro
Finally found: The optimal cleaning cloth for car wraps and partial wraps. 
100% viscose, no chemicals! The tight-woven cloth is pretty
absorbent and super solid. But the best is the special boxing: 
It guarantees a „one-hand / one-cloth“ operation. 
All following pieces stay clean - simply genius.

100% viscose, zero chemicals

Three strong magnets for a
secure fi t on the vehicle

Simply remove cloth for cloth

Robust and highly absorbent Easy to store

100% viscose, zero chemicals

WipeBox Mag

That´s KAIZEN: Park your cloth right where you 
need them. Instead of grabbing piles of papers, 
you just pick as much as you need piece by piece. 
The solid frame comes with 3 strong magnets to 
hold the box safe on your car.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloWipe Air (Roll) YT09YCWP1

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloFleece Pro YT13YFP001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WipeBox Mag YT13WBM01
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PowerCleaner Plastic 6“

PowerCleaner Alu 6“

PowerCleaner Plastic 12“

PowerCleaner Alu 12“PowerCleaner Alu 12“

PowerCleaner Plastic 12“

PowerCleaner Plastic 6“PowerCleaner Plastic 6“PowerCleaner Plastic 6“

Set: 1x PadHolder, 1x PowerCleaner Plastic 12“, 1x StickyPen, 1x PowerCleaner Pad 12“

PadHolder Set

PowerCleaner Alu 6“

PadHolder SetPadHolder Set

PowerCleaner - Antistatic Cleaning System

Don’t push dust and particles aside when you can remove them!

This innovative cleaning system captures dust and particles directly from your sign 
substrate without scratching or leaving static behind.

Power Cleaner is literally a space age technology, developed for the use in space 
technology to clean rooms and bio-medical research labs, where an absolutely 
dust- and particle-free environment is of the utmost importance – just as it is with 
signmaking applications, where it’s critical that your vinyl is applied on a completely 
clean and particle-free surface.

PadHolder 
KAIZEN requires effi cient handling of 
material and tools. Like the optimized 
re-ordering of consumables (KANBAN), 
the sensible „Parking“ of tools is mandatory 
for a future-oriented signshop.
That´s why we designed this parking 
bracket for pads and rollers. That´s how you store your PowerCleaner effi cient and professional

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerCleaner Plastic 6“ YT10PC001

PowerCleaner Plastic 12“ YT07PC001

PowerCleaner Alu 6“ YT10PC002

PowerCleaner Alu 12“ YT07PC002

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PadHolder (without tools) YT12PH001

PadHolder Set YT15PH004
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PowerCleaner Pad
These are the matching pads for our Power Cleaner 6“ and 12“. The dirt particles are 
taken up by the CleaningPad and thereby the power cleaner is again ready for work.

StickyPen

The number one cause of vinyl application failure, is due to poor pre-cleaning, 
especially in tight areas.That‘s why we created StickyPen – think of it as a Power 
Cleaner on the tip of your pen. It reaches into the tightest and most-diffi cult areas to 
remove dust, dirt and particles that can cause costly and time-consuming errors. If 
you‘re serious about the quality and durability of your vehicle graphic and car-wrap 
applications, this is a must-have tool.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerCleaner Pad 6“ YT12PCP06

PowerCleaner Pad 12“ YT12PCP12

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

StickyPen Plastic YT09SP02

StickyPen Pad 10x YT12SPP10
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DbS: Ernst Bechtel

CLEANER

Micro-honeycombtexture
Yello Dusty is ideal for digital printing, vinyl graphics, 
vehicle vinyl/paint preparation – and even cleaning your 
computer monitor! It gobbles up dust and will not leave static behind, guaranteed.

• Removes dust more cleanly than any other wipe will not 
 create – and even removes – static
• Guaranteed silicone-free
• Won‘t dry out – it‘s reusable!
• Tightly holds dust so it won‘t transfer or get into the air
• Great for all sign substrates and vehicles
• Ready-to-use and won‘t leave your hands feeling sticky
• Each cloth unfolds to 44cm x 28cm
• Comes in practical reusable package 10 pcs.

YelloDusty

MagicTrash Can 

The rigid and foldable bag combined with 
a solid 18mm plywood baseplate allows a 
strong comprimizing of your rubbish. 
The Magic Trashcans are available as an 
adapter on our Twister or with the heavy-
duty casters.

Mobile, height-adjustable, fl exible plus integrated wire-spring

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloDusty (10x) YT10YD001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagicTrash Can Roll YT12TCR01

MagicTrash Can Modul YT12TCT01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

CLEANER
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Minimizes trash pyles of left-over liner and silicon papers in 
just seconds. A huge relief in your daily routine :)

A wonderful weapon in the combat against the pyles of trash! 

With this genius construction, you can minimize your rubbish of liner, vinyl or application-tape right at or in your 
main trash can. For those, who are sick of trampoline lessons, the MagicTrashPress is a big relief! 
Only suitable for 240 l trash cans.

MagicTrash Press

   The manual trashpress for liners and vinyls...!   Overloaded trashcans and „Signmaker-gymnastics“?

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagicTrash Press YT12MTP02
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Static load - enemy No. 1 at Signmaking. 
To improve your daily life even in this case, 
we put together a really needful collection of tools against 
this bastard :) 

On our website, you can fi nd some free „trade-sec-
rets“ to fi ght this demon with some simple tricks.

Antistatic-Lösungen 

AntiStatic Fluid
ATTENTION - to all who have serious issues with static load. This product will 
blow your mind! 

AntiStatic Fluid E (with Ethanol, evaporate faster) and C (non-alcohol for sensitive sur-
faces) is made of surface-active and anti-electrostatic substances based on vegetable 
fat acid diluted in aqueous solution. Here are some facts: Immediate and complete 
elimination of static electricity (ESD control), High transparency and streak-free appli-
cation / high quality fi nish 

• Non-toxic, completely biodegradable, environmentally friendly and safe to handle 
• High-effi ciency long term antistatic fi nish for more than 1 year 
• Extreme resistance to mechanical abrasion 
• Very good printability by keeping brilliance 
• No effect on bond strength The annoying appeal of dust and dirt comes to an end. 

The surface stays dust-free for a long time. 

This is what you were waiting for, isn‘t it?!

Consumption:
250ml = app. 200 to 250m²
100ml = app. 80 to 100m²

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Anti-Static Fluid „C“ 100ml YT12ASFC100

Anti-Static Fluid „E“ 100ml YT12ASFE100

Anti-Static Fluid „C“ 250ml YT12ASFC250

Anti-Static Fluid „E“ 250ml YT12ASFE250
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ProBasic AS MagicMaster AS YelloMaxx AS ProWrap Duo AS Allstar AS

ProWrap AS

YelloRoller 6“ Antistatic 
We knew, that a lot of Signmakers „fi ght“ against the static load issues every day. 
For 3 years, we have worked on additional „Antistatic“-products. Meanwhile every 
third sold CuttingMat is a „AS-Version“ and a lot of Signguys see the greatness of 
our „AS-Squeegee“! That´s why we worked hard to offer you our new „Power-
Weapon“ for a „potential-free“ signshop: The 6“ YelloRoller „Anti-Static“! 
The imbedded Anti-Static agent helps to avoid static load while cleaning your prints, 
laminates or substrates.

To have own Injection-Molding machines in your shop is simply awesome. That´s why we can bring all those 
amazing new Plastic-Innovations right to the signmaking industry. Such as the worlds fi rst Anti-Static Squee-
gee. Due to another cool microbe, we reduce the surface-restistance of the plastic to precise ZERO Ohm. 
That´s why there is no static-loading possible while squeeging. No Load - No dust! It´s THAT simple!

To give you a perfect „weapon“ against Signmaking Enemy No.1 - static load, we´ve added the 
amazing Antistatic resin to our CuttingMat Crystal. The result? Quite likely the world‘s fi rst Antistatic 
CuttingMat for Signmakers! Available in the following sizes:

Maximum Length: 20 Meter (65ft.) (customized length available)
Width options: 1.0m, 1.3m, 1.5m / (39.4“, 51.2“, 59.1“)

Antistatic Rakel

CuttingMat Antistatic

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloRoller Antistatic YT12YRA06   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Antistatic Rakel YT12PCA06   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CM Antistatic 1,0m YT10CMA10

CM Antistatic 1,3m YT10CMA13

CM Antistatic 1,5m YT10CMA15
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

LowRider

Pro signmaker Joanna Malinowska asked us to make an all-in-one “seat” for 
an optimal position when applying car-wraps. The idea was to take a “shop stool” 
and turn it into a car-wrappers work dolly.  A wild idea but we think you can see the 
result: the new LowRider – not just cooler-looking (which it is by the way) but better 
all-”round.” It’s actually the rounder design that makes it so great. Tools are more
accessible. And the seat is more anatomically-suited. The super-sturdy construction 
is 100% german-made quality, by Yellotools. 
Every part is the highest-quality material 
we could fi nd, right down to the four swivel-casters: genuine blickle. 
Made in Germany – and in our opinion, as good as casters get. 

    Supreme comfort – and you work faster too!    Aching knees and back on every wrap job!

Nice idea from 
Andrew Timothy - 
Wendouree, Australia:

He uses the LowRider as 
„Maintenance-Cart“...!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LowRider YT07LR001
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I=15 cm

III=40 cm

II=25 cm

III=40 cm

I=15 cm

III=40 cm

II=25 cm
LowRider Extension

LowRiderUp 25

By popular demand: 
taller seat-height “Low”Riders! 

Available in three different heights: 
15cm (5.9“), 25cm (9.8“) and 40cm 
(15.7“).

Overall seat height without  
EXTENSION = 12.5 cm. (4.9“)

Thanks for the idea from Hartmut Bürger, dgs-service-gmbh.de
Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LowRider UP 25 YT13LRUP025

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LowRider Extension I YT09LRE15

LowRider Extension II YT09LRE25

LowRider Extension III YT09LRE40

Customer Hartmut Bürger with dgs-service 
GmbH
mentioned a fi xed-mounted seat extension on our 
LowRider.
His desired height was 25cm (10“)

Many thanks for your thoughts, Hartmut :)

Of course, it comes still with mounted steel brackets 
to „park“ your magnets on, a built-in tool tray and 
two
little magnets for your tape measure stick.
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Wow...another of those kinds of products, which no one would have bet a Dollar on and which than turned into a 
superhero.
Even more, we can already talk about a „WrapTower community“ out there :)

Dozens of users of the previous model „WrapTornado“ started chatting about how they use it and how it could be 
improved. They love the advantages of a mobile, height-adjustable „tool tree“ for signmakers, sign installers and of 
course, carwrappers.
The results are really staggering - it´s pretty rare, that we get such precise and detailed improvement suggestions like 
of this group. Awesome. Here are their results brought „to life“ :)

First of, you wanted to have a bigger, more fi rm base. That was easy - done. The base now comes with 4 rolls instead 
of three and it grew a lot, to give everything a better stand.
You´ve asked for more rails in the push rod to be more fl exible. This was solved with a 4-way push rod instead the one 
rod ruler solution. In those push rails you can  add as many tool sliders as you want.

The best part is all those tool slider ideas you all had together...! Over 20 different tool sliders like trashbag holder, 
tool trays, magnet sheets, smartphone bracket, paper towel dispenser and many, many more...!

Now you can put together YOUR individual tool tower as you go - depending on your jobs, your tasks or your 
personal properties. Of course - like at the WrapTornado - all tool slider modules are still adjustable in height 
and position within seconds. Your back always keeps straight - he will appreciate it a lot :)

WrapTower is probably the most fl exible tool tray for signmakers ever.

But it works also great at your jobsite or even in your workshop. With WrapTower, you have your most-loved workspot always 
with you - no matter in which corner of your shop you have to work in. (No, there is NO toilettpaper holder built in :))

Have fun exploring and assembling.
Hey - and many thanks to the „WrapTower community“ :) You are so crazy-twisted - that´s how we love it!!!!

(Note: All accessiores shown of this and the following pages are not icluded in the delivery and they are not part of the product as well)

WrapTower
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(Note: All accessiores shown of this and the following pages are not icluded in the delivery and they are not part of the product as well)

WrapTower Twister

WrapTower Dispenser

WrapTower ToolBox

WrapTower PhoneBracket

WrapTower Ledge

WrapTower ToolTray

WrapTower WipeBox

WrapTower StrapBlock

BladeBreaker MagBracket

WrapTower MiniMag

WrapTower Note

WrapTower CleanerBox

WrapTower LaserTray

WrapTower CleanRoller

WrapTower MediaArm

WrapTower MagPlate 

WrapTower GladiBelt

WrapTower CleanCombo

WrapTower TrashBracket

WrapTower StopFix
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108108108108108108108108108108108108108108

Pretty often, we got asked if we would carry any tool set´s or package deals. We usually don´t have those kinds 
of set´s, but with our new WrapTower System, it´s nothing but fun putting set´s together. 
That´s why we now „throw out“ a giant piece of car wrapping tool cult :)
With this POWER PACK you are completly fi tted right from scratch. There is a huge discount in that set - just ask 
for it by name.
It comes with over 65 different tools and sliders. 

(all discount prices are not to combine with any reba-
tes, advertising actions or coupon codes at all)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Wrap Tower Power Pack YT15WTPP015  

Wrap Tower Mag Tool Tray
Wrap Tower Wipe Box
Wrap Tower Base
Wrap Tower Laser Tray
Wrap Tower Twister
Wrap Tower Clean Combo
Wrap Tower Gladi Belt
Wrap Tower Trash Bracket
Wrap Tower StopFix
Wrap Tower Tool Box
Wrap Tower Ledge
Blade Breaker Mag Bracket
Pro Wrap Gold
Pro Wrap green
All Star orange
YelloMaxx gold
Pro Wrap Duo blue
Yello Jack
Yello Frog
Easy Apply
Yello Orange

Flat Mag
Genius Mag
Long Mag
Speed Mag
Yello Wipe Air
Sign Tool Box
Wrap Gun
Yello Belt Pro Wrap
Blade Breaker   
Laser
Yello Fleece Pro
Easy Pump
Yello Felt Grip
Body Guard Knife
Flat Sign Scale
Yello Cut L
Yello Cut HD
Yello Cut Pro Wrap
Yello Dusty
Pre Stretch Meter
Yello Blade Handle

Yello Gloves black ed.
Temper Pro Wrap
Yello Guide Flexi
Rubber Lift
Plate Line Remover
Titan 18mm 59
Titan 9mm 30
Yello Pen 
SpeedClip L
SpeedClipXL
Swivel Knife
Yello quick Stick
Wrap Finger
HangLoose 90
HangLoose 45
Sasser Cut 5.3
Janus Weeder
Yello Bladeorange
Wrap Tower Mag Plate
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

   Supreme comfort – and you work faster too!    Aching knees and back on every wrap job!

WrapLaser Set

Aligning of graphics and digital prints in seconds

Always straight alignment-line with perfect visibility

More than 10 years a proud member 
of the Yellotools family: WrapLaser.

Premarking of cars, buildings or objects 
with laserbeams got already „industry 
standard“ and there is a good reason 
for it: 
It´s pretty simple: Just choose your refe-
rence line on any car, trailer, building and 
move it perfect parallel over the entire 
object and apply your graphic right on 
the red laser beam.

Even car wraps with detailed text on 
them get a „walk in the park“ with this 
technology. What keeps you waiting? 
Start safeing time and money RIGHT 
NOW. 

With the design of our new WrapTower 
system, this kind of measuring got even 
more easy.

Just give it a try - you will LOVE it.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapLaser Set YT15WLS109
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Amsterdam

320x480mm

London

320x480mm

Cologne

320x480mm

Melbourne

320x480mm

L.A.

300x480mm

We want you to have fun while working. And since we know, 
that you have to kneel down a lot, we came up with 
5 different SnugPads. 

The only difference between them is the shape or if they have tool slots.

Snug Pad

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SnugPad Amsterdam YT13SPA001

SnugPad Cologne YT13SPC001

SnugPad London YT13SPLO01

SnugPad Melbourne YT13SPM001

SnugPad L.A. YT13SPLA01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

      Get your answers in just seconds with the PreStretch Meter.  Is this recess ok to overlap my vinyl or do I exceed the percentage?

PreStretch Meter
Overstretching vinyl in grooves or rescesses is oe of the 
most common reasons for a carwrap failure. Many really 
good, premium cast fi lms can be easily overstretched by 
way more than 100% of it´s original length. It can be shaped 
and formed to almost any possible position on a surface. 

But, especially in a rescess, there are strict limits. The 
shearforces are pretty high in these areas, which is why a 
limit can not be exeeded at all. Your vinylsupplier should 
be able to tell you the specifi c limit of your purchased vinyl. 
(Sometimes these limits are lower than 25-40%!!) But how 
can you estimate the pre-stretch rate of a rescess upfront in 
order to decide if you can simply overlap them and mold it in 
with warm air or if you have to “work it in”? 
That´s exactly what the PreStretch Meter is made for. 

Just take Ruler “A” and measure the total length of the 
recess. This is your “Value A” (e.g. 15 Units). Now take 
Ruler “B”, place it right on the middle of the rescess and 
work the red elastic, sticky band right into the recess. The 
more precisely you do that, the more accurate your result. 
Now just read out how much the elasic band was shortened. 
This is your value “B” (e.g. 4 units). The math is simple: Just 
divide “B” by “A” and multiply the answer by 100. This is 
your Stretch rate (4:15 x 100 = 27%). Now you can decide if 
you overlay the vinyl and use your heatgun or work the vinyl 
into the rescess without stretching it too much.
  
Many thanks to Chris Cook and Bernd Hasenbach.

Chris Cook (3M, Australia) inspired us to come up with this 
unique tool solution. What looks simple at the end, took a lot 
passion, time and intelligence. It was, again, that exeptio-
nally talented Bernd Hasenbach (Altwindeck, Germany) 
who fi nally came up with another great solution. We would 
like to take the chance to say THANK YOU for all your pas-
sion, blood, sweat and tears you put into our industry. 
You are simply amazing!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PreStretch Meter YT15PSM01

This 3-part toolset helps you 
avoiding car wrap failures...!
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

YelloShuttle Set
YelloShuttleYelloShuttle

Temper „ECO“ Temper „PROWRAP“Temper „PROWRAP“Temper „ECO“ Temper „PROWRAP“Temper „PROWRAP“

YelloShuttle Set

   Smart adapters simplify your life. Three tools but just only two hands?

YelloShuttle
Measure temperature and apply heat at the same time with the 
new YelloShuttle! It is super fast, accurate and convenient. 
The YelloShuttle will only fi t on the Steinel heatguns - just remove 
the protective cap and attach the shuttle. 

Ready to post-heat!

YelloTemper
The faulty post-heating of cast fi lms in the automotive sector is one of the most common reasons for 
complaints. The use of a heatgun in conjunction with an infrared thermometer is essential.

Temper „Eco“ + „PROWRAP“:
Basis Temper with laser pointer. „PROWRAP“, with a lockable trigger button!!!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloShuttle YT10YSS02

YelloShuttle Set YT10YSSET01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Temper „Eco“ YT10TE01

Temper „ProWrap“ YT10TPW01
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Problem:

Lösung / Solution:

WrapGun II
The fi rst true wrap heatgun – with a 5m, heat-resitant 
cord! If you hate tripping over bulky take-up reels 
or fi ghting with extension cord plugs getting caught 
under tires and elsewhere, you will love 
WrapGun! 3 years warranty.

    5m - and no more curse like a sailor...!

   Short Cables, annoying connectors!
We are proud partner of STEINEL, Germany
almost since 10 years right now.

Despite that friendship we still allowed to question 
certian details around the settings and improve those 
as we go. 
That´s one reason, why we still bet on the 5 Meter (16ft) 
Powercord rather than have it even longer, since we think, 
it´s the perfect length. 

The all-new STEINEL Temper is really nice designed but 
even here, we also offer our proofed YelloShuttle System, 
since we think, that it´s way more precise for our industry.  

But we leave the choice of gadgets up to you - 
the HeatGuns are the best, we´ve ever found. 
Period! :)Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapGun II YT15WG02

WrapGun Case YT15WGC01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TemperScan YT15WGTS01

Perfect-shaped Tempscanner to click on your 
WrapGun II with a good readable display and a built-
in power source.

Only the visual control of the actual measuring area 
is a bit too big (about 1“ and bigger).
         
Works great for advanced users - but for beginners 
or insecure applicators, we highly recommend one ot 
the other hand scanners or even better the proofed 
version of our YelloShuttle.

TemperScan
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Many thanks for the great idea to Thorsten Meyer, Agentur Eins 

GladiBelt
A sturdy leather and metal heat-gun holster, to keep 
your heat gun off the ground and at your side always 
ready to go, thanks to a heavy duty belt loop to keep 
the GladiBelt in place. 

No more burns when trying to hold between your 
legs or under your arms when you need both 
hands. 

Place it in the Gladibelt when it is still hot or running, 
there is no problem. 

WrapGun Mag
Stop loosing time while putting tools away and 
grab them again all the time! 

That´s why we just mounted a pretty strong and all-
covered super magnet on our heatgun bracket (just 
for our WrapGun and all STEINEL heatguns with this 
device!) 

You will love to work with it. 
It´s convenient, easy and super-time saving.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

GladiBelt YT09GB001

GladiBelt Strap YT09GBS01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapGun Mag YT11WGM01
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WrapJet EasySet
They go anywhere, have no cord to hold you back and
the heat is instantaneous. No wonder gas torches are
becoming the choice of top professionals and new carwrapper
alike. But cheap propane is what makes typical torches so hard 
to use. 

Propane has water that spits superheated steam that can 
damage vinyl. But the premium,super-clean fuel in WrapJet 
Easy is much more forgiving. Hence the name: WrapJet Easy. 
So easy, anyone can do it!

WrapJet HeatGun Head
Finally available - a heatgun add-on for our gastorch 
system!
With this additional head, the torch becomes even 
closer to the classic heat gun, but still without 
the annoying powercord. Plus: Still no 
heat-up time with this as well. The 
fl ame provides almost the same
heat properties like a regular
Heatgun as well.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapJet Easy YT09WJS01

WrapJet Spare Tank YT09WJS10

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapJet HeatGun Head YT15WJHG01

WrapJet HeatGun Set YT15WJHG02
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

4,0mm

5,3mm

plastic

6,5mm

4,0mm

5,3mm

plastic

6,5mm

Our roller-guided knife centers itself automatically in gaps from 
3mm to 8mm 

   Ugly zig-zag cuts on bodygaps

SasserCut
Roland Sasser, Georgia USA sent us an S.O.S. He was looking for 
a professional gap-knife that would help him prevent ugly zig-zag 
cuts on things like car doors and fuel-fi ller doors. So we invented 
the SasserCut series for him. 

This positively driven knife with specially shaped support-rolls comes in three 
different depths. In addition to that, we also built one with our fi berglass-
hardened plastic blade for extra-sensitive areas.

Thanks for the idea from Roland Sasser, 
graphicsignsonline.com

Due to the plastic guide rolls you always have a perfect cut.

Also available as a full 6-piece set incl. the paint-protecting 
plastic blade.

similar fi gure

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SasserCut 6,5 mm YT13SC065

SasserCut 5,3 mm YT13SC053

SasserCut 4,0 mm YT13SC040

SasserCut plastic YT13SCP01

SasserCut Set YT13SCSET01

TitanBlades Trapez 10x YT13TBT10

SpareBlades Plastic 5er YT09SCPB05
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StrikerSet
Who ever thought, that we signmakers should be half bodyshop professionals as well? 
But honestly: Those who want to seriously wrap or partially wrap a car don´t get around 
removing some car parts here and there. That´s why we put together this nice tool 
set for you. For doorpanels, trims or doorhandles - this 27-piece toolset helps 
you to get your job done perfectly.

27-Piece Set 

RubberLift
The perfect CarWrap tool to lift rubber gaskets! 
No scratches and no holes. But the RubberLift 
is also great to push vinyls into body grooves 
and gaps. A true „allrounder“...!

Easy lifting of rubber seals Perfect „Groove-Squeegee“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

StrikerSet YT13SSET01

FlatMag Set (2x) YT15FMS202

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

RubberLift YT11RL001
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YelloOpen „S“

YelloOpen „M“

YelloOpen „L“

│+49 (0) 22 92 / 921 928    

YelloOpen „L“

YelloOpen „M“

YelloOpen „S“YelloOpen „S“YelloOpen „S“YelloOpen „S“

Christian Benner - Wrap-Pro from Germany introduced us to his „secret 
weapons“! With the LacyTips you can lift rubberlips or work vinyl in hard to 
reach areas. The tips are stainless and the end-tips are refi ned.

LacyTips / LacyTips Set

YelloOpen

Tired of holding liftgates while wrapping? Use this this extra 
hand!

Available in 3 sizes: S= 30-40 cm, M= 40-60cm and L = 70-120cm

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LacyTip „Red“ YT12LTRE01

LacyTip „Black“ YT12LTBK01

LacyTip „Blue“ YT12LTBL01

LacyTips Set 3pcs. YT12LTSET01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloOpen S YT11YOS001

YelloOpen M YT11YOM001

YelloOpen L YT11YOL001

YelloOpen Set YT11YOSET01
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Fineline Dispenser

The Signmaker-specifi c masking-
tape dispenser. 

Due to the powerful X-treme Mat, 
our all-new Fineline Dispenser provi-
des a strong hold on all fl at surfaces. 
The optional available Magnet-
Basepad „parks“ the dispenser also 
right on a car.

Tear- and cut brackets

Optional Magpad available

FinelineTape 
Huge differences in quality of cut- and fi neline-tapes...! 
Because the variation of quality is sooo huge, we trust in the experi-
ence of the „free-hand-pro“ Wolfgang Braun with „Der Schriftenma-
ler“ (Schrifti-online.de). 
After years of testing, he found these are the best! He doesn‘t like the 
„cheap stuff“ - they are not strong enough to stand even more deeper 
cuts at all! The best? That´s why they are available for you! 

Fineline MASK
Paint Expert Michael Interthal from Windeck, Germany brought us to this idea. 
He is always using this premium, japanese fi ne paper masking tape if it´s getting tricky again.
It can be easily removed up to 6 month after application of the most surfaces and still seales 
the edges way better than the cheap crap.
Michael says, it sticks even on slight greasy surfaces and that´s another reason, why it made 
it´s way into our catalog :)
The tape comes in rolls of 50m (164ft) and 19mm (0,75“) wide. Other sizes upon request.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Fineline Dispenser Base YT14FDB01

Fineline Dispenser Magpad YT14FDM01

Fineline Disp. Set (Base + Mag) YT14FDS02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FineLineTape 3mm x 33m YT10FLT003

FineLineTape 6mm x 33m YT10FLT006

FineLineTape 9mm x 33m YT10FLT009

FineLineTape 12mm x 33m YT10FLT012

FineLineKrepp 18mm x 33m YT10FLK018

FineLine MASK YT15FLM01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

YelloBrush + Basic

1.side: bubble-popper 2. side: rivet brush.

2-in-1 rivetbrush and air release tool in one unit.That´s really KAIZEN! 
This multi-purpose tool ends „parking“ the one tool while looking for the other one!
Also available without a bubble popper  - the YelloBrush Basic. 

PlateLine Remover
We took the challenge of smooth-removing of emblems from cars and trucks and came up with 
the PLATELINE REMOVER. No more dental fl oss or cheap nylon cord. (injured fi nger tips, wax 
on cars, ongoing torn cords aso.). The extreme tearproof cord is perfect for non-residue removing 
without hurting the paint. The quick-release grip makes sure, than you can adjust the „saw-cord“ 
in seconds.

  An extreme tearproof cord with ergonomical handles. Removing emblems without hurting the paint...!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBrush YT10YB001

YelloBrush Needle YT10YB002

YelloBrush Basic YT11YBB01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PlateLine Remover YT12PLR01

PlateLine Spare 10m YT12PLSS01
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WrapBar L

WrapBar M

WrapBar S

MagTool Tray
LEAN or KAIZEN teaches us to see waste and to do 
everything to eliminate it. So the annoying quest for tools is 
a big „no-no“. That´s why we don´t stop inventing auxiliary 
devices to „hand“ you your tools right where you need them. 
In this case with a nice tool tray equipped with strong mag-
nets to hold your tools while doing a signjob or a wrapjob on 
a car.

Thanks for the idea from Axel 
Werner, Klebefi xx.de

WrapBar
A really easy but helpful idea by our 
“Wrap-Hero” ROBIN BOES: 

While wrapping a car, it is so helpful to stretch the loose end of 
the vinyl. This makes it a multiple times easier to get a wrinkle-
free application. Also perfect for jobs „to-go“...! 

The super-catchy aluminum profi les are extremly light but pretty 
rigid and torsion-free. 

A truly „must-have“ for all pro-car-wrappers and those, who want 
to be one pretty soon...!

WrapBar S -       21.6“ (total 30.7“) 
WrapBar M -      49.2“ (total 57.9“) 
WrapBar L -       61“ (total 68.9“) 

WrapBar Set: Containes all 3 pieces with a „special deal“ :)

Colors may vary

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagTool Tray YT13MTT01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapBar S YT11WBS078

WrapBar M YT11WBM147

WrapBar L YT11WBL178

WrapBar Set YT15WBSET01
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EvoCut RU1

EvoCut RE 1

EvoCut RU1

122122122122122122

EvoCut RE 1EvoCut RE 1

After the big success of our IVOCUT Idea, we got a lot of 
calls regarding more various shapes. 
No sooner said than done: The EVOCUT-SET!

Eleven different shapes secure a safe and fast work at 
vehicles, signs or any „free hand application“. 

If there is still a shape missing - give us a call!
We produce them for you! 02292-921928

A safe cut at ANY shape...!
Purchase-tip: Buy a complete set and get another 20% off!

Three multi-purpose curve 
templates (Burmester)

Four square stencils with 
16 different radii

Two inner radii temp-
lates even and uneven 
numbers

Two halfmoon templates 
even and uneven numbers

EvoCut Set

EvoCut R
The RE and RU-stencils are made for the same purpose as CE and CU but 
for all not exposed brackets or knobs. Herewith you can cut the handicap 
piece by piece. By the way: The „E“ always stands for „even“ values and „U“ 
for „uneven“ values like 3mm, 5mm and so on. 
RE1 radii from 6 - 34mm, RU1 radii from 5 - 33mm.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EvoCut Set YT11ECSET1

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EvoCut RE1 YT11ECRE1

EvoCut RU1 YT11ECRU1
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EvoCut SQ1

EvoCut SQ2

EvoCut SQ1

EvoCut SQ2

EvoCut SQ4EvoCut SQ4

EvoCut SQ1EvoCut SQ1

EvoCut SQ3

EvoCut BUR 1

EvoCut BUR 2

EvoCut BUR 3

EvoCut BUR 2EvoCut BUR 2

EvoCut BUR 1EvoCut BUR 1

EvoCut CE1

EvoCut CU 1EvoCut CU 1

EvoCut CE1

EvoCut CU 1

EvoCut SQ
With these four square versions you can refi ne and cut corners and edges. 
All Evos come with non-slip pads to ensure working safely on all surfaces.

EvoCut SQ1 - 10, 15, 20, 25mm
EvoCut SQ2 - 35, 45, 50, 55mm
EvoCut SQ3 - 60, 70, 80, 90mm
EvoCut SQ4 - 100, 120, 130, 140mm

EvoCut Bur
With the BUR-versions (Burmester), you can design and cut all 
possible radii. With these gadgets, there will be no more curves 
„ruler less“...!

EvoCut C
The CE and CU-stencils are perfect for all „external handicaps“ like 
doorlocks, antenna-knobs or windshieldwiper brackets. Ugly marks 
or zig-zag-patterns while cutting stressed vinyls belongs to the past!
CE1 radii from 2 - 32mm CU1 radii from 1 - 31mm.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EvoCut SQ1 YT11ECSQ1

EvoCut SQ2 YT11ECSQ2

EvoCut SQ3 YT11ECSQ3

EvoCut SQ4 YT11ECSQ4

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EvoCut Bur 1 YT11ECBur1

EvoCut Bur 2 YT11ECBur2

EvoCut Bur 3 YT11ECBur3

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EvoCut CE1 YT11ECCE1

EvoCut CU1 YT11ECCU1
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SpeedMag HD
Remarkably powerful magnets, made in Germany, with 
a special gum-like coating that protects the colors in 
vehicle fi nishes. They’re also guaranteed “combustion 
free” with the strength to hold large graphics in place, 
even on windy days. The diameter of the magnet base 
is 43mm.

Don’t settle for cheap imitations. For the sake of your 
graphics, and your client’s vehicle, insist on genuine 
SpeedMag magnetic hold-downs.

    Quality you can trust! 

Hält sogar auf Glas ... dank unserer 
neuen MagTape Ruler (siehe S. 164)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SpeedMag HD YT08SMHD01  
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FlatMag HD
SpeedMag’s extra strong magnets are 
now available with a lower profi le pull-
away solution. Introducing Flat-Mag HD, 
another wonderful idea from our many 
happy SpeedMag customers. This function 
makes the entire magnet super-fl at. This is 
ideal for the so called „Hinge-Technique“ 
- the over folding of one half of the vinyl 
before applicating.

Gene-ius Mag HD
Our thanks go to Gene Sobel, 
owner of SIGNMART, USA, 
who had a great idea how to improve our product 
“FLATMAG”. He complained about the insuffi cient 
ergonomic design of the ring version of our bestseller 
SpeedMag. But Gene is not the kind of person who 
just complains! No, he already had a perfect solution 
how to fi x the problem. We listened to him and imple-
mented his idea. 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FlatMag HD YT10FMHD01  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Gene-ius Mag HD YT11GM001  
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LongMag HD

Many thanks for this nice proposal: 

Add a 15cm (5,5inch) long tubehandle to our most favou-
rite HD-mag and you get a totally new tool. 

Due to the solid aluminum-handle you can park tapes or 
measuring devices right where you need them. 

But the LongMag is also perfect as a spacer for vinyls 
at car-wrap jobs.

Ideal to park accessoires ...

...  and as a spacer at car wrapping

BigMag HD
BigMag has a large,comfort-grip handle for removing it when 
you’re done. But the handle serves many uses when not 
holding down giant graphics. It’s a great instant storage 
hook – and plenty strong. Magnet-base 88mm!

The „Big Boy“ for the very severe cases!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LongMag HD YT13LMHD01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BigMag HD YT08BM001   
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BlackMamba 26cm

BlackMamba 44cm

BlackMamba 68cm

BlackMamba 98cm

BlackMamba  
Genius idea of two customers 
(Frank Wagner a.Thomas Trittelvitz). 
One was looking for a strong „magnet-snake“ 
to hold even bigger graphics on cars with just one tool. 

The other one wanted to have a
„fl exible cuttingruler“  to design AND 
cut complexe curves right ON a car. 

Special sizes up to 2.20m (86“) available

Customer H.J. Thöns (CW Folie) with his Special-edition Mamba (1.50m)

Due to this handy Safety-
Knife, you can cut with 
„zero-distance“ right at 
the BlackMamba. The super-thin protection bracket keeps your 
knife away from the rubber of the Black Mamba. Works also awe-
some at rubber seals or silikon corners. 
You can change the bracket to the left- or right side - however you 
wan to drag your knife.

YelloGuide Zero

Cuts without hurting the rubber of the Mamba or your seal.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BlackMamba 26cm YT11BM262   

BlackMamba 44cm YT11BM443

BlackMamba 68cm YT11BM683

BlackMamba 98cm YT11BM984

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloGuide Zero YT13YGZ01   
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

    YelloGloves glide over vinyl for fl awless applications!Other gloves bind up and create waves or wrinkles!

YelloGloves
Our specially developed nylon mesh sign and carwrap gloves, that fi t 
snugly and have a tight mesh that glides over media like no other glove 
we tried – and we literally tried them all before deciding the only solution 
was to create an all new glove: YelloGloves, quite literally, the fi nest 
Signmaker’s glove you can buy.  

Available in three different sizes. M, L, XL

WrapFinger
A lot of car-wrappers told us, that they HATE to 
wear the full-fi ve-fi nger gloves all the time whilewrapping 
a car. Grabbing a tiny piece of vinyl, working on detailed 
parts or change blades with the full-covered hand was 
driving them mad sometimes. Just cover one fi nger for 
gliding over vinyl to give the right pressure to it! All other 
fi ngers are ready to do „business-as-usual“ Perfect for 
gliding over plain- or laminated vinyl. Ready to use it dry 
or wet. Reusable and pretty fi rm.

•  Optimal „glide“ over fi lms and laminates
•  Perfect for dry and wet adhesion
• Seamlessly processed, reusable and very durable

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloGloves M YT11YG001

YelloGloves L YT11YG002

YelloGloves XL YT11YG003

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapFinger 1x YT11WF001

WrapFinger 5x YT11WF005

WrapFinger 10x YT11WF010

Other gloves bind up and create waves or wrinkles!

YelloGloves
Our specially developed nylon mesh sign and carwrap gloves, that fi t 
snugly and have a tight mesh that glides over media like no other glove 
we tried – and we literally tried them all before deciding the only solution 
was to create an all new glove: YelloGloves, quite literally, the fi nest 
Signmaker’s glove you can buy.  

Other gloves bind up and create waves or wrinkles!
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YelloGloves PRO
These professional vinyl application YelloGloves PRO (Black edition) are a result of the 
experience of wrap pro Roy Nethaway, USA.

He collected all negative facts of all gloves out there and designed his own pair of perfect 
ones :)
YelloGloves PRO reduces and removes friction during vehicle wrap installs. The glove pro-
tects graphics when handling and eliminates noticable perspiration from transfering oils from 
your skin to graphics. No lint or fi bers transfer to adhesives like cheap cotton gloves do. It is 
an essential tool that installers and cutting room empoyees should use daily!

DbS Roy Nethaway, Edgewraps USA

Reinforced thumb stitch • seamless knit • anti static • washable • lint free

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloGloves Pro M YT15YGP01

YelloGloves Pro L YT15YGP02

YelloGloves Pro XL YT15YGP03
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Problem: Lösung Nr.1 / Solution No.1:
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              ...relaxed working is nothing but fun...Cramped working is annyoing and health-damaging....

WrapSwivel „to go“
Wrap school Leader, Bejay Hewitt (BluePrint) New Zealand, 
and Wrap Expert, Ritchie Daize (ARLON USA), inspired us 
to create this awesome tool. 

Sometimes you have to wrap an exterior mirror while still 
mounted to the vehicle, even if you‘ll have to disassemble it 
afterwards, since there is no way to mount this part to your 
workbench.  
This now, is also history!  

The WrapSwivel is equipped with a real, solid ball head and it 
comes with CNC-routed stainless steel adapter brackets, with 
which you can mount almost any available mirror in almost 
any work angle on your bench.  

If you want to work right next to your car, you can also use 
the super-rigid Tripod-version of the WrapSwivel.  

If, for some reason, none of the available adapter bra-
ckets fi t to your mirror, just give us a call and we‘ll make 

the perfect one for you :)

The WrapSwivel „to go“ containes 
the tripod, the ballhead bracket, a 
carr-one bag, the Mount Bracket 

„sun“ and an allen key.

A complete set which makes you 
„ready to rumble“ :) Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapSwivel „to-go“ YT15WSTG01    
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Lösung Nr.2 / Solution No.2:
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             ....and leads to perfect results!

WrapSwivel „Bench“

Suction Bracket

Helmet Bracket

Mount Bracket

Sun Wave Cheese

The WrapSwivel „Bench“ contains the bench-mount bracket, the ball head bracket, the 
allen key and a Mount bracket „sun“. Also completed to start your wrap job perfect. 

Even motorcycle helmets and other objects can now be wrapped pretty easily.  Just 
check out the available, optional brackets (such as the suction cup) that can make the 
WrapSwivel your favorite new tool. Swiveling and fi xing mirrors of all car brands, and 
other objects in any possible position in just seconds? This nearly impossible solution 
was found by our amazing product development team!  

ATTENTION: Dear product-pirates out there, which love to steal our ideas and 
thoughts - you are about to abuse the passion and knowledge of our fellows 
Peter Rötzel and Stephan Engel...!

Verklebeprofi  
Ritchie Daize 
(ARLON)

WrapSwivel „Bench“ Accessories

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WS Helmet Bracket YT15WSHB01    

WS Suction Bracket YT15WSSB01    

WS Mount Bracket Sun YT15WSMBS01   

WS Mount Bracket Wave YT15WSMBW01    

WS ountBracket Cheese YT15WSMBC01    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

WrapSwivel „Bench“ YT15WSB01

WS ClampSet YT15WSCS01
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Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Preis/Price

WrapWalk Base YT15WWB01  

WrapWalk Connector YT15WWC01  

WrapWalk Lid YT15WWL01  

WrapWalk Mate YT15WWM01  

WrapWalk Step YT15WWS01  

WrapWalk Flip ( 4er Set ) YT15WWF01  

WrapWalk BasicSet* YT15WWBS01  

WrapWalk MasterSet* YT15WWMS01  

WrapWalk Base 120cm x 40cm
Höhe / Hight 30cm

WrapWalk Step *BasicSet = 1x Base plus 1 x Lid
*MasterSet = 4 x Base, 2 x Lid, 1 x Step x 1 x Dolly

WrapWalk Flip 

WrapWalk Mate

WrapWalk Lid

WrapWalk

....no thanks! Relaxed working at any height of your vehicle :)Ladders, steps, cramps, backpains......

We see you guys struggeling with ladders, steps, paletts or scaffolds while wrapping car tops, vans or trucks...that´s a big No-No. 
We think, you deserve something better :) 
Our “Timber-Team” around Master Craftsman, Peter, started looking for an appropriate 
solution and developed what might be the most fl exible platform system for car wrappers, ever. WRAPWALK is a modular Timber-framestructure, which you 
can stack next to each other, in front of each other or even on top of each otherin any desired order. So, you always have the correct working height for any 
car, van or truck. Of course, you can add little steps to climb on the second or third level with ease. 
The individual frames can be connected with solid Timber-clamps.  So you get a sealed and safe unit. That´s how wrapping gets more fun. But the best is 
literally at the end: After you´ve done your job, simply stack all the units in a pile and put them on an optional Stackdolly (available separately) and movethe 
whole thing into a corner of your shop, saving space. The base element is 120cm (47“) by 40cm (16“) and it´s height is 30cm (12“).
Of course, you can extend your system almost endlessly :)
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The running boards WrapWalk Lid are also great as individual single 
benches. They come with a durable and heavy-duty surface

The possible combinations are endless. The picture shows a combi with 
3 Basic Set´s - it´s great for 2-3 people on the plattform working.

Even if you stack them high, they still create a strong grid and they are
really safe to work on. Use our steps to get an easy access.

You need a longer „cat walk“?:) No problem at all. The surface of the 
Base is a non-slip, waterproof material which lasts for years.

Built-in holding brackets to store 
your WrapWalk Connectors in

Strong grid due to Connectors Space-safeing stackable
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YelloCase, the ultimate tool portfolio for Signmakers.
The key to the solution was in the details: Take every small 
tool we use, and then make a secure and convenient case 
to store them in. And just as well important is to make the 
case compact, durable and lightweight ... plus cool- looking 
just for good measure. We think you‘ll agree, YelloCase is all 
that. Get one to store your tools or buy it loaded with tools! 
(just below). 
• Heavy-duty nylon fabric
• Different sections for the tools
• Pocket for your business cards
• Transparent pocket for blueprints
• Completely closable (velcron)
• Sizes: L:28cm x B:19cm x H:6cm 

YelloCase

YelloBelt
Need to bring a serious amount of tools, fl uids and more with 
you without having to bend over to grab stuff? Then YelloBelt 
is the answer. Huge pockets, riveted-on metal holders for 
magnets and your tape measure. Super strong double-
stitched nylon, with reinforcing rivets, carries a big load and 
holds up to years of heavy use.

• Double-stitched and riveted construction
• Heavy-duty nylon waist strap
• 10 pockets and divided tool holders
• Hidden zipper pouch inside
• Sizes: L:19cm x B:23cm x H:9cm

Pockets and divided tool holders

Metal plate for magnets

Steel clip for attaching 
your  measuringtape

Carry-on strap

Nylon waist strap

Misc. sets available!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloCase komplett YT11YC001

YelloCase empty YT09YC002

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBelt YT08YB001

YelloBelt Set diverse / misc. 
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Diverse Sets erhältlich!

Sets available in our onlineshop!

SignToolBox
It holds everything a sign-maker could want, in 
a logical, easy-to-get-at design that better protects 
your valuable tools. Now that’s the defi nition of beautiful!
• Removable cover with access fl ap
• Integrated metal plate for magnets
• Steel clip for tape measure
• Extremely durable material and handle
• Sizes: L:43cm x B:20cm x H:2cm
• incl. Carry-on Strap

Belt-pocket specially made for professional 
CarWrapper.

• Extremely durable material
• Built-in metal plate to attach magnets
• Tightly mounted steel buckle for measuring tapes
• Size: L:17,5cm x B:18cm x H :2,5cm

YelloBelt ProWrap

Handle

Removable cover with access fl ap

Specially sewn pockets and compartments

Removable carry-on strap

Steel clip for 
attaching your 
measuringtape

Heavy duty
attachment loops

Internal metal plate 
for magnets

Carry option No.2: steelclipCarry option No.1: Beltloop

Internal metal plate

Hidden button 
rivet

Rivet-free 
surface 
with 8 divided 
pockets

Velcro closure to secure 
tools when not in use

Keeps your cards handy

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignToolBox YT06STB01

SignToolBox Set diverse / misc.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBelt ProWrap YT09YB004

YelloBelt ProWrap Set diverse / misc.
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YelloStrap
There is nothing more annoying than 
looking for tools or „parking“ them out 
of direct reach. Especially at a tricky 
wrap, on a ladder or a scaffold you 
suppose to have your tools right where 
you need them.

Our customer Hilmar Bauer already 
realized years ago, that the perfect 
position for your „hot tools“ is right at 
your armwrist. Together, we´ve develo-
ped the YelloStrap . Since we are now 
able to produce even this tool „in-house“, 
we´ve gave him a great upgrade :)

The fl exible wristband with breathable 
meshback carries as much tools as you 
want there.Those solid sewed leather 
wristbands unfortunately just give you 
„their“ choice of slots and almost no 
room for individual settings at all (...sink 
or swim!) But with our all-new YelloStrap 
PRO you can set your slots and choices 
however you want. Doesn´t matter if you 
like to build your own pockets with the 
included Flexband or if you prefer to add 
some self-adhesive Velcro to your tools 
and simply „hook´n  loop“ them however 
you want on the YelloStrap PRO.

That´s how any YelloStrap get´s an in-
dividual piece of art - adapted to fi t your 
personal needs...!

Have fun loading and working....!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloStrap incl. 1 LoopyPack YT15YT001  

LoopyPack YT15LP001   

YelloMag Pouch YT15YMP01   

DbS: Hilmar Bauer
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Yello Pouch

Our Tool Pouch Family has a new “baby” :)

Almost every customer who bought one of our handy knives, 
like the BodyGuardKnife, YelloGuideFlexi, SasserCut and so 
on, asked for a little holster to keep them even more handy 
at the jobsite. 

We are proud to announce that we now offer 
a high-end, real leather version, “Made in Germany”. 

We´ve marked all suitable tools with a little “tool pouch 
recommandation” at www.yellotools.com

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloPouch YT15YP001

BodyGuardKnifes page 8

YelloCut L, M, page Seite 17 / 18

YelloGuide Flexi page 4

SasserCut (all) page 116

SignTrims page 81

 AngelCutter page 5
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

Problem: Lösung / Solution:

    ...ahhhhh. There it is!!!   Wondering where you put stuff...?

The cord has a quick-release (pull rope 104cm / 40,9“) for un-tethering your tool. The light-
weight and compact design houses a surprisingly strong cord and internal rewind mechanism.

Pull rope 104cm  (40,9“)

EasyUp HD                                  Suction cup is not equal suction cup!

Beware of „1-Euro-lifter“. Most of them are not just trash - they are dangerous (plasticizer...!). 
Our EASY UP HD is a true pro-tool because of its high performance rubber and frame. 
You will love it!

    EasyUp gets a “handle” on things like this!

... Bingo!

Position and “Snap”...

   This cannot be good for your back!

EasyCord  

Burden up to 50kg 
(110,23 lbs)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyCord YT09EC001

EasyCord Plug 5x YT11EC002

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyUp YT06EU001    
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BeltMag
The magnet solution for your belt pouch.

In some cases, you may like to work without 
a tool pouch at all. For instance, if you work while 
lying down to apply graphics to the lower door 
areas. But to still use all the nice properties of our 
tool pouch, we´ve created the magnetic Belt-cli-
pholder, BeltMag. He offers you full access to the 
pouch wherever you may need it. Like we said: 
No more annoying tool quests at all, please!

Provides you with 
your tools, right 
where you need them

ProHold
Whether you wrap it around your drillbit or your arm - due to 
the super-strong Neodynium- magnets it holds everything 
where it belongs! 

• Rigid strap with Velcro
• Power-magnets 
• secures screws, drills and bits
• Craftmens quality

TaperClip
This funny gadget allows you to fasten all kinds of 
3”-cored tape rolls right on your belt or waistband. 
Another hand is back in the game :) TAPERCLIP 
works great with masking tapes and of course with 
your KNIFELESS Tape as well. Just give it a try - 
you will love it. TAPERCLIP is also available with a 
strong magnet to “park” your tape right where you 
need it.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BeltMag YT13BM001    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

ProHold YT06PH001    

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TaperClip YT15TC001    
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

Raumluft wird durch den Ventilator
angezogen und gefiltert 

Room air will be sucked in and
filtered by the fan 

     Space- and time consuming outgasing of prints...!

Double-bottom with fi lter Magnet-fasteners

BoostBox Eco The revolution in outgasing your digital-prints!

A fast „Dry-out“ or outgasing in a clean, dust-free environment with 
no stupid hanging your prints on leashes or wasting precious shop 
fl oor space, while laying down your fresh printed medias. No dust or 
dirt can „sneak“ on the surface! A dream? No, that´s the way, the 
BoostBox works. 

The concept is 
simple: A constant 
airstream inside the 
box forces the heavier 
solvent particles out of 
the prints and out of 
the box. That´s it! 
A lot customers told us, 
that they reduce the 
outgasing-time from 
24 hours down to 
4 hours! 

That´s a lot, isn´t it?

    Our BoostBox Eco - space-saving and fast!!! 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BoostBox Eco YT11BBE001

BoostBox Filter YT11BBE002
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Die Raumluft wird angesaugt.
Room air will be sucked in.

Die schweren Lösemitteldämpfe werden
durch die Zwangsentlüftung von der 
Oberfl äche abgesaugt und somit vom 
frischen Druck entfernt.
The heavy solvents get sucked away from 
the print with a constant stream of fresh air.

Die verunreinigte Luft wird in den Raum
geleitet oder mit einem Abluftschlauch nach 
außen geführt (sehr empfehlenswert).
You can route the contaminated air 
right into your shop or you can attach 
exhaust ducts to channel it directly 
out of the building (really recommend)

BoostBox Bucket
The function of the BoostBox Bucket is pretty much the same as its „Big Brother“ the BoostBox Eco. 

If you just have to outgas single prints every now and 
then or if lack of space makes it impossible to operate the 
big one, the BoostBox Bucket is the right choice for you.

Just as with the BB Eco, the heavy solvents get sucked 
away from the print with a constant stream of fresh air.

You can route the contaminated air right into your shop 
(which we really don´t recommend!) or you can attach 
exhaust ducts to channel it directly out of the building 
(which we really recommend!). 

Capacity: One- to four rolls.

Single-closeable „double 
bottom“ 

External hose-connector „parking lot“ for fl oor carpet

Air fl ow rate of 98 m³/h

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BoostBox Bucket YT13BBB001
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Your task to us: A compact, rigid and expandable Signbench with all the known „Yellotools-
Gadgets“. Our woodworking master Peter took the challenge and proofed again, that he´s the 
„wizard of wood“. :) The tablesize of 115cm x 170cm (45“ x 67“) fi ts all common vinylsizes in 
extending it to both sides of the bench. The worktable is dismountable and comes with brackets 
for your SafetyRuler all around the bench. Working height: 94cm (37“). Confi guring your indivi-
dual table is pretty simpel. Just choose the quantity of your Basic Benches and select between 
following „add-on´s“ (see pictures on the right)

CosyRack Module for 5 rolls up to 135cm (53“) left
EasyReach Module for Vinylrolls 135cm (53“) right

YelloBench Basic

StripeSet with 2 mounting brackets and 5 Stripes to slide in. 
Total capacity 20 rolls. Additional Stripes available.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBench Basic YT14YBB01

YelloBench CuttingMat YT14YBCM01

YelloBench CosyRack YT14YBCR01

YelloBench EasyReach YT14YBER01

YelloBench StripeSet YT14YBSS01
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Many of you told us, that they really want to have a useful 
Signmaking-worktable „to go“. Rigid, solid - not one of these 
cheep pasteboards. The solution: YELLOBENCH TO-GO.

Specifi cations:
Tabletop size: 60 x 140cm, 
23.6“ x 55“
Additional workspace: 
60 x 40cm, 23.6“ x 15.7“
Workheight: 92cm, 36.2“
Weight: 17 kg, 37,47 lbs

YelloBench to-go

For us, LEAN Thinking is really more than just words, 
it‘s a motivation that drives us every day to improve 
our services for you constantly.Of course this thinking 
is also incorporated into the development of our 
products. We know that it is crucial to be able to „park“ 
your SafetyRuler where you can easily access it daily 
with no guessing where you left it last time. Therefore 
we have constructed, for you, the practical LEAN Ruler 
Bracket. They are suitable for under-the-table moun-
ting or for wall mounting. So this important tool always
remains right in its place.

SafetyRuler Under-Desk 
mountingbracket

SafetyRuler Wall-Mounting-
bracket

LeanRuler Bracket

LeanRuler Bracket Wall

LeanRuler Bracket Table

Magnetholder (incl.)

Transport rolls (inc.)

CuttingMat to-go L (optional)

CuttingMat to-go S (optional)

Table-Extension to-go (optional)

Appfi x to-go (optional)

Easy rollable and compact Foldable and with room for the Appfi x

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBench to-go YT13YBTG01

Appfi x to-go YT13YBTGA01

CuttingMat to-go L YT13YBTGCMC01

Table-Extension to-go YT13YBTGE01

CuttingMat to-go S YT13YBTGECMC01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LeanRuler Bracket Wall 2pcs YT13LRB01

LeanRuler Bracket Table 2pcs YT13LRB02
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YelloBoard Rack

Just another genius idea by our friend and customer, Cameron Sutherland (AVS, Australia). 
„Cam - you must have the LEAN-Thinking-Genes in your blood!“ :)
Cameron just realized, that those expensive Signsubstrates and leftovers areoften stored 
unprotected in corners and on the fl oors of your shops. The quest for the right signmaterial so 
get´s often to such as the „Domino-Day“. A steel structure herewould be way too heavy and 
shipping would be a total nightmare.  He remembered that Yellotools has a full, master-level 
woodshop, so he asked us to fi nd a LEAN solution. We came up with a double-sided version 
(available with or without casters) as well as a space-saving single-sided wallmounted versi-
on. Both models are extendable to any desired length and, due to the patented quick release 
fasteners, shipping is pretty inexpensive as well. The basic model is 190cm (74.8“) wide, and 
can easily store sheets up to 300cm (10ft.) in length.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBoard Rack YT15YBR001  

YelloBoardRack Wallmount YT15YBRW01  
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PrintSpider
Denise Seynsche is responsible for our “In-house Test Signshop”. 
Since she lives and loves the KAIZEN way, she was annoyed by that 
space-consuming storing and “parking” of digital prints before they get 
fi nished or applied. On the hunt for a solution, she realized that the 
only untaken space was under the ceiling. 
That was the hour of birth of the all-new PRINTSPIDER. It´s (again) 
super-simple!  Due to the solid ropes, you can lower the rigid aluminum 
poles to a convenient height. Simply place your prints or plotts over the 
poles and tighten them with the big wooden clamps. Now just lift the 
poles with the prints to your ceiling. It works with virtually ANY ceiling 
height. 
The PRINTSPIDER is available in different sizes. 
Please get your prices at www.yellotools.com. 

It comes with ropes for a ceiling height of 3.5m (11.5ft). 
If you need more, additional rope is also available.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PrintSpider M 100 YT15PSM100

PrintSpider XL 100 YT15PSXL100

way more sizes see shop
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

LEAN-Signshop Lösungen / 

YelloLedge

EasyMediaLift
„We LOVE your Twister...!“, that´ s what a lot 
of customers say and that´s what we love to 
hear! But some of them have a problem lifting 
the heavy rolls out of a core.
 
That´s why we invented  the EasyMediaLift. 
The heavy-duty stainless-steel plate lifts even 
heavy medias with ease. The handle provides 
maximum torque and comfort.

Just use leverageLifting of heavy media rolls

Some of the origin stories of our products are 
pretty odd. Like the one from our new product 
YELLOLEDGE: We´ve designed and produced this 
little thing as a display for our very own tradeshow 
stands and our legendary INFOLINER Show Bus
(in Germany). Lots of customers asked uswhere to 
buy those squeegee-organizers. 

That´s why we decided to create a Yellotools-product 
out of it.  Available now, are YelloLedge for 5 or 10 
squeegees in a row. But just give us a call and tell 
us your ideas about the use of that product and 
let´s see where the story leads us :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyMediaLift YT12EML01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloLedge 5 YT15YL005

YelloLedge 10 YT15YL010
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MediaFlipper
Storing, loadingand transporting of heavy print media, banners or inkjet papers beyond 60cm (24”), 
can really be a pain.  Our friendly signmaker-ladies and wrap girls complained about this problem 
a lot. The most annoying part is to swivel the roll from vertical to horizontal, since most media gets 
stored upright, like on our best-selling storage rack, the TWISTER (see page 180).
With our new MEDIAFLIPPER, we can even make this kind of work easier. Simply place your roll 
upright in the Flipperarm (this gets even easier with our MEDIALIFT, on page 146) and turn the entire 
arm 90°, into the horizontal position. Secure this position with the locking bracket and get your roll of 
the arm. You can swivel rolls up to 31,8“
“It‘s extremly annoying to get that little plastic lid out of the core”, says our Graphic Designer, Julia Frey. 
Indeed, most rolls come with tight little plastic feet, which can be diffi cult to remove. That´s why we put 
our attention to it and developed the MEDIAFLIPPER. We´ve added a little notch for this lid at the bot-
tom. It holds the lid and you can now easily pull the roll out of the lid. Who wants one? :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MediaFlipper Fix YT15MFF001  

MediaFlipper Wheel YT15MFM001  
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SpeedClip 2.0
by Yellotools

Problem: Lösung / Solution:

SpeedClips 2.0 Our Idea - our Innovation - our „Baby“

  Time wasted per year: 40 hrs.!!!

Fast, clean and easy storage with our amazing Speed   Clips

Our new Big BOY produces our „baby“ SPEEDCLIP even more
precise and accurate. Your medias will appreciate this a lot :)

Our Idea - our Innovation - our „Baby“: SPEEDCLIP!
Sorry, but this has to be said now! Over A MILLION clips left our machines since the birth 
of this amazing little helper. The majority of you already know tis genius signmaking-gadget! 
Reason enough to talk about quality today! Meanwhile we get copied a lot - that´s why 
we appeal urgently: Please check EVERY Clip closer.

The genuine Yellotools-SpeedClips are all made in Germany - you can verify it with our logo 
in the handle. We NEVER use cancer-causing extra plasticizer. Our clips are extremely 
re-formable and selected carefully. No scratches or damages at your high value medias 
because of special patchcovers. Just do the „bow-test“ and also you will be a „true-believer“ 
of these amazing tools.

• High-performance plastics
• Holds rolls up to 50m and over
• Functional „release handle“
• Highly re-formable
• leaves no dents or scratches
• no color-residues on vinyls
• no cancer-causing additives

Hammer-Facts: 
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SpeedClips XL

SpeedClips LSpeedClips L

SpeedClips XL
XL = 111mm   

L = 78mm 

Old

Old

New

New

SpeedClips 2.0 50er

SpeedClips 2.0 Single
SpeedClip L : holds rolls up to 30 Meter (100ft)
Mainly used at Plott medias and thinner rolls.

SpeedClip XXL.: holds rolls up to 50 Meter (164ft)
Perfect for bannermaterial and print medias. 

You are looking for a deal? :)

No worries - buy them 
in a bag and safe some
money.

Bags are available 
from 50 pieces a bag.

Special colors available,
please ask for MOQ 
about a custom color
or even a logo print
on the clips.

Nice customer tipp how to „reset“ the clips over night :) Thanxx. 

Try this with one of the „copies“...!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SpeedClip L 2.0 single YT04SC001L

SpeedClip XL 2.0 single YT04SC001XL

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SpeedClip L 2.0 50er YT04SC050L

SpeedClip XL 2.0 50er YT04SC050XL
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Lösung / Solution:Problem:

    The Star Media Meter provides clarity   How much fi lm is probably still on the roll? 2m, 5m or 15m?

MediaMeter Star

As they invented the wheel, they didn‘t realized, how it may changed their 
lifes dramatically. Same with our MediaMeter. The function is really 
simple: Just plug the unit in a core of a vinylroll and read on the scale 
how much vinyl is still left on the roll. It‘s really that easy. The best 
part of our improved MediaMeter Star is, that you now can easily 
put together your individual scale-set online. The single „wings“ 
are interchangeable. Just unscrew the upper lid and change 
or complete your individuell MediaMeter as often as you want :)

A legible scale for reading the rest amount of fi lm

Attach up to eight wings in one star and change them with ease.

MediaMeter Wing available individually in any thicknesses

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MediaMeter Star YT14MM001

MediaMeter Wing YT14MMW01
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MediaLid 

MediaLid Wallmount

To „park“ your MediaLids if the roll is at your printer or plotter, we´ve 
designed the MediaLid Wallmount 
for you.

The rigid baseplate containes 5 
countersinked steelbrackets. 
They „take good care“ of your 
MediaLids for sure :)

Our MediaCards are really a good call.
As we assumed, effi ciency, organization and 
order is a big thing for you as well.

We´ve found this solution in one of your 
countless internet forums and we liked it 
a lot. The MediaLids.

They are made out of baltic birch plywood  
with
3“ grips inside. They come with a re-writable 
labeltop and a super thin magnetsheet to 
„park“ them whild not in use. Of course, the 
printed stickers are available individually. 

That´s what we call a LEAN-Signshop.Solid 3“ Plastic tube insert

„Parkinglot“ for MediaLids

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MediaLid 3“ YT13ML001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MediaLid WallMount YT13MLW01
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Twister Single

LEAN ToolStrip

10 rubber-sealed Powermagnets, mounted to a strong-glued, laminated timber,keep your 
tools right where you need them. Either in your servicecar or right at your workbench - don´t 
waste precious time while looking for your tools. With 10 free additional selfadhesive steel 
patches, you can turn any non-metal parts into “magnet-grabbers” :)

For those, who can´t have the MediaFlipper right next 
to the Mediaracks for some reason, we want to ease 
the transport of the upright roll to the MediaFlipper a 
little bit. That´s why we came up with a Single version 
of our TWISTER. 

This little transport dolly in 3” or 2” was built to roll 
your heavy media right toyour “Turnstation”. Of course, 
you can also store your most frequently used media on 
them as well. 

But while rolling, we ask you to use both hands to 
support the roll, since it´s pretty top-heavy.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Twister Single YT15TS01  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

LEAN ToolStrip YT15LTS001  
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2“

3“

2“

MediaCards
Take control of the rolls in your shop with our 
MediaCards, available for 2- or 3-inch rolls 
with large easy to read spaces for a variety of 
useful and time-saving information. Made of 
durable and rewriteable material, MediaCards 
will last for many years. 

Perfect order and great visual control for your vinyl stock.

Many thanks for your inspiration. Where to 
put the MediaCards or the SpeedClips while 
the roll is in your plotter or printer? The answer: 
On our all-new LEAN MediaMag.
The heavy-duty magnets holds this genius 
“park-assistant” right where you need it. 
Pretty LEAN, isn´t it :)

LEAN MediaMag

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MediaCard 2“ YT10MCE01  

MediaCard 3“ YT10MCE02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Lean MediaMag YT14LMM01  
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

   Or really use your head – and get a SignLevel DLS!   To level signs higher-up you need to use your head

SignLevel DLS Flexi

Our best alignment tool for sign installation: now the trend of the times. There are many who 
are already using the apps for smartphones and have downloaded this ample free spirit levels. 
It was a no-brainer to construct a suction cup holder that your smartphone sits in securely for 
use as a level. Just great! 

Delivery without Smartphone!

SignLevel ALS

This is the „non-electric“ version to level your signs, displays, neons and many more.

The good readable spirit level shows you exactly, where to lift or lower the sign.
It´s always good to have an extra pair of hands, correct? :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignLevel DLS fl exi YT13SLDLSF01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignLevel ALS YT13SLA001   
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

155155155155155

   Set signs level and at the right height with SignSetter   Too many steps to install signs and too few hands

Delivery without Smartphone!

SignSetter DLS DUO Flexi - Beidseitig verwendbar

SignSetter ALS DUO

If it works for the SignLevel, then 
of course it also works great for our 
famous door-sign mounter.

Joy Kay (ADA Signs.com) asked 
for a version to use at the right AND 
the left side of the pole.
Good thought and thank you, Joy. 
Done. 

Now you can use it both-sided.

And, of course, it´s available as an 
analog version as well.
Both come with the practical
foot bracket, to protect your ruler.

For all of you, who never heard about 
this system: The guiderail to move the 
SignSetter up and down is made of 
your versatile SafetyRuler Platin edition 
(see page 2).

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignSetter DLS DF  YT13SSDDF01   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignSetter ALS DF YT13SSDAD   
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Set: SignTweezer, 10x Grafter Patches

SmartLevel

To equip our already multi-talented SafetyRuler Platinum edition with yet another 
function, we have designed this little guy. With the Smart Level you can transform 
your SafetyRuler into a water level in seconds. 

GrafterPatches Set
Tiny but clever - that describes this cool new 
accessory. If you need to align things like  
plexiglas signs on a rough surface, you can 
simply stick the feltpads on the back. 
Equipped with pieces of our new x-treme 
mat, they protect the plexiglas from 
scratches...And they stick on the 
glass as long as you want! No scratching on surface because of the grafter patches

EasyDot HD (Dry + Ink)

The admired marker for deep holes in thicker sign materials and many more. 
Now also available as a „Dry-Pen“. Made in Germany! Amazing.

Available as Ink or leadpencil marker.

Marks where others give up EasyDot HD „Dry“*

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SmartLevel YT13SL01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

GrafterPatches Set YT13GP010  

GrafterPatches 6er YT13GPS06   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyDot HD „Ink“ YT12EDI01

EasyDot HD „Dry“* YT12EDD01

EasyDot HD Set YT12EDSET01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

... yellow sign needs a yello cap - period.    Nore black or white ...

Plastic caps are great for creating a nice fi nished look. 
Yet, until now, the color choices were limited, to say the least. But that’s 
all changed thanks to our new Multicolor Caps System. 

If you like using caps, then this is a must-have. Lots of colors organized 
in a real handy dual-sided kit that makes using the system nearly as 
easy as using junky-looking conventional screws.  

But the best part: You can also use this system to cover to safe but 
ugly rivet connectors. There hasn‘t been a system yet, with which you 
can cover rivets with colored caps...! Of course you can 
reorder every single item at www.yellotools.com.

Perfect overview due to ... ... the doublesided useable case!

MultiColorCaps System

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MultiColorCaps System YT09MCC001

MCC div. see shop
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:Lösung / Solution:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

SuperSignmounting-System
Our thought: you can do things the way they’ve been done, even if it’s a bit cheesy looking; or you can go the extra yard and make signs with the quality 
fi nishing that defi nes the true professional – and creates the repeat customers that are the mark of a top sign company. It’s simple: a little extra effort today 
can pay big dividends tomorrow, and help your sign company rise above the ordinary.

   Professional-looking results care of SignScrews   Screws make your sign and you look unprofessional

SignScrew goes in...    ... cleanly.        ... SignCap is added...           ... place the vinyl.               Nice!

Example 2: Surface mounted SignScrews with SignCaps 

Example 1: Flush mounted using our MagicDrill attachment 

MagicDrill it..    ... twist in the screw        ... add a SignCap                   ... add your saved vinyl               ... nice!
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• Countersink the screw head in the surface
• Surface must be thick min. 4mm
• The Drillbit-system is adjustable
• Ball bearing plate
• Not rotate and therefore no damage to the surface

MagicDrill Set

Opportunity of an invisible screw connection

• The screw heads come with a square-drillbit
• Flat head screws offer admission for adhesive surface
• Anti-theft protection of the signs for „concealed fi xing“
• Available in 4 different sizes in the 50-pack.

SuperSign Screws

SuperSign Caps
After you are fi nished drilling holes and the sign 
is safely mounted with our „SignScrews“, all you 
have to do is stick the „SuperSignCaps“ on the 
top of the screws. The „SuperSignCaps“ are 
made of hard plastic and are self-adhesive. 

The signs are very smooth and have no trouble 
staying on any ordinary plotter-vinyl.

Self-caps simply glue on the screw head.

MagicDrill Bit: Suitable with the Super SignScrews

The Set includes: 
1x MagicDrill, 2x Allen wrench, 8x SignScrews, SuperSignCaps

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagicDrill Set YT06MD001

MagicDrill Rep. Drill YT08MDR01

MagicDrill Bit YT08MDSB01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SuperSign Screw 15,8 YT06SSS01

SuperSign Screw 31,5 YT06SSS02

SuperSign Screw 63,0 YT06SSS03

SuperSign Screw 76,4 YT06SSS04

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SuperSign Caps 104x YT06SSC01
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Our thought: you can do things the way 
they’ve been done, even if it’s a bit cheesy 
looking; or you can go the extra yard and 
make signs with the quality fi nishing that 
defi nes the true professional – and creates 
the repeat customers that are the mark 
of a top sign company. It’s simple: a little 
extra effort today can pay big dividends 
tomorrow, and help your sign company rise 
above the ordinary.

SuperSign Set
1. 20x SuperSignScrews 76,4mm
2. 2x Spare Drill Bits 
3. MagicDrill
4. 104x SuperSign Caps
5. 30x SuperSignScrews 15,8mm
6. 20x SuperSignScrews 31,5mm
7. 2x Screw Bits 
7. 1x Set of Tools 
8. 20x SuperSignScrews 63mm

MagicSticks

And that´s how you choose YOUR MagicStick:

Choose your wanted length: Choose your wanted scale: Choose your wanted back:

Our new, fl at and easy to read special steel tapes for signmakers - as fl exible as your daily tasks.

With additional, eraseable marking bar

Magnetic back

Double-sided scale

„X-treme“ Coating
(GlasPad X-treme, see page163)

Perfect readability and high contrast scaleup to 100cm 

up to 50cm 

up to 30cm 

up to 15cm 

...or 
...or 

...or 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SuperSign Set YT10SSK01
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X-treme

MarkMag

Mark X-treme

Mark

MarkMag

X-treme

Plain

Mag

All-steel ruler with a good readable scale on front-
AND backside.

Optional available with an additional marker strip
(MagicStick Mark) where you can mark the position 
of your graphic right onto the ruler.
Get your dimensions on your computer screen and 
mark it right to the ruler. That´s LEAN!

It comes in 4 different lenghts: 15cm (6“), 30cm (12“), 50cm (20“) and 
100cm (40“)

All-steel ruler with a good readable scale and genius
magnetcoating on the backside. 
It sticks to all magnetic surfaces and is perfect for
marking and measuring.

Optional available with an additional marker strip
(MagicStick Mark)

It comes in 4 different lenghts: 15cm (6“), 
30cm (12“), 50cm (20“) and 100cm (40“)

All-steel ruler with a good readable scale our 
famous X-treme Mat on the back.

MagicSticks Plain

MagicSticks Mag

MagicSticks X-Treme

Due to that awesome capillary action, the Ruler 
sticks on all fl at surfaces as if by magic :)
Optional available with an additional marker strip 
(MagicStick Mark X-treme).

It comes in 4 different lenghts: 15cm (6“), 
30cm (12“), 50cm (20“) and 100cm (40“)

or

or

or

Magnetback

X-treme Mat back

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagicStick Plain 15 YT12MSP015

MagicStick Plain 30 YT12MSP030

MagicStick Plain 50 YT12MSP050

MagicStick Plain 100 YT12MSP100

MagicStick Mark 15 YT12MSMA016

MagicStick Mark 30 YT12MSMA031

MagicStick Mark 50 YT12MSMA051

MagicStick Mark 100 YT12MSMA101

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagicStick Mag 15 YT12MSMA015

MagicStick Mag 30 YT12MSMA030

MagicStick Mag 50 YT12MSMA050

MagicStick Mag 100 YT12MSMA100
MagicStick MarkMag 15 YT12MSMM015
MagicStick MarkMag 30 YT12MSMM030
MagicStick MarkMag 50 YT12MSMM050
MagicStick MarkMag 100 YT12MSMM100

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagicStick X-Treme 15 YT12MSXSP015

MagicStick X-Treme 30 YT12MSXSP030
MagicStick X-Treme 50 YT12MSXSP050
MagicStick X-Treme 100 YT12MSXSP100
MagicStick Mark X-Treme 15 YT14MSMX015
MagicStick Mark X-Treme 30 YT14MSMX030
MagicStick Mark X-Treme 50 YT14MSMX050
MagicStick Mark X-Treme 100 YT14MSMX100
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

MagTape Ruler
Do your glas window magnetically

     Uuuuups...Glas IS magnetic all of a sudden! AWESOME :)  Too bad, that glas isn´t magnetic at all - I could use them RIGHT NOW

Awesome idea by Craig Devine (Australia) 
and Maris Dubra (WMT Baltic, Latvia). 

Both are raving fans of our MagicStick 
X-treme, but they had something else in 
mind...!  
So they asked for a longer, wider version, 
made of steel sothey could use magnets on 
them. Pretty smart, Gentlemen :) 

They want to turn all non-magnetic surfaces, 
such as glass, plastic and aluminum, into 
surfaces where they can utilize magnets. 

We´ve designed a 40mm (1.6”) wide spring-
steel blade with an easily readable scale 
and our “magic” X-treme mat, to align prints, 
graphics or plotted vinyls onto non-magnetic 
surfaces, like shopwindows, plastic fenders, 
aluminum cars or trucks and much more.  

Now they can use our SpeedMags (see 
page 124) to do this kind of work, rather 
than annoying masking tape or an expensi-
ve second pair of hands.

MagTapeRulers are available in 25cm (10”), 50cm (20”), 
100cm (40”) or 150cm (60”). We are the manufacturer - so 
all other sizes are no problem at all. Just give us a call :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagTape Ruler 25 cm YT15MTR025  

MagTape Ruler 50 cm YT15MTR050  

MagTape Ruler 100 cm YT15MTR100  

MagTape Ruler 150 cm YT15MTR150  
Maris Dubra, WMT Baltic Latvia.
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40cm x 40cm 40cm x 80cm

163163163163163163163

This material is pure AWESOMENESS. 
As we´ve „played“ with it, we already knew, that this stuff will change 
parts of our industry radically. 
Due to his unique capillary attraction, it holds vinyls, fi lms and even 
entire tools on fl at surfaces (e.g. glas) like crazy. 
On the other hand side, you can remove it residue-free over and over 
again. 
Please check out, what we already did with it. If you have any thoughts, 
suggestions or even crazy product-ideas - don´t hesiate to grab your 
phone as soon as possible :)

Like a magnetic board for glas...!
X-treme Mat...

Holds even Dibond sheets on 
all fl at surfaces awesome tight.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

X-treme Mat 40x40 YT14XTM040

X-treme Mat 40x80 YT14XTM080

This is truly crazy: The GlasPad X-treme Patches really work almost like magnets on 
glas. With them, you can even realize bigger window-graphics applications in the so-called 
„hindge technique“ just on your own without using  annoying masking tapes.

GlasPad X-treme

SafetyRuler X-treme
Of course, our SafetyRuler Classic is also available with 
this crazy-cool new technology. 
Safe cuts with no risk of slipping - genius! 

Due to that awesome capillary action, the SafetyRuler 
sticks on all fl at surfaces as if by magic :)
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Plot mask... transfer tape... apply to board... cut with jigsaw... remove mask... smooth edges!

SignBlank

....are you seriously still using your jig saw for your sign blanks???

Don´t torture your jig saw any longer - 
our CNC machines are waiting for you :)

Choose from over 300 different shapes, designs and sizes the 
perfect one for you and your customer. All blanks are milled and 
untreated. The material is white and 4mm thick.
The overall lenght can be up to 100cm (40“)

For further details and the selection of the blanks, please see www.yellotools.com

Contour-milled Sign Blanks in over 300 different shapes and 
sizes now online available.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignBlank ... YT08SB......
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Problem:

Lösung / Solution:

GlasMag

... also can do it just by yourself?

Why work labor-intensive if you ...

E-Scale
Don´t you also hate these senseless 
Measuring-Trips to „potential“ customers, 
which you already have a bad feeling about? 
If you really don´t get the job after hours of 
driving and measuring - the whole thing turns 
into MUDA (Japanese for WASTE).

Now, you can avoid MUDA like this: With e-scale, you can 
send this customer one of the „Reference-Strips“ (ideal 
with your Logo on it...!) and ask for a picture with it on the 
object in a mail. Now, you can measure the entire object-
front with ease and simple from your Signshop. If you get 
the job: Great! If not: You still earned money!
It is really as simple as it sounds.
The accuracy of e-scale is absolute great for an Estimate!
Have fun at your next relaxed „Measuring-Job“!

... as well as on huge buildings!

Works great on cars ...

„...when do you guys fi nally come up with a 
magnet for glass?“ 
wisecracked a customer at a tradeshow. 

But we thought, this could be a pretty 
nice idea and developed the GlasMag for you. 

Due to a strong spring action in the leverage 
arm, the GlasMag holds your graphics perfectly 
in place.

But we have to admit, that there is already a better
solution out there :(
Fortunately, it´s one of our own tools :)

Please see page 162 and check out our all new
MagTapeRuler. You will LOVE it.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

GlasMag YT10GM001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

E-Scale YT06ES001
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

web │www.yellotools.com   

 Typical tape measures are no good for precise marks!  FlatSignScale lets you make perfect marks!

FlatSignScale 

Incl. notepad + sharpener5 Meter length + extreme 
fl exible

•  Absolutely fl at and fl exible tape scale
• Rewritable (dry erase) surfaces
• Dual measuring scales
• Large easy-to-read type
• Durable rubberized body
• Integrated pencil sharpener and Beltclip

The perfect mix between a tape measure and a folding meter 
stick. The blade of the FixxSignScale lies fl at on the surface 
and won´t bent down even if you pull it out a meter (3.3ft.) 
In combination with the handy magnet belt clip it´s just perfect.

FixxSignScale  

Length 3m (118“)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FlatSignScale YT06FSS02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

FixxSignScale Single YT13FSS01  

FixxSignScale Holder YT13FSS03   

FixxSignScale Set YT13FSS02  
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

Hole N´Cut

  One hole - one step. That´s the way to go!  Five steps for just one borehole? Way too much!

No more unnerving double 
measurements of boreholes.
The ultimate emplate with the 
2-in1 feature. Just place the borehole 
template with its rearward pins at a corner 
of your sign and mark your borehole through 
one of the holes - done! The stainless-steel plate 
on the right enables you to cut Sign-Rims in seven 
different distances!  

Almost a thousand times, our “Chief”, Michael, must have demonstrated 
the genius HOLE´N CUT at tradeshows and workshops. 
While in fast motion, he struggled a lot fi nding the right position 
without turning the device and having a look before positioning it 
to the substrate. That bugged him and he wanted an improvement. 
A better “visual control” was his wish. We like him, that´s why we did it :)
The new design is available at NO ADDITIONAL cost.  
Did you face that issue already, too? No worries - just give us a call 
and we‘ll send you the improved replacement sticker FREE OF CHARGE.

2nd. feature: Sign-Rim Cutter

Many thanks for the great idea to Signmaker Erwin Fink. 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Hole N´Cut YT11HNC001
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  Power Tapes

PowerTape Acrylic Clear

There is an infi nite selection of selfadhesive tapes out there - crazy! It would take weeks to get an overview about the best for the signmaking industry. 
Together with one of the leading tape manufacturers of Europe, we´ve worked out a pretty fi ne selection for your daily tasks. 
The performance of those high-end tapes is almost unbelieveable. If you don´t fi nd the right tape solution for your problem - give us a call, we will work it out :)

This is the tape with built in “WOW-effect” :)
PT Acrylic Clear is designed for permanent 
bonding in interior and exterior applications. 
This can replace reveting, welding, liquid glues 
and other permanent fasteners. It is suitable for 
various kinds of substances, such as metal, wood, 
glass and many plastics, but is especially suitable 
for clear acrylic sheets due to it´s total transparent 
glue. If you bond two clear sheets of e.g. plexiglas, 
you can´t even tell where the glue is...! 
It´s that awesome. 

It comes in rolls of 33m (108ft) and is 19mm (0.75”) wide.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape Acrylic Clear YT15PTAC01
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PowerTape Outdoor Foam

PowerTape Outdoor Clear

This double-sided tape (foam carrier) is especially designed for permanent bonding 
in interior and exterior applications. This can replace reveting, welding, liquid glues 
and other permanent fasteners. It is suitable for various kinds of substances, such 
as metal, wood, glass and many plastics but is especially suitable for low surface 
energy (LSE) surfaces such as PE and PP. It´s UV resistent and has an excellent 
shear performance. 

It comes in rolls of 50m (164ft) and is 19mm (0.75”) wide.

PT Outdoor Clear is a double sided mounting tape with a very high tack and has a high 
shear solvent acrylic adhesive and a polyester carrier. Excellent allround performance, 
which includes very good UV-resistance and all weather performance. The carrier is 
transparent.

It comes in rolls of 50m (164ft) and is 19mm (0.75”) wide.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape Outer Foam YT15PTOF01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape Outdoor Clear YT15PTOC01
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PowerTape Monster Grip

PowerTape Indoor Foam

Take a look at this real amazing new tape technology. 
PT MonsterGrip works on the principle of interlocking 
mushroom heads, which provide a solid connection when 
press fi rmly together. 
MonsterGrip can be fastened as often as required either 
lenghtwise or crosswise and re-opened any time. 

A woven base material with a transparent hotmelt rubber 
adhesive makes sure, that the MonsterGrips loads up to 
fi ve times greater than with traditional “hook and loop” 
connections. The best part: You just need one tape - not that 
random “male/female” system..! 
One tape grabs into each other :)
It´s perfect even for bigger signs, displays or 
graphics. Get your free sample today.

The tape comes in rolls of 2m (6.5ft) and is 25mm wide. 

This double sided foam mounting tape is 
designed for use in permanet bonding, fi xing 
and mounting applications to various substra-
tes, such as PVC, glass, wood and metal and 
that requires an agressive adhesive. White 
carrier for POS display applications, mounting 
of panels or exibition materials. Indoor use. 

It comes in rolls of 50m (164ft) and is 
19mm (0.75”) wide.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape MonsterGrip YT15PTMG01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape Indoor Foam YT15PTIF01

50 shades of YELLOTOOLS :):) - Honestly: Look at THESE pictures!!
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PowerTape Banner Double

PowerTape Banner Back

PT Banner Back single sided banner reinforcing tape is a pure polyacrylic with excellent  
ageing resistance, especially in terms of long term performance such as weathering and 
UV-resistance. This adhesive adheres well to low surface energy substrates such as foams, poly-
ethylene and polypropylene fi lmic products. It is suitable for reinforcing PVC printing media, such as 
PVC sheets and banners.  It comes in rolls of 25m (82ft) and is 40mm (1.57”) wide and is fl ame 
retardant...!

PT Banner Double is a double sided banner mounting tape suitable for seaming PVC 
printing media, such as PVC sheets and banners. This banner tape is easy to apply 
and adheres fast. It provides a high humidity-, solvent- and weatherability performance 
when bonded and it´s also exhibits excellent plasticizer resistance. In spite of the low 
initial tack this adhesive provides high end strength. 

It comes in rolls of 25m (82ft) and is 19mm (0.75”) wide.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape Banner Double YT15PTBD01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

PowerTape Banner Back YT15PTMG01
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

For years, our BannerFix has been one of our best products. Reason enough, to allow him a 
huge „renovation“! To hang even bigger and heavier banners, there is supposed to be a more 
solid base! Here we go: The new and heavy-duty die cast body, the aluminum rods and the 
really extremely-strong suction-cup guarantee a solid stand even with heavier materials. 
Try them -You will be amazed!

Die-Cast Body and Aluminum-Rods

     That´s the way, „the cookie crumbles“!     The „message“ is not even seen by car drivers!

Like the BannerFix the SignPads are also constructed on the 
same base. The new structure (aluminum di-cast) together with 
the amazing new suction-cup allows a safe mounting of even 
bigger composite-plate signs. The real-estate guys among your 
customers will LOVE them. The SignPads are also great for 
cars - but there is no „Thumbs up“ from Road Traffi c Licensing 
Regulation so far. We are working on..!

A „Dream“ for all Real-Estate Guys Quality „Made in Germany“

SignPad HD

Bannerfix HD

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Bannerfi x HD YT12BF001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignPad HD (2x) YT12SPS02
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EasyPress

One of our favourite sellers :)

No matter how you want to push a grommet 
into a banner: You either have to carry a 
heavy press from A to B or you have to 
move your banner through a stationary 
device...!

Here comes the solution:
EasyPress is the go-anywhere, handheld 
riveting-tool that’s great for adding a quick 
rivet when you need one. 

But the high-quality mechanism is so effec-
tive and easy-to-use, it might just become 
your every day riveting solution, too.

Especially if you have to fi x a hanging 
banner, you will start loving it.

It´s available in two different grommet
sizes: 9.5mm and 11mm

YelloGrommets 

Even cutting eyelets for Easypress in chrome and brass
Diameter: 9,5mm or 11mm
Packaging size: 100 pieces and 500 pieces.

MessingChrom

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyPress 9,5 YT10EP95

EasyPress 11 YT10EP11

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YG chrom 9,5 - 100x YT10YG10095CH

YG chrom 11 - 100x YT10YG10011CH

YG messing 9,5 - 100x YT10YG10095M

YG messing 11 - 100x YT10YG10011M

YG chrom 9,5 - 500x YT10YG50095CH

YG chrom 11 - 500x YT10YG50011CH

YG messing 9,5 - 500x YT10YG50095M

YG messing 11 - 500x YT10YG50011M
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

BannerBone Classic

   Try our all-new BannerBones - they are super-strong and  lasting.   Ripped out grommets or eyelets - annoying customer complaints??

“Continues improvement” - this is what we at Yellotools live and love. Every day, eyeryone, no excuses. But in order to improve things like work processes 
and solutions, you have to question them fi rst...! Even if these processes are as “classic” as they can be - there is ALWAYS a better way. Under these principles, we 
took a closer look at the time-consuming, annoying and ANTI-LEAN way of mounting grommets into banners and vinyls. Even if we dare to touch the “sacred cow” 
of our industry (there is a lot of money involved in grommets, eyelets and machines...!) - it still sucks. And those grommets are not always as reliable as they should 
be...! Genius craftsman, Rick Hatton (Banner nation, USA) brought us a really revolutionary system, which is more reliable than the old-fashioned grommet way. 
Not to mention way easier, way more friendly to your design and way easier to install - everywhere and anytime. 
Our advice: Stay curious and give new things a try - you will be blown away, like we were :)

It´s a little white, self-adhesive double wing, made of premium polymer, which makes your 
life way easier.  Place your fresh banner, within seconds, to its fi nal destination in wind and 
weather. While a classic grommet often requires annoying fl ip-over, welding or gluing of 
bannertrims - the BannerBone sister itself up while sticking it on the front and rear of the 
banner. The result is stunning:  Research, done in professional wind tunnels, shows that 
the BannerBone withstandsmuch more wind than the old-school grommets.
You can mount your BannerBones left and right, top or bottom, or even in a right angle into 
the corners of your banner. The solid plastic loop allows you to put a rope through it to hang it.  
But, cutting the loop off won‘t hurt the rigidity. Ok - be fair to yourself and count the time: 
Flipping over the banner edge, welding or glueing, holding, waiting, punching and pressing 
takes forever. BannerBone just needs fi ve seconds each turn. And not just Banners can be 
hung with this system. Coroplasts, Forex, Composite panels and simply every print gets their 
message out in seconds. Yes, we LOVE it :)

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BannerBone (10er) YT15BBT01
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BannerWing Clear

BannerBoost Tape

The new BannerWing Clear follows the same principle as our BannerBone Classic. 
An intelligent mix of high-end plastics and premium banner glue also make this Wing a 
game-changer without the need of heavy equipment or tools. But, since there is already 
clear, high-performance glue out there, the Wings can be clear as well - practically invisible. 

Full-printed banners or odd-colored backgrounds are now in full swing, without those ugly 
looking grommets.

Our professional reinforcement tape 
combines the properties of our 
BannerBone material with those of a 
roll of tape. 

The tape is 38mm (1.5”) wide and 
32m (105ft) long.  

It can be perforated wherever you need 
it and is ideal to hang banners, prints, 
posters, and papers right where you 
want them. 

Of course, you can use BannerBoost 
Tape the old-fashioned way, to rein-
force grommets on banners, as well.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BannerBone Tape YT15BBT01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BannerWing Clear YT15BWC01
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BannerPuncher

BannerRope

As a pro, you know how to handle a fi ne knife - that´s for sure. So you can alsodo 
your center-hole cuts with your blade, of course. Make sure that you just do a 
criss-cross cut. If you want to do this a bit more safely,quickly and more accurately 
- we recommend our handy BannerPuncher. It punches a 8mm (0,2“) hole in your 
Banner in a second.  It´s great to have in the ol‘ toolbox :)

BannerRope is a strong nylon cord with a diameter of 6mm (0,23“) for safe and easy 
hanging of your banners, utilizing our BannerBone Classic system. The Rope is sold 
separately. Please check our website for more details.

BannerRope is a three-braided nylon cord, Performance app. 720 daN. 
To seal and weld the rope ends after cutting, every rope comes with a free
cigarette lighter.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BannerPuncher YT15BP001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BannerRope YT15BR001
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:

EasyScore

     Half-circled Slit´s reduce the risk of a collaps    Just one wind gust and the sales message is gone

Our dear friend and customer, Cameron Sutherland (with AVS, Australia) gave us the 
idea for this nice little solution. He was sick and tired of cutting those halfmoons in banners 
by hand to prevent them from collapsing due to wind gusts.
In response to this, we´ve designed this halfmoon stencil to 
cut half-circles in 20, 30, 40, 50, 75 and 100mm (.79, 1.18, 
1.57, 1.97, 2.95 and 3.94 inches).

The lateral notches help you fi nd the right cutting 
pattern with ease. 

Simply slide semicircular holes with the template

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

EasyScore YT13ES001
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Vinylstorage  by Yellotools

Storage solutions, handling and in-house transportation of your sensitive 
and expensive medias really got the core business of Yellotools over the 
years. Pretty obvious, that there is a huge backlog demand for practical so-
lutions...! That´s why we are on „the hunt“ for that.Yellotools meanwhile got 
one of the largest industrial woodshops in our area. With 3 hight-tec CNC 
Flatbedrouters, a comuterized table saw and many more high-end gadgets, 
we are probably the largest signmaking-specialized woodshop worldwide if 
it comes to storage systems for rolls and medias.
You are all more than welcome to take your advantage of the machine park 
and our knomledge and experience with letting us know, what we can de-
sign or develop for you in your situation in your shop - wherever you might 
be. Our factory operations manager Peter Rötzel (master carpenter) and 
his entire team is ready to realize the even craziest ideas ever. 
Challenge us:)  

It´s almost unbelievable, how many various medias are out there in our 
industry. Not just only the materials are changing - it´s more the dimensi-
ons which drives you crazy. Weights, lenghts, core sizes, widths - there 
is no „norm“ at all in that game. Plus there are so many different sizes 
of signshops out there. From the local one-man (woman) show over the 
mid-size graphic studios up to the industrial mass-producing sign factory. 
You all have your needs and issues if it comes to store and handle your 
media. We really try hard to cover you all. This you can see at our already 
huge selection of different racks and shelf systems. If you are looking for an 
upright standing solution, a space safeing wallmount system, a mobile Rack 
on casters or even a device to hang your media rolls right under your ceiling 
- we either have it already or we design and produce it for you.

The icons on the next page shall help you, fi nding the right product you 
are looking for. The symbols show you the performance and features of the 
individual product. (Okay - for some legal reasons, we HAVE to underesti-
mate here and there...!) You fi nd questions about dimensions, capacities, 
rollable or not, fl oor or wall etc. in just one look. That´s how you can easily 
fi nd YOUR wanted system. 

And again: Just in case, if you DO NOT fi nd your solution - give us a call 
and we invent it with and for you...! :)   
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60cm 

14 x

400kg 

Vinylstorage  Keynotes

Loadability Maximum length

Capacity Versatil

Floorsystem Mobil System

Wallsystem

The number in this symbol gives you 
an idea of the max. load capacity of 
this system.

Here we show you a lenght specifi -
cation of vinylrools, you please not 
exceed.

Here you can read out, how many 
vinylrolls this certain item can carry.

This icon tells you, that the holding 
arms in that product are adjustable 
hightwise.

If you miss a certain storage system - please note, that we are the manufacturer of all those racks and systems and we would LOVE 
to discuss your individual vinylstorage issue with you to fi nd a solution...worldwide! For the following pages: No liability assumed.

These keynotes should help you, fi nding the right storage solution for your individual needs

All products behind this icon are 
Floorsystems, which means, they 
STAND on the fl oor. 

Just take this Headline literally :)
Everything under that „fl agg“ is 
rollable with built-in casters.

These systems are ok to mount 
upright on a wall. They do not stand
on their own.
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Problem: Lösung / Solution:9 x

200kg 

TwisterMixx 5x3“ 4x2“ TwisterMixx 4x3“ 5x2“Twister 3“ Twister 2“

Twister

Picture: Angelo Burri, 
AST Reklame Atelier AG

Yellotools Woodshop (Parts of it)

Securely store your vinyl in space saving vertical racks that roll – and twist – so they not only 
stay upright but you can get at every roll quickly and easily. Twister is constructed of the high-
est quality materials. The base and roll fl anges are made from premiumgrade birch multiplex 
material. And the swivel casters are from blickle are the best money can buy. So you can be 
confi dent of long-lasting quality.

• Craftsman quality construction
• High-performance swivel casters
• Tightly holds up to 9 rolls of media
• Weight just 5,6kg
• B:55cm x L:55cm x H:26cm

  Rolling, vertical roll racks. Perfect.Your vinyl is always falling like dominoes

Please choose from following selections:

21.65“ x 21.65“ x 10.24“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Twister 2“ (5,08cm) YT06TW002

Twister 3“ (7,62cm) YT06TW001

TwisterMixx 5342 YT11TWM5342

TwisterMixx 4352 YT11TWM4352
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9 x

16 x

200kg 

250kg 

28.35“ x 28.35 “ x 10.24“

TwisterMaxi 3“ TwisterMaxi 2“ TwisterMaxi Mixx

Twister Click 3“ 
Twister Click 2“ 

Twister Click 
You want to have a „Twister-Unit“? No big deal!
The Twister „Click“ now has a patented locking mechanism, 
so you can build your own and individual „Twister-train“….! 
Have a „nice ride“!!!

Twister Maxi
The TwisterMaxi is the „big one“ among the twister-series. 
There is space up to 16 rolls in different widths and loadable. 
The TwisterMaxi 16 is equipped with 5 heavy-duty german casters.

• Space up to 16 rolls
• Base-Dimensions: 720 x 720 mm
• Deadweight: 9,5 kg   
• Loadable at the minimum of 250 kg

Many thanks for the nice picture 
to PPS Imaging

Perfect „parking“ of your medias

Patented connector system

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterClick 2“ YT11TWC2001

TwisterClick 3“ YT11TWC3001

TwisterClick Mixx 5342 YT11TWCM5342

TwisterClick Mixx 4352 YT11TWCM4352

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterMaxi 2“ YT11TWM002

TwisterMaxi 3“ YT11TWM003

TwisterMaxi Mixx 8382 YT11TWM8382
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Twister 1x

MediaCards 9x
SpeedClips L 9x

SpeedClips XL 9x

Even more space-safeing: 18 rolls on just 0,3m² 
(3,2 sq.ft). 

Due to the brilliant idea of our customer Wintech 
Solutions Inc, USA now you can double your 
storage space while pluging in the doublecross into 
the core of a vinyl roll. Great idea, Zoilo!

TwisterVEGO Bracket

TwisterPaket
For the ultimate in roll storage solutions get our new Twister-paket bundles.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterVego Bracket 2“ YT13TVB002

TwisterVego Bracket 3“ YT13TVB003

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterPaket 2“ YT10TWP002

TwisterPaket 3“ YT10TWP003
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360°

12 x

12 x

200kg 

200kg 

TwisterRondo
Lot of customers talked about a round Twister. Since we have our own woodshop in 
our house and due to our dear Peter we own a Master Craftsman Certifi cate, a round 
Twister was not a big deal. We proudly introduce: The fi rst round Yellotools Twister. 
It holds 12 rolls with either 3“ or 2“ cores. If you want to have a mix, give us a call.

• Craftsman quality construction
• High-performance swivel casters
• Tightly holds up to 12 rolls of media
• Weight just 6,3 kg (13,8 lbs)

Many thanks for 
the nice picture to 

wdprint-medien.de

25“ x 25“ x 10,2“

Twister Magnum
While we were working on the RONDO-version, we´ve thought about those of you, who barely 
can turn around in their shop - nor even can think about swiveling a mediarack on the spot 
without hurting themselves. So we´ve equipped a TwisterRondo with a second baseplate, 
which swivels on the fi rst one.The ridgid mechanic allows a full load like on the RONDO 
without a risk of damaging it. The TwisterMagnum can be rolled from A to B like usual - plus 
can swivel on the spot the same time. 

• Craftsman quality construction
• High-performance swivel casters
• 360° swivel because of rotating plate
• Tightly holds up to 12 rolls of media
• Weight just 10,5 kg (23,1 lbs)

25,9“ x 25,9“ x 11,8“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterRondo 2“ YT13TR002

TwisterRondo 3“ YT13TR003

TwisterRondo Mixx YT13TRM010

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Twister Magnum 2“ YT13TM002

Twister Magnum 3“ YT13TM003

Twister Magnum Mixx YT13TM010

3“ Standfüße YT13TM004
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7 x

70kg

7 x

200kg 

60cm 

TwisterStripe WM V 

TwisterStripe WM H

Twister Stripe F

TwisterStripe FC

Some of you suffer from lack of space in your shops a lot. 
That´s why we came up with 4 „new brothers“ of the Twister-
Family: 

Version 1:  TwisterStripe WM V - 
Wallmount vertical holds 7 rolls of  vinyl  up to 60cm (23,6“) 
width with 3“ core

Version 2: TwisterStripe WM V - 
Wallmount horizontal holds 7 rolls of vinyl up to 60cm (23,6“) 
width with 3“ core

TwisterStripe Wall

Of course, we do have also the right choice of Floor racks available. No matter if on casters or 
fi xed - they come in the usual high „Yellotools-Quality“ from our own in-house woodshop.
Like every Yellotools rolling media storage device, the rollable Floor rack comes with our high-
performance swivel casters „made in Germany“

Version 3: TwisterStripe F - this Floor rack holds 7 rolls of vinyl up to 150cm (59“) width with 
3“ core (2“ core available upon request)
Version 4: TwisterStripe FC - this rollable Floor rack holds 7 rolls of vinyl up to 150cm (59“) 
width with 3“ core (2“ core available upon request)

TwisterStripe Floor

47.24“ x 8.27“ x 10.24“47.24“ x 8.27“ x 10.24“47.24“ x 8.27“ x 10.24“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterStripe WM V YT13WMV01

TwisterStripe WM H YT13WMH01

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterStripe F YT13TSF001

TwisterStripe FC YT13TSFC001
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48 x

60cm 

TwisterWallmount 24 Horizontal

TwisterWallmount 9 TwisterWallmount 18 Horizontal

TwisterWallmount 24 Horizontal

TwisterWallmount 48 Vertikal TwisterWallmount 24 Vertikal TwisterWallmount 18 Vertikal

TwisterWallmount
Don´t play „vinyl-domino day“ anymore! 
With our all-new Twister-WallMount you can store your media rolls easy, 
safe and convenient at your shop wall!

To satisfy your demands, we´ve enlarged our portfolio of the
Twister WallMount family a lot. 
Next to our favourite 9 and 18 roll-models now you can order
also the all-new „big boys“ Twister WallMount 18 and 24.
Available for horizontal or vertical mounting.

• Solid multiplex construction
• from Tare weight: 5,6 kg (Twister WallMount 9)
•  55cm (21,6“) x 55cm (21,6“) x 26cm (10,2“) 

(Twister WallMount 9)
• Uncoated birch gluewood
• Available for 9, 18, 24 and 48 rolls of 60cm (23.6“) width
• fourfold screwed rollcrosses

10kg/
Cross

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterWallmount 9 YT11TWW009

TwisterWallmount 18 H YT11TWW018

TwisterWallmount 18 V YT114TWWV018

TwisterWallmount 24 H YT114TWWH024

TwisterWallmount 24 V YT114TWWV024

TwisterWallmount 48 V YT114TWWV048
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48 x

400kg 

60cm 

The „mammoth-rack“ among the Twister-Family. 
Stand-alone or wallmounted allows the Cliffhanger 
storing up rolls up to 60cm (23,6“) width.
Of course - it´s a modular system. So you can place or hang 
them right next to each other. Due to this, you are able to 
build an almost endless vinyl-warehouse.(Depending on 
your shop-space...!)

Available in two different sizes:

• Cliffhanger 1m (for 24 rolls) 
 42,5“ x 25,6“ x 24,8“
 Weight just: 47,8 lbs

• Cliffhanger 2m (for 48 rolls)
 83,1“ x 25,6“ x 24,8“
 Weight just: 90,4 lbs

TwisterCliffhanger

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterCliffhanger 1m YT12TCH048

TwisterCliffhanger 2m YT13TCH048
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48 x

16 x

400kg 

160kg 

60cm 

60cm 

TwisterBloc
This rollable “Upright-Twister” carries a total of 48 Rolls,up to 
60cm (24”) at narrowest room. Equiped with “Stop-casters” 
Made in Germany, it provides perfect visual control to your 
vinyl stock. A perfect combination to our SpeedClips (page 
149), the Mediacards (page 153) and the MediaMeter
(page 150) to visualize the amount of media left on the core.

TwisterTable Fix

TwisterTable WheelThere is nothing like “more space” in 
a signshop :) This is more than true 
for our friends in beautiful Austria.  
A customer of our long-time reseller, 
WERNER-Graphics, Austria, asked 
for an “Under-the-table Twister”, in an 
upright design. 

This space was unused and 
he wanted to fi ll that gap. 
Even this project is done 
right now, and you can 
order your vertical Twister, 
eitherwith premium casters 
(including brakes) or just 
on little stands. Maximum 
capacity: 16 Rolls in 60cm 
(24”).  2” core version 
available as well.

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterBloc YT15TWB001  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TwisterTable Wheel YT15TTW001

TwisterTable Fix YT15TTF001
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10 x

100kg 

MediaHanger

...“hang loose“ for vinyl rolls :)

Like probaply a lot of you, our friend and customer Marcus 
Simons with Simons Grafi sche Werkstätten suffered with 
luck of space to store vinyl in his signshop. That´s why he 
came up with the brilliant idea of using his walls and ceilings 
to cover that issue. This was the initial spark for our brand-
new product MediaHanger. By use of wire rope hoists, you 
can store vinyl rolls at any hight without wasting high-traffi c 
fl oor space. Simply genius.

Many thanks for the great idea to Marcus Simons 
(Grafi sche Werkstätten Simons), Wiehl.

The MediaHanger comes in a set which containes:

•  1 x Wall and Ceilingbracket with 
return shaft for 10 rolls

•  1 x Rollstopper Wallbracket 
for 10 rolls

• 20 x rollstoppers
•  10 x bottom rollbrackets for 

2“ and 3“ rollcores
•  10 x Middelbrackets for 

double-loading
• 10 x Guidebracket upper roll
•  60 m (197 ft.) nylon rope 

(for rooms up to 3.5m / 
11.5ft height)

Roll-launching made easy Easy access to the rollsSecured „roll standing“ 

Adjustable „parking positions“

Space-saving storage in motion: Many thanks to Marcus Simons

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MediaHanger YT13MH010
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12 x

400kg 

Treemaxx „EasyReach Pro“

Brandnew and unique at this storing mode is the lift-and-release method. 
We bet on the „One-man-operation“! The vinylcore is placed on a solid bolt 
lefthanded. But the awesome special-bracket righthanded, makes getting 
vinylrolls in and out a piece of cake! The cutting-device and the meter counter 
on top makes the „Pro“ the „Pro“! With this combination, you can roll the vinyl 
off, count it while rolling and fi nally get a perfect straight trim-cut in one move.

YOU WILL LOVE IT!!!

„EASY REACH“ - we take this literally!

... and of course, a cutting device!

Including a vinyl-dispenser...

The meter counter „Made in Germany“ is pretty precise!

Hammer-Facts: 
• Capacity 12 Rolls
•  Solid Construction - 

Heavy-Duty Rolls
•  Load capacity up to 

881,8 lbs
• Made in Germany

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TreemaxxEasyReach Pro 110 YTTMERP110

TreemaxxEasyReach Pro 130 YTTMERP130

TreemaxxEasyReach Pro 140 YTTMERP140

TreemaxxEasyReach Pro 165 YTTMERP165
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38 x

14 x

400kg 

400kg 

SpeedRack Big
The fact that SpeedRack neatly stores up to 38 rolls in 
about one-half square meter of your shopspace is surely 
reason enough to get one. 

But that’s really the smaller of its benefi ts. Think of the time 
you waste digging around for rolls or going back and forth 
when cutting many different colors. Now imagine never 
wasting time doing those things, ever again. That’s the real 
benefi t!

• 60 kgs of solid steel 
• 43.30“ x 17.72“ x 70.87“
• Durable powder coating
• 0,5m² Space-consuming!
• Holds real heavy rolls

Many thanks for the pictures to: Sign Communication, Sweden 

Treemaxx „EasyReach“
We´ve developed a way, to make this part of your job fun 
again! With our all-new 
closure technology, it´s pretty simple to reach your media 
rolls. Just grab the rolls in the middle – lift them up and 
done! The same if you want to restore them again: Just 
place the core in the left-hand wood-pin and easy slip it in 
the right-hand fl ip bracket!

• Stores up to 14 rolls
• 50“ x 16.93“ x 55.12“
• Rigid stand
• Holds up to 400kg (881 lbs)
• Made in Germany 

Many thanks for the pictures to 
Angelo Burri von AST Reklame

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SpeedRack Big YT04RA001

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TreemaxxEasyReach 110 YT11TMER110

TreemaxxEasyReach 130 YT11TMER130

TreemaxxEasyReach 140 YT11TMER140

TreemaxxEasyReach 165 YT11TMER165
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15 x

400kg 

Dial I for improvement!!
You called for an „adapter“, to store also different roll-lenghts 
on our TreeMaxx „EasyReach“ and „EasyReach PRO“. Here 
we go: The Multi-Plug. Lack of the adjustable bracket, you 
can store rolls down to 30cm less than the maximum rollsize 
of your TreeMaxx (reduces from 60“ down to 48“).

Compensates up to 30cm Adjustable bracket

Treemaxx MultiPlug

Treemaxx „Tube“
This is our “BigBoy” with easy rolling storage of up to 15 Rolls of media up to 5.2 feet 
wide! The heavy-duty construction of dense Birch Multiplex material, one of the hardest 
hardwoods, makes TreeMaxx as tough as it is good-looking.

TreeMaxx comes in 3 ready to assemble sizes and is fully A-Tube compatible. 
(media poles, not included.) 

• Affordable and space effi cient
• Super easy assembly
• Diverse storage options
• Glued-and-screwed construction
• Treemaxx comes in 3 sizes: 110cm, 140cm und 165cm

A-Tube Stopper

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MultiPlug 1x YT12TMP30

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Treemaxx 110 YT09TM110

Treemaxx 130 YT09TM130

Treemaxx 140 YT09TM140

Treemaxx 165 YT09TM165

A-Tube 110 YT09AT110

A-Tube 130 YT09AT130

A-Tube 140 YT09AT140

A-Tube 165 YT09AT165

A-Tube Stoppers (2x) YT12ATS001
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Smart concept for residual vinyl
YelloSpareRoll Concept

YelloSpare Box + Wall + Dolly

YelloSpare Wall

YelloSpare Dolly

One time to much, we´ve seen your coreless spare vinyls fade away under tables, 
in cardboard boxes or random buckets. This has come to an end as well :)
Our new SpareRoll concept makes sure, that you have perfect visual controll and 
easy access to your valuables. However you want to store them - on the wall, rollable 
on the fl oor, under your table - we have the right device for you.

This clever construction allows you to store up to 28 coreless vinyls in any possible way. 
It´s up to you, if you want to store your precious mishmash at your Shopwall (WALL), fi xed 
on the shopfl oor (BOX) or even as a fl exible cart (DOLLY). Just order the one you want and 
do another step towards a LEAN Signshop :)

25.60“ x 16.14“ 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloSpare Box YT14YSB028

YelloSpare Wall YT14YSW028

YelloSpare Dolly YT14YSD028
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YelloSpare Rack
YelloSpare Racks are 
designed to host eight 
coreless fi lmrolls and work 
awesome as a wallmounted 
racks.The upper part is like 
at the guys above, height-
adjustable and due to that 
fl exible for any of your „vinyl 
tasks“.

Hightadjustable upper bracket for your vinyl leftovers

YelloSpare Brackets

35.43“ x 4.33“ 

The YelloSpare Brackets are pretty versatile,since you can mount them either upright on any
wall or even fl at underneath your worktable.The two brackets are not connected at all - so you 
can choose the distance you need to fi t your vinyllenghts.

One for all - either wallmounted or even under your table.

35.43“ x 4.33“

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloSpare Rack YT14YSR010   

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloSpare Brackets 2x YT14YSBS010   
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Many thanks for the cool pictures: PPS Imaging GmbH, Deutschland

Many thanks for your awesome shop picture: Schriften Michl R+A Michl GbR, Germany

The various dimensions of printing medias are getting more and more numerous and unfortunately they are not 
getting cheaper. A fl exible, safe and secured storage with perfect visual control is now absolutely mandatory.

That´s why we developed this intelligent mediarack system together with 
our customers. 
The rigid wooden sidewalls made of layer-glued birch are strong enough to 
hold all common mediarolls with ease. Together with our really 
smart „EASY REACH-technique“ this turns out to be a real LEAN media 
shelf for sure. 
Easy access to all rolls without struggeling with middlebars will simply 
blow your mind.

You need help planning your dream-signshop?
No worries - just give us a call for a free consulting.

COSYRACK-SYSTEM - the intelligent roll-store system
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7 x

300kg 

10 x

300kg 

CosyRack „Tube“
Since it „got about“, that Yellotools really is also a drawing offi ce 
including an own Woodworking shop (Master Degreed), you gave 
us some pretty neat ideas, like the „CosyRack“-Series. 
An affordable wall-mounted rack system that is perfect for wide-format 
printing fi lms or laminates. 
It is modular and can be upgraded at any time. 
It holds max. 300kg (661lb). Since CozyRack is also based on our A-Tube 
aluminum roll-holding poles, you can decide, if you want  to get it 
with or without the poles which are sold seperate. 

The A-Tubes are available in 165cm, 140cm or 110cm. 
(But we are open to „customizing“...!)

Up to 200kg load-capacity

Dimensions of the 
Sidebars: 43.7“ x 6.14“

Thanks for the picture: MW-Medienwerkstatt, Deutschland

CosyRack „EasyReach“ 
The „wedding“ between our genius „EasyReach“-Concept and the affordable 
„CosyRack“-System was pretty obvious. So, if you don´t want to abandon the 
Comfort of the dead easy „Snap-Bracket“, you are welcome to create your 
individual CosyRack „EasyReach“. 
Of course, you can combine the Racks also with the neat TreeMaxx „MultiPlug“ - 
so you can store Rolls of different Lengths in just one CosyRack as well! 
How cool to have a modular concept!

Thanks for the picture: PPS Imaging

    *L = 127 cm Length, 6 Rolls
**XL =  205 cm Length,10 Rolls

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CosyRack Sidebars 2x YT08CR002

A-Tubes 110, 140, 165 YT09AT...

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CosyRack ER „L“* 2x YT12CRER001

CosyRack ER „XL“** 2x YT12CRER002
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Probaply the largest, most innovative and fl exible rollmedia storage-system for 
Signmakers and digital printers at all! 

Whatever you want to store - how heavy, how long, how thick, how distanced from each 
other: The VERTIGO is ready for all of your tasks! It may looks a bit tricky, but it´s not! 
The system simply containes the system-bars and the adjustable vinyl brackets. That´s it. 
These brackets vary in their purpose - depending how you want to store. 

On the next page, you will get a closer introduction to the different uses of the arms and 
their function. Of course, you can mix all brackets like you want. Whatever your shopfl oor 
requires - the modular concept fulfi lls all your needs and it grows with you and your 
success. All you need right now are some meters of the special bars, some brackets and 
you are good to go! 

From 20cm up to 5m - any size, any distance as many poles as you want!
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VERTIGORACK-SYSTEM – The MODULAR concept for roll-media storage
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Vertigo MainframeV-BracketA-Tubes Vertigo MainframeV-BracketA-Tubes

indiv.

400kg 

14+

400kg 

Vertigo „WallMount“
These are the basics of our VERTIGO-system. It is really as simple as it seems! 
First of all, you measure the lenght (this will be your rack-height!) of the aluminum 
system bars plus the numbers of your desired holding brackets. You will fi nd a 
selection of different brackets with different purposes on the next page. This storage 
system will grow with you and can be upgraded and mixed at any time! It is truly the 
most fl exible signmaking racksystem ever!

Mix your brackets like you want. Free „Spacers“ with every VERTIGO

Vertigo „Mobil“
The only substiute to space is „more space“, correct?
The VertigoMobil combines the great features of the 
TREEMAXX „Tube“ with the fl exibility of our VERTIGO-
system - the adjustable height of each bracket to have the 
minimum waste of space between the rolls.

This makes the VERTIGO „MOBIL“ to one of the most 
fl exible racks of its kind. Available in 3 sizes: 100cm, 
140cm and 165cm.

But our master-carpenter Peter and his motivated team is
ready for your individual challenge, too...!

Many thanks for the nice picture to Alsatek

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Vertigo Mainframe 1m YT11VSSM01

A-Tubes 110 (cm) YT09AT110

A-Tubes 130 (cm) YT09AT130

A-Tubes 140 (cm) YT09AT140

A-Tubes 165 (cm) YT09AT165

V-Bracket diverse/misc nächste Seite 

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

Vertigo Mobil 110 YT09VM110

Vertigo Mobil 140 YT09VM140

Vertigo Mobil 165 YT09VM165
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V-Bracket „Tube“
Our „Standard-Bracket“.
Because you can snap in two „A-Tubes“ on each bracket, 
rolls can be stored in a row next to each other. Or you can 
store thicker rolls a little bit more further. All brackets are 
made of multi-layered birch plywood and extrem ridgid. 
Due to the super-simple adjustment of the brackets, you 
are able to realize all rollstore-patterns in seconds.

Dead-easy hook and un-hook

Every Jack gets his Jill...!

V-Bracket „WaveHolder“

DbS Harald Bös, Österreich

Many thanks to customer Harald Bös from Austria for this 
great idea. 
Granted, we were skeptical if this way of storing would dent 
or harm the media - but due to the integral-foamed inlets, 
nothing happens to the medias at all. Harald told us, that 
he has stored his big size medias like this for years. Pretty 
genius, Harald!

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

V-Bracket „T“ Single YT11VSSB01

V-Bracket „T“ Set (2x) YT11VSSB02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

V-Bracket „WH“ Single  YT12VBWH01

V-Bracket „WH“ Set YT12VBWH02
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V-Bracket „Roll N’Cut“
The delighted owners of our vinyl roller „Roll n´Cut“ asked, if they could get a 
bracket to hold this device also on the VERTIGO. Of course, you can! 
With these simple brackets, you can „park“ the roll- and cut device at any 
desired position on the rack. Simple is KAIZEN! Have fun working!
(more details about the Appfi x Roll n´Cut on page 65)

Roll N´Cut mountable at any height

V-Bracket „EasyReach“

Time and time again it is nothing but fun to watch Signmakers at our tradeshow-
booth try the „EasyReach“-technology the fi rst time.
With shining child´s eyes they call: „...how cool and easy is this!!!“

This exitement-factor, we build in „off-the-shelf“ for free also in our VERTIGO-
System.„EasyReach“ allows the dead easy hook and unhook of even heavy and 
long media rolls - now also stepless height-adjustable. Dear competitors - the air 
is getting thin - this one is probaply not to top! Surprise us!!!

V-Bracket „ER“ Fix

Works also great with our genius „MultiPlug“
V-Bracket „ER“ Move

Many thanks for the picture: 
PPS Imaging

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

V-Bracket „RNC“ Single YT12VBRC01

V-Bracket „RNC“ Set YT12VBRC02

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

V-Bracket „ER“ Set YT12VBERF03
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2-K-Cut 27

AllStar 41
AllStarWings 48
Angel-Cutter 5
AntiStatic Fluid 102
Antistatic Rakel 103
Appfi x 65
Appfi x Racer 66
Appfi x Roll N´Cut  65
Appfi xFlexi 64
A-Tube 191

BallPen Weeder 20
BannerBone Classic 174
BannerBoost Tape 175
Bannerfi x HD 172
BannerPuncher 176
BannerRope 176
BannerWing Clear 175
BeltMag  139
BigMag HD  126
BlackMamba  127
BladeBreaker II  19
BladeBreaker Pro  19
BodyGuardKnife  8
BodyGuardKnife Duo HD 10
BodyGuardKnife ProTefl on 9
BodyGuardKnife Tefl on 10
BodyGuardKnife TWIN 11
BodyGuardKnife TWIN Tefl on 11
BoostBox Bucket 11
BoostBox Eco 140

CosyRack „EasyReach“ 195
CosyRack „Tube“ 195
CutCoaster 2
CutCoaster Wheel 3
CutGrip 24
CuttingMat 28
CuttingMat Antistatic 29
CuttingMat X-Shift Infi nity 30

Easy MediaLift 146
EasyApply Fluid 70
EasyCord 138
EasyCoro Cut 87
EasyCoro Cut Flexi 87
EasyCoro Cut HD 86
EasyCoro Cut LongReach 87
EasyCross 6
EasyDot HD 156
EasyDrill Flexi 84
EasyEdge 76
EasyEdge Flexi 77
EasyEdge Zubehör 77
EasyLink  6
EasyOrbit  23
EasyOrbit Long  23
EasyOrbit Rondo  23
EasyPress  173
EasyPump  96
EasyScore  177
EasyUp HD  138
EasyWeed Powder  74
E-Scale  165
EvoCut   122+123

FeltBloc  52
FeltBloc Grip  53
FeltBloc Lip  53
FileBrush  82
FineLine Dispenser  119
FineLineTape  119
FingerTip KnifePen  75
FixxSignScale  166
FlatMag HD  125
FlatSignScale  166
Flipper KnifePen  22
FlipperKnife Pen  63

Gene-ius Mag HD  125
GladiBelt  114
GlasMag  165
GlasPad X-treme  163
GrafterPatches Set  156

HeavyHolder  71
Hole N´Cut  167

IvoCut  26
IvoCut X-treme  26

Janus SwivelKnife  22
JanusWeeder  21+75

LacyTips  118
LaserScissors  24
LEAN Media Mag  153
LEAN ToolStrip  152
LeanRuler Bracket  143
LongMag HD  126
LongReach Duo  12
LongReach Duo „Pro Tefl on“ 13
LongReach Duo Flexi  13
LongReach Duo Mag  13
LongReach RollKnife  14
LowRider  104
LowRider Extension  105
LowRiderUp 25  105

MagicDrill Set  159
MagicMaster  38
MagicMaster Pads  49
MagicSticks  161
MagicTrash Can  100
MagicTrash Press  101
MagTape Ruler  162
MagTool Tray  121
MediaCards  153
MediaFlipper  147
MediaHanger  188
MediaLid  151
MediaLid Walllmount  151
MediaMeter Star  150
MultiColorCaps System  157

NanoEx  95

PadHolder  98
P-Glas Drill  85
P-Glas Jig  85
P-Glas Twin  83
PlateLine Remover  91+120
PlottJoggle  69
Power Punch  78+79

PowerCleaner  98
PowerCleaner Pad  99
PowerTape Acrylic Clear  168
PowerTape Banner Back 171
PowerTape Banner Double 171
PowerTape Indoor Foam 170
PowerTape Monster Grip 170
PowerTape Outdoor Clear 169
PowerTape Outdoor Foam 169
PreStretch Meter  111
PrintEx Pen  96
PrintJoggle  68
PrintSpider  145
ProBasic  37
ProBasic Pads  48
ProHold  139
ProTefl on Shoe  10
ProWrap  36
ProWrap Duo  40

RapidRemover  90
RubberLift  117

SafetyRuler BigJob  6
SafetyRuler Classic  3
SafetyRuler Fineliner  7
SafetyRuler Platin  2
SafetyRuler X-Black  3
SafetyRuler X-treme  163
SasserCut  116
SignBlanks  164
SignFile  82
SignLevel ALS  154
SignLevel DLS Flexi  154
SignPad HD  172
SignSetter ALS DUO  155
SignSetter DLS DUO Flexi 155
SignToolBox  135
SignTrim Big  81
SignTrim CeraFlex  81
SignTrim CeraSwitch  81
SignTrim Mini  80
SignTrim Set  82
SignTweezer  72+73
SignTweezer Bloc  73
SingleWeeder  21
SmartLevel  156
Snug Pad  110
SpeedClips  149
SpeedMag HD  124
SpeedRack  190
Squeegee Dragster   55
StickyPen  99
StreetRoller „Basic“  61
StreetRoller „Hot“  61
StreetRoller „Hot“ Set  61
StrikerSet  117
SuperSign Caps  159
SuperSign Screws  159
SuperSign Set  160
SwivelKnife  21

TaperClip  139
TemperScan  113
TimberMaxx  44
TimberMaxx Floor  60
TimberMaxx Lips  46
TimberMaxx Tasche  46

TinnyCut  7
TinnyCut Mag  7
TitanBlades  16
Treemaxx „EasyReach Pro“ 189
Treemaxx „EasyReach“  190
Treemaxx „MultiPlug“  191
Treemaxx „Tube“  191
T-Shirts  203
Twister   180
Twister Single  152
Twister VEGO-Bracket  182
TwisterBloc  187
TwisterClick  181
TwisterClick Mixx  181
TwisterCliffhanger  186
TwisterMagnum  183
TwisterMagnum Mixx  183
TwisterMaxi  181
TwisterMaxi Mixx  181
TwisterMixx  180
TwisterPaket  182
TwisterRondo  183
TwisterRondo Mixx  183
TwisterStripe Floor  184
TwisterStripe Wall  184
TwisterTableFix  187
TwisterTableWheel  187
TwisterWallmount  185

V-Bracket „EasyReach“  199
V-Bracket „Roll N´Cut“  199
V-Bracket „Tube“  198
V-Bracket „WaveHolder“  198
V-Cut Set  27
Vertigo „FlipRack“  202
Vertigo „Mobil“  197
Vertigo„ WallMount“  197

Wallpaper Basic ToolSet  67
WallRoller „Basic“  58
WallRoller „Chrissi“  59
WallRoller „Handy“  59
WallRoller „Handy“ Mono 59
WallRoller „Hot“  58
WaPar GlueGone  67
WaPar GluePowder  67
WapPar Glue Ready  67
WipeBox Mag  97
WoodyKnife  15
WrapBar  121
WrapFinger  128
WrapGun II  113
WrapGun Mag  114
WrapJet EasySet  115
WrapJet HeatGun Head  115
WrapLaser Set  109
WrapSwivel  130+131
WrapTower  106-108
WrapWalk  132

X-treme Mat  163

YellloBlade Handle Mini  89
YelloApplication Set  71
YelloBelt  134
YelloBelt ProWrap  135
YelloBench Basic  142
YelloBench to-go  143

YelloBig  55
YelloBig Pads  49
YelloBlade  88
YelloBlade Egg  89
YelloBlade Grip  88
YelloBlade Handle  89
YelloBoard Rack  144
YelloBrush  120
YelloCase  134
YelloCut EasyFlip  20
YelloCut HD  16
YelloCut L 18mm  18
YelloCut M 9mm  17
YelloCut ProWrap  17
YelloCut PSL 18mm  18
YelloCut PSM 9mm  17
YelloCut XL 25mm  18
YelloDouble Pen  62
YelloDusty  100
YelloEdge  50
YelloFleece Pro  97
YelloFlex  54
YelloFlex Shape  54
YelloFluid - SurfaceCleaner 93
YelloFrog  92
YelloGloves  128
YelloGloves Pro  129
YelloGrip  54
YelloGrommets  173
YelloGuide FLEXI  4
YelloGuide Zero  127
YelloHook  75
YelloJack  93
YelloLedge  146
YelloMaxx  39
YelloMaxx Pads  49
YelloMini  42
YelloMini „Hang-Loose“  43
YelloOpen  118
YelloOrange  94
YelloPen  62
YelloPen EasyFlip  63
YelloPen Pro  63
YelloPouch  137
YelloPurse  43
YelloQuickstick  96
YelloRoller 6“ Antistatic  103
YelloRoller Duo  57
YelloRoller Eco  55
YelloRoller Flexi  56
YelloRoller Flexi Extension 57
YelloRoller Plain  57
YelloSheer Basic  24
YelloSheer Pro  25
YelloShuttle  112
YelloSpare  192+193
YelloStrap  136
YelloSwitch Knife  20
YelloSwivel Plug  22
YelloTarex  95
YelloTemper  112
YelloTwin Cut  15
YelloWheel  14
YelloWheel Pro  14
YelloWings   47
YelloWings Duo  48
YelloWings Wet  51
YelloWipe Air  97
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TimberMaxx Bag
TimberMaxx 76
TimberMaxx FeltPad 76 (2 x)

BannerRope (10 Meter)
BannerPuncher
BannerBone (10 x)
BannerBoost Tape
BannerWing Clear (10 x)

MagTape Ruler   25 cm
MagTape Ruler   50 cm
MagTape Ruler 100 cm

TimberMaxx Set

BannerTool Set

MagTape Ruler Set

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

MagTape Ruler Set YT15MTRS01  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

BannerTool Set YT15BTSET01  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

TimberMaxx Set YT15TMSET01  
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SignToolBox Set

CarWrap Set

YelloBelt Profi Set
YelloBelt,
YelloWing “Felt” 5er,
YelloWings “Micro”5er,
YelloDusty,
ProWrapGold,
ProWrap SIlver
JaunsWeeder,
YelloCut “PSL”,

RubberLift
YelloCut ProWrap
ProWrap Gold
EasyCord
YelloWings Felt 5er
SpeedMag
YelloGloves L
TitanBlades 9mm 30°

SignToolBox 
YelloWings „Felt“ 5er 
YelloDusty
ProWrapGold
ProWrap Black 
SingleWeeder
YelloCut „HD“ 
YelloCut „PSL“ -

YelloMaxx Blue
BladeBreaker II,
2x SpeedMag
FlatSignScale,
YelloGloves L
YelloBlade
YelloMini Orange

HangLoose 45
FinelineTape 6mm
HangLoose 90
WrapFinger 1x

YelloMaxx Orange
BladeBreaker II 
2x SpeedMag 
FlatSignScale
YelloGloves XL 
YelloMini Orange
YelloMini Gold
BodyGuardKnife 

EasyCord
SafetyRuler Classic 40cm 
10x SpeedClips L und 5x 
SpeedClips XL 
SignTweezer Straight XS 
SignTweezer Straight L 
SignTweezer Hook 7  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

YelloBelt Profi  Set YT10YBSET3  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

CarWrap Set YT12PWSET01  

Name Art.Nr./ItemNo. Notes

SignToolsBox Set YT11STBSET01  



Many thanks for your awesome service. You are the best :)

Designed by a signmaker
This logo is on all our products that were suggested to us, designed or even produced by advertising 
technicians, car wrappers and digital printers around the world. These products are the direct result of 
constructive criticism and innovative ideas from the people who are directly affected by the correspon-
ding problem. So we make sure to develop FOR you and not AROUND you.You can be sure that our 
products carry the essence of what our colleagues are all about. Is there something that annoys you 
constantly? Do you have an innovative idea? Then email or call us today. 

We look forward to you and your problems :)

What payment types do we accept?

• Paying in advance: 
After you send us your order, we will send you a confi rmation with complete order details, including shipping or other costs. After we receive your payment we will ship the goods as soon as possible.

• Prepay with cash on delivery:
After you send us your order, we will send you a confi rmation with complete order details, including shipping or other costs.
Please be so kind and consider the COD fees on orders for your country.

• Prepay with Visa, AMEX, Maestro/Eurocard/Mastercard:
Ordering is as easy as making a phone call when paying by credit card. (Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 17:00 CET) Or pay by credit card online, 24/7/365. (Anytime!)

• Prepay with PayPal:
Pay save and easy with your PayPal account.

How does my delivery come to me?
Basically, unless you specify your own preferred carrier, we ship your order in the best and most costeffi cient manner. Most often, within the EU, we ship via UPS unless your package exceeds the 
UPS size limit 2,70m (Up to 1,50m length we must add a handling fee) . From a length 2,70m and 70kg we will ship the goods via forwarder. For shipment in three parts we add a handling fee per 
delivery which you will also fi nd in the order confi rmation. If you get broken or damaged packages please be so kind and don´t accept this delivery. Please inspect all deliveries for completeness and 
correctness prior to accepting all deliveries. Unfortunately, complaints after acceptance of your shipment are excluded. We deliver exclusively based on our general terms of business, which we can 
provide to you upon your written or verbal request.

Customer service:
Do you have ideas or suggestions? Or do you have technical questions regarding the use of our tools? Then we of course would enjoy hearing from you personally: Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 17:00, call 
us at 49 (0) 2292 / 921 928. Do you have a product idea? Or would you like to become a DBS (designed by sign-maker) developer?
Great! We’d love to hear from you! Call us or send an email to sales@yellotools.com 

Don´t miss our actual Newsletter - Stay always up to date: News, Tips, Sales and so on... Sign on at www.yellotools.com

Some more facts:
Occasionally slight variances from the product as pictured in this catalog pictures may occur. All published prices in this catalog are exclusive of GST, VAT, (possible duties) and shipping costs, where
 applicable.The prices listed in this catalog supercede any prior price-lists, catalogs and online published prices. All length and/or size data published in this catalog is accurate to within a variance 
of +/- 2%. This depends on the temperature  

est. 2004



www.yellotools.com

Yellotools Ltd. (Headquarter)
Wilberhofener Str. 3, D-51570 Windeck

Telefon: +49 (0) 22 92 / 921 928
Telefax: +49 (0) 22 92 / 921 938

Email: sales@yellotools.com

Yellotools Inc. 
7530 Orangewood Ave, Stanton

California, USA 
Phone: +1 (714) 273 3223
Email: eric@yellotools.com

www.yellotools.comwww.yellotools.com

2015 OVER 400 TOOLS
English version

for Signmakers

Effective with the publishing of this catalog, all prior published price-lists are unvalid. Errors are 
disclaimed. All prices are net without german tax, customs end ex works Windeck. Products 
and prices are subject to change without notice. For printing errors, we assume no liability.
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